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NOTES

Ail references in this thesis wiil be fùlly quoted the first time used in the footnote,

followed by the page number. For example, Benda, Harry I. The Crescent and the Rising
Sun. liadonesiun Islam under Jupanese Occupation 1942

- 1945. The Hague, W.Van

Hoeve, 1958.25. After their f h t mention, al1 author's name. titles of work. etc. wiil be

shortened, foiiowed by the page number, such as, Benda, The Crescent and the Rising
Sun, 27. Reference to works in languages other than English will foilow the same pattern.

For example, in its fmt mention, reference in bahasa Indonesia will be as follow:

Rahardjo M . Dawam. Inteîfectual Intelegensia dan Periluku Politik Bangsa: Risalah
Cenàekiawam Muslim (Bandung: Muan, 1993), 61. The translation of the titles of

Indonesian works WUbe suppiied in bibliography.

The Arabic transliteration in this thesis wili follow the system used by the
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Conclusion

INTRODUCTION
Foiiowing the inauguration of the Dutch "Ethical ~olicy"'at the tum of this
ceniury, perceptible changes occumd in the Dutch attitude towards the indigenous
Indonesian population. Among these changes. one may mention the developments in the
field of education. Aithough attendance at govemment-run schools was somewhat
nstncted, yet to borrow Feith's words, &'thedoor was opened to the nse of a srnail but
crucidy important new gmup of Indonesians with Western educatio~."~
Interestingiy,

this new group of "inteilectuals" later formed the nucleus of the religious and nationalist
movements that smve for the awakening and empowerment of their people.

The Jong Islarnieten Bond, founded in 1925 by secondary and tertiary levei
students. w u a group of young inteiiecnials who emerged earlier this century.
Btenstingiy, this group idenmed itseif with Islam as the key to an Indonesian

reawakening. In so doing, its rnembers became affiiiated with modemist Muslim leaders,
following in their fwtsteps in t e m of both thought and action.

'AS the twentieth century began, the Dutch colonial policy underwent the most
significant change of direction in 3s history. The Ethicai policy had mots in both humanitarian
concem and econornic advantage. In 1902 Alexander W. F. Idenberg became Minister of
Colonies (1902-5.1908-9.19 18-19). In this pst, and as Govemor ûeneral (l W-1916) Idenberg
mon han any other single individual put Ethical ideas into practice. The Dutch enunciated three
principles which were thought of as typifying this new policy: education. imgation and
emigtation. For more Monnation see. M.C. Ricldefs, A History of Modern lndonesia since
cJ3W a d . (California: Sianford University Press, 1993). 151462.

2~erbertFeith. 'lndonesia" in George Mc.Tuman Kahin, Govemmnt <uid Politics in
SouthemAsia, 2ed, (Ithaca: Contell University Press), 192,

Much scholarly work ha9 been pubüshed dealing with Indonesian Islam in the
twentieth century and focusing, to various degnes, on Muslim organizations in the laie
Dutch colonial era and the early Japanese occupation. On the one hand we have
Federspiel's Persatuan Islam: Islamic Refom in Twentieth Century ~ndonesia,~
Benda's
The Crescent and the Rising

sud and Nakamura's nie Crescent Arises over the Banyan

Tree. On the other, we fiid Deliar Nœr's The Modcmist Muslim Movement in tndonesia,
1900-1942.5Alfian's dissertation entitled "Islarnic Modemkm in Indonesian Politics: The

Muhammadiyah Movement during the Dutch Colonial Penod 19 l2-lg42,'" and Timur
Jaylani's thesis on the Sarekat Islam

ove ment.'

AU these works are important sources on Indonesian Islam for the period covered
by our study. Interestingiy. alî these scholars speak about the importance of a young

as the nucleus of the future
Muslim intellectual movement. Jong Islamieten Bond (W),
Muslim nationalist leaders, who became wen prominent in the Muslirn movements once
they grew into adults. However, none of them maices more than passing reference to the

Bond. In reality, the Jong lslamieten Bond which ncnûted memben from the Western
'~oward M. Federspiel. Persotuan IsIam, IskrnUc Refionn in Twentieth Century
Indonesita (Ithaca: Corne11 University, 1970).

'~anyJ. Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sun: ikbnesian Islam undcr the Japanese
Occupation 1942-1945 (The Hague: W.van Have, 1958).
'~eliar Noer, nie Modernist Muslim Movement in Indonesia, 1900-1942 (Singapore:
Oxford University Press,1973).
6Ribüshed as Alfian, Muhtadiyah: The Political Behavour of a Muslim Mdentist
Organization d e r Dutch Colonialism (Yogyakarta: ûajah Mada University Ress. 1989).

'&ton Timur Jaylani.. "The Sarekat Islam Movement: Us Contribution to bdonesian
Nationalisrn"(MA. thesis, McOill University. 1992).

educated intellectuals, was the vanguard in definuig Islam as an ideology amidst rapidly
spreading Western ideologies Likc nationalism and socialism, especidy among the young
intellectuals.
Therefore, as far as academic studies are concemed, there is no scholarly work
that deais adequately with the Jong Islamieten Bond. This is not to say that the
organization has not enjoyed any attention from Indonesian writers and researchen.
Nevertheless, it has been seen as merely a part of the broder subject, narnely, the Muslim
youth movement in Indonesia. Among the books that touch on the organization, there is

Ridwan Saidi's Pemuda Islam dalm Dinamika Politik Bangsa 19251984,8which offers
a descriptive anatomy of Muslim youth movements against a contemporary setting, but
gives only a brief explanation of the W ' s establishment. Intended as a nhrtation of a

book written by indonesian historians and of'ficially published by the Department of
Education of the Republic of Indonesid his maunent of the subject covers the days of
the JIB's founding and bief mention of the Ahrnadiyah's infiltration of this Muslim

youth organization.
A second work, Organisasi Kaum Muda fslom di Jawa. Pada Masa Akhir

Penjojahan Belanda, 1924-1924,~' by the Lembaga Research dan Survey of iAiN

'~idwanSaidi, Pemudo Islam &lum Dinamika Politik Bangsa 1925-1984 (Jakarta:
Rajawali, 1984)

Mamati Ioeneâ Pusponegoro and Nuph0 Notosusanto, Sejumh Nerioml Indonesia,
vol. 4 (Jakarta.. Departemen Pendidîlran dan Kebudayaan, 1990). 195-196.

'%. Syamsudin Abdullah et, al.
Penjajuhn Belen&

1986) pp. 5360.

Orgrnisasi K a m

Mu& Islam di Juwa, poda Akhir

1925-IW2.(Yogyakarta: LembagaResearch dan Srirvey MIN Yogyakartp.

Yogyakarta, aims at describing and analyzing the factors and the characteristics of
Musiim youth movements during the late colonial era. But it contains only a few details
about the W. Aithough, it offers more analysis of this organization than does Saidi's, it
does not, however, adequately discuss the thinking of the JIB in response to the situation

faced in that period.
There are also writings in the fonn of articles. M. Roem, one of the activists of the

JIB, wrote a piece entitied "Jong Islamieten Bond yang Saya Alami," which appeared in
Panji ~myarakot".This writing is more in the nature of recoilections of an activist, and
provides only general description of events that are considered important in the history of
the W. Deliar Noer wrote his own article, "long Islamieten ~ond,"" to cornmernorate
Mohamad Roem's seventieth anniversaq; it briefly depicts the development, the
characteristics and the role of the W as a Muslim youth movement.
AU these aforementioned writings do supplement one another, but none of hem is

an in-depth study of the W. ui the absence of any such attempt, the present thesis surveys
the development of the W.its role and position in Muslim cornrnunity, and among the

Muslim and nationalist movements. Basing itself on original sources published by the

W,particularly in Het Lich magazine, this thesis will explore the socio-reügious milieu,
the intellectud formulation and the political dynamics that led to the increasing
-

o oh am ad Roem, 'Vong lslamicten Bond yang Saya Alami." in Panji Masyurukat, (23,
No. 348 January 1982).
1 2 ~ l i a Nar,
r
"Jong Ifilamieten Bond", in Panitia Buhi Peringatan M o h d
NatsirMohammad Roem 70 Tahun. Molurmnuuà Roem 70 Tahun, PejuangPerwtding
wohamnnd Roem 70 years old; a diplornatic fightet] (JaLana. Bulan Bhiaag, 1978), pp. 240.
255.

participation by Muslim youths in contempocary politics at that time. The thesis will give
spccial attention to the ckwastances which led to the birth of W,as well as the

significance of its role in deveioping the mental awareness of Muslim youths during the
years of its existence (1925 - 1942).
This thesis aims at depicting how the intellectuals in the Iong Islamieten Bond,

clearly committed to a modemist view of Islam, stmggled to bring young intellectual
Muslims who studied in the Dutch schools to an appreciation of Islam. It also aims to
give an account of the significant role which this organization played in the political

stnrggle between secular nationalists and Musüm nationalists during the period.
Foiiowing this introduction, the thesis wiil consist of t h e chapters. Chapter One
deals with the Islamic and nationalist movements in Indonesia prior to the rise of the JIB.
The dichotomous characteristics of nationalist vs. Islamic and modemkt vs. traditionalist
-normaiiy applied to adult organizations-WU be looked for in the youth orgmizations

which emerged during the early twentieth centwy. This will provide some anaiytical
background to the establishment for the W and tell us about the circumstances under
which the JIB was founded.

Chapter Two discusses, in the fmt part. the establishment and the development of
the JIB during the late Dutch colonial period (1925-1942). This consists of an analysis of

its developwnt with respect to the changing leadership patterns of the day, especiaiiy the

rise of those with access to Western education to leadership roies in Indonesian society.

In the second part, this chapter discusses the ideoIogy of the W that determined its

position among other organizations, and analyzes its Islamic activities which helped
d e h e it its own characteristics. The W's views on Islam will be discussed in this part as

a logical conseqwnce of the ideology it evolved.

Chapter T b ,will survey in depth how the JI6 defimd Islam as its ideology, by

analyzhg its nspoose t national issues of religious, social and political concems. Thus.
to give a mon complete pictue of the JIB's role, we wili analyze articles that deai with

national issues in the colonial era Fin*.
Conclusion.

our findings will be summarized in the

ISLAMIC AND NATIONALIST MOVEMENTS IN INDONESIA
AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF JONG ISLAMIETEN BOND (JIB)
A. The Rîse of Parties and Organizatiom: the Genesis of Moncsian Nationalism

-

1900 1930

The pacification of Aceh in 1903 marked the complete suzerainty of the Dutch

over the Indies; as such it marked the high point of Dutch colonial control. The Aceh wu,
the longest war ever undertaken by the Dutch in the region, was finally concluded through

an agreement with the uleebulangs (the secular leaders), as well as through hunting down
the tewigkus (utamu).' Similar measures had k e n taken by the Dutch against the ulama

in Minangkabau and on behalf of the adat Party, a situation that led to the Padri war
(1803- 1838): On Java, the most wide-scale Muslim resistance was led by Diponegoro,

lasted fiom 1825 to 1830.' This senes of wars, including the upcisings Ied by local culers
in Bomeo (1850-54), Celebes (1858-60) and in Sumatra under the Bat& priest-king in

' ~ h i approach
s
was known as divide et impera, a political practice of encoumging the
formation of two opposing parties in an enemy camp so that it can be more easily dominated. in
the case of case of Aceh, this policy was encouraged by Snpuck Hurgronje, the Dutch advisor in
Muslim aff&îrs in order to counterbdance Islarnic political influences in the region. For a good
account of the Aceh Wu, see Ibrahim Alfan, Perang di lulm Allah (JakPna: Sinar Harapan,
1987), especially chapter 6.

'sec Taufii AWullah, ''The Beginning of the Padn Movement," in Papers of the Dutch
Indonesiun Historical Confcrence (JakartanRiden: Bureau of indonesian Studies, 1987). 143-53.

'~lthoughthe war was pmbably motivateci more by Rince Diponegom's concem to fiee
the kingdom fiom Dutch intervention, it nevertheless had the b r d support of the people. Van
der Kroef mentions that more fundamental to undetstanding the people's role in the war was the
inbuman exploitation of mrchants by -ch toU-keepers. For a mon complete discussion see
I.M. van der Kroef, "Rince Diponegoro: Rogenator of Indonesian Nationalisrn," Ine Far
&stem Quarterly 8, no. 4 (Aupst 1949): 425-50.

1870, came to an end with the last Dutch campaign in Bali (1906-1908). These
encounters, whicb were characteristic of the colonial situation in the archipelago during
the eighteenth and nineteenth cennuies, marked the close of a long, exhausting resistance

by the native population against foreign inûudea. It is clear however. that.

it

was due to a

iack of unity among the leaders that resistance against Dutch power was repeatediy
unsuccessfd and that Dutch technological superi~rityp n v a k d in al1 cases. Accoràingly,

by the end of the nineteenth cenhiry the Dutch had taken political control over the native
people in almost ail regions of the archipelago.

In the twentieth century, however, democratic changes in the Dutch republic were
to change very significantly, the Netherlands own view of what colonial control should

mean. Many wanted a new approach-a

mon humane policy toward colonial peoples

then under Dutch control. Because of pressure placed on colonial policies by Christian

party leaders such as Kuyper, and other Liberals, such as E. Douwes Dekker and van
Deventer, during the Liberai Era (~870-1900)~,
the Ethical Policy was bom in 1901. This

"riie pressure placed on colonial plicy by the "ethical" school was probably influenced
by the humanitarian swin of nationalism that prevailed towards the end of the nineteenth
century. Kuyper, a Christian party leader who had long denounced the policy of exploitation,
pleaded for self-government as a moral obligation. See Robert van Neil, The Energence of the
Modcm Indonesiun Elite (The Hague: W. van Hoeve, 1970). 63. in addition. Multatuli (E.
Douwes Dekker's pseudonym) wmte his autobiography called M a Hmrrloar. where he
descnkd his expeciences as a colonial civil servant. The work was a "devastating exposure of
the oppressive and compt state of the h t c h rule in lava" See Rickle& A Hisrory of Modm
Indonesiu since c. 1300 (Bloomington: Indiana University, 198 L), 124. Most important perhaps
was C. Th. Van Deventer, a lawyer wbo spent 17 years living in Indonesia. He wrote an article in
de Gidt (1899) entitled Eefi eereschuld ('A Debt of Honof). Thece he argueci tbat the
Nethedrnds was gceatiy endebted to the indonesians for ail the wealth bey had drained from
theu country. Thenfore, the hach were morally obiiged io r
em not by giving them a sum of
money bat by giving priniacy in colonial policy to the needs of the people of Indonesia. Bernard
HM. Vlekke, Geschiedmis van den Indischen Archipel (Roemiond-Maaseik I. J. Romenand
Sons, 1947). 390.

policy had its origin in the speech h m the throne of that year, which called for welfare
programs to be put in place for the native lands and peoples? At the same the,
Indonesian ceaction to the h i t c h begun to change ftom sporadic and diffuse amed
struggie to organhed nsistance on the part of large grwps of peopies. This shift was

initiated by the birth of organized movemenu in the fmt quarter of this century, whether
religious or nationalist, which showed a new concem by local leaders for the well-being

of the indigenous people.

Interestingly, this Indonesian awakening came as a result of an accumulation of
factors both within the country and overseas at the tum of the cennuy. Basic to the rise of
the organhations was probably the enactment of the Ethical Policy, which was designed

to replace the old policies of 19th century Dutch colonialism. There were two panicularly
significant changes. F i t , the educational program was extended. This had ken
introduccd during the Liberal Era, a rnove that encouraged the emergence of new
Indonesian eiites aiongside the old caste-based elites (priyayi)P By this policy many
indonesians were exposed to new knowledge, including science, especiaiiy those who had
%e speech mentions that "As a Christian empire. the Netherlands are obliged to imbue
the wholc of the govemment's policy with the conviction that the Netherlands have to hdfill a
morai vocation towarâ the population of their regions." Cited in Vlekke as quoted by Timur
Jaylani. "Tbe Sarekat Islam Movement: Its Contribution to indonesian Nationalism," (M.A.
thesis, McGill University, L959). 14.

'?he consmction of elemcntary schoals for indonesians Uicreased more rapidly after
1870. Indonesian pupüs in these schwls numbed about 8,W in 1871 (pred~~nantiy
in the
Moluccas and northem Celebes). a figure which had inmased to about t5.750 by 1892. with
pupils in Java numbering 2,350. Moreover, in 1864, the Eumpeesche Lagere School ( E U , Dutch
Elementary School) was opened to "qualified Indonesians." fadonesian enrolement in these
school slowly increased to 1,870by 1900. See Paul W. van der Veru, Eiiucation and Social
Change in Colonial Indonesia (Athens: Centre for Intemationai Studies Ohio University, 1969).

the oppominity to study in the Netherlands through the govenunent ment program.

Second, and ironically, given that the policy was designed to reinforce coloniaiism, the
many shortcomings that occurred in the application of the policy allowed young

intellectuals to voice the concem that cded colonial intent into question.' in short,
conflicting social interesü between the native population and the colonial authorities
grew, and the formation of aationalist organizations was a sign of populac concem and

involvement?
Budi Utomo was founded in 1908, initiaiiy by upper class students, as a symbol of
opposition against the hegemony of the Indonesian nobility and the Dutch
administration's pwer? This was a direct criticism of vested Indonesian authority, which
tended to cooperate with the Dutch govemment. However, &ter the elder generation of
For the emrgence of a new educated class and its significance for the social change. see Robert
van Neil, The Emergence of the Modem Indonesian Eiite (The Hague: W.van Hoeve. 1970).
7~ccordingto Vlekke, the Ethical Policy did not succeed in: 1) abolishing privately
owned land; 2) changing the economic system, which still tended to stifle business enterprise
among Indonesians. elirninating most of the indigenous merchant class; 3) eliminating entinly
the nluctance to allow Indonesians to gain experience in self-government; 4) opening jobs for
Indonesians cornmensurate with their dearly-gained training. Cited by Jaylani, 'The Sarekat
Istam Movement," I S.
'~artono Kanodido, "Some Roblems on the Genesis of Nationalism in indonesia"
JournaI of Southeart Asian HUtory 3. no. 1 (Mmh 1962): 74.
?n De LoconrotieJ as mentioned by Balfas for example, Tjipto, one of the founden of
the organization, criticized the privileges of the nobility and attacked a decree which at the tirne
made the office of bupori herrditary. He believed that the system had made the office one of the
tmls of the colonial govemmnt rather than the pardian of the Indonesian pople's interests.
'I'herefore, he aiguad that the decree was cenainly contradictory to the principle of the Ethical
Policy afcording to which people should be alloweâ to govem thernselves. He wanted
knowledge, ski11 and ability to be the most importyt factors, not hecedity. M. Balfas, ljipto
M u n g h u m o , Demokrat Se&ati fljipto Mangunkusumo, a Genuine Democnt) (DjakartaAmsterdam, 1952) as citeâ in Bernard Dahm, Hisrory of Indonesita in the Twentieth Cuirury
(London: Praeger Publisheu hc.. 197 1), 26.

bupatis and other higher priyayis joined the organkation. the objective inevitably
changed. Its new goal was to create a general Javanese union whose duty would be to

stniggie for the harmonious development of the land and people of the Dutch East hdies

through the advancement of education. Gone was any cïiticism of political alignments.

The organization over tirne came to be considered as nothing more than a Javanese
culturai association, aithough until 1924 it took part in political activities during the
nationalist en."

In the meantirne, Japan's victory over Czarkt Russia in 1905 also played a part as
an extemai factor in this awakening. According to Gungwu, lapan's victory becarne a
source of encouragement for ail nationalist movements in Asia. It extended the idea of
stmggie against a specifk Westem power to al1 efforts against Westerners and questioned
Westem supedony itself." This was followed by other changes; the decline in Manchu

d e and the proclamation of a Chinese Republic by Dr. Sun Yat Sen in China; and the
end of Spanish colonialism in the Philippines, with the attendant revolution and

American occupation at the tum of the c e n w AU of these events, to borrow Benda's

words, "did not go unheeded in ~ndonesia".'~The dynamic of change encouraged

Indonesian nationalists significanily.
'@TheJavanese identity that attached to the organization and more sipificantly the
latter's co-optation by p j t a y i mmbers had made it dificult for the organization to gain mass
support. For a complete account on Budi Utomo. see Alara Nagazurni, "The Ongin and the
Earlier Years of the Budi Utomo 1908-1918," (Pm.
dissertation, Corneil University, 1967).
'%et Wang Gungwu "Nationalism in Asia," in Nutionalism nie Nature and Evolution
of on idea. ed. Eugene Komenka(London: Edward Arnold, 1976). 88.

'*Hamy I. Benda, Thr Crescent and the Rising Sun, Indonesiun idam undcr Japanesc
Occupailm 1942 - 1945 (TkHague: W. Van Have, 1958). 35.

In 1911 a political nationalist movement was formed under the name Sarekat
Islam, previously known as Sarekat Dagang Islam, led by K. H. Samanhudi in central
Java. Samanhudi, who did not belong to the Javanese aristocracy but to the Muslim
middle class and its entrepreneurid social structure, articulated the Islamic theme as a

cornmon bond to unite the native peoples against Chinese dominance in the batik indusuy

and in retail trade. Soon after its founding, the organization gained a considerable
following." The leaders, Samaahudi and Agus Salim, influenced by Islamic reformism,
derived the bulk of their support from the urban middle class and whiteîollar elements,

while at the viiiage level leadership was assigned to the kiyai and local ulama Islam was
used to mate an ideology that in turn was used by the organization to achieve broadbased mass suppod4
Islam as ideology was again apparent when H.O.S.Tjokroaminoto came io lead
the organization in 1912. He diligentiy combined lslarnic and socialist ideas to define the

goals of the movement and attracted nat only the pious aficultuists, but aiso the militant

~ o r k e n .Through
'~
his ideas and leadership, he shaped and defmed the ideology of the
.
.

.

" B ~1912 its memknhip had nached 360,000 and by 1919 then were about two and
bal€ million memùers klonging to its branches in almost every region in the country. George
Mc. T. Kahin, Nationalism and R d u t i o n in Indonesia (Ithaca: Corne11 University Press, 1955).
65-66. See also A.K Ringgodigdo, Sedjmh Pegemkon R a m lndonesia (Djakatta: n.p. 1950).
16-18.

"In 1919 the organization clairned a mmbership of two million people. See
Ringgadigdo, Sedjarah P e r g e m h Rrikyat, 1448.
'%ideed he was one the most important figures in shaping the ideology of the
orgeaization. Sukarno, the proclamotor of indonesian independence, is said to have been greatly
influenced by him 'Ihe m s t importantof his wocks nlating to the subject was entitied Islam drui
S o c i a l h (Islam and Sociaüsm) which was widely cead and discussed in the country. As well as
writing articles in newspapers, he also produccd a book on entitied The Spirit of lslonr. Complete

SareLat Islam into something constituting a pragmatic nationalism (expressed in t e m of
independent nationhood) and reformist-Islamism (expressed in ternis of specifically
Islamic social and political values).16 Considering the fact that nothing U e this had ever
existed in the Indies pnor to this, Tjoiaoam.inoto's contribution to the natioaalist
movement was profound and seminai.

In 1912 a short-lived political party was established in Bandung advocating racial
equality, socio-economic justice and ultimate independence, narnely the Nationale

Indische Partij (National Indies Party). Created by Eutasian (Indo-European) and
Javanese intellectuals, sucb as E.F.E. Douwes Dekker, Dr. Tjiptomangun Kusumo and

R.M. Suwardi Suryadiningrat, it added a new element which was ''political non-racial
nationalism" to the rnany political phenomena of the period. This "Western type of
nationalistic movement" based its activities on the slogan 'The country that leeds you
should be the fatherland, and you should be its defense." However, because it was openly
radical and militant in purpose, the organization was banned by the Dutch administration
kfore it gained any mass support and its leaders were exiled.
Another element of a kind similar to the Indische Partij was the ISDV (The
Indische Sociaal Dernocratische Vereeniging) which was fomed in Semarang in 1914.
information about his life and his contribution to Indonesian nationdism can be found in Amelz,

H.O.S.Tjokrooniin~to,Hidup dan Perjwngannya, 2 vols. (Jakarta: Bulan Bintang. 1952).
'%or complete account on Sarekat Islam and Indonesian nationalism see, Timur Jaylani,
"The Sarekat Islam Movementc"
17

This tenn is used by Abdulgani to show the position of the membws of the Indische
Paitj who were of mixeci blood. In faet, its membership rangeci h m Indo-Europeans, and people
of IndoChinese and Indo-Arabian ancestry to those with pure indonesian aristocratie origins.

Uniike the Indische Partij's activists who were intellectuals with a "capitaüstic" spirit, the
promoters of the ISDV

- Sneevleit, A. Baars and J.H.Bmdstedter - were followen of

sociaiist-Mmist ideology that was common in the Netherlands. Not surpcisingly, they
began by promoting the concept of class stniggle between d e r and d e d . Among the

Indonesians who were interested in the idea and becme some of their most militant
followers were Semaun, Darsono, and Tan Malaka, of whom the first two were also
members of Sarekat Islam's Semarang branch. Then, like the leaders of the IP, the leaders
of the ISDV were exiled. Later, after the exile of Sneevleit, the organization became the
Indonesian Communist party.

'

Thus we may see the fmt phase of the development of national awakening

marked by the development of a culRual approach represented by Budi Utomo, Islamic
political nationalism represented by the Sankat Islam, and the non-racial nationalist
movements of the Indische Partij.

The founding of the Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI) in 1920 in Semarang marked
the second phase of the Indonesian national movement, one marked by radicalization and

reaction. It brought tension and conflict to the SI's Semarang branch, which later ~sulted

in its spiit into two factions - the SI merah (Red SI, the Communist alliance led by
Semaun and .Danono) and the SI putih (White SI, the Islarnic bloc led by Salim and
Abdul Muis). The PKI tricd to monopolize the interpntation of "revolutionary political

'"For a complete account of the connection between the ISDV and the development of
the Indonesian Communist Puty. se Ruth T. McVey, The Rise of Indonesian Coninunism
(ithaca: Cmell University Ress, 1965).

~ihic."'~
It encouraged a resistance stmggle among peasants by forming cadre

organizations which subsequently came to its aid when rebellion broke out in 1926.
However, the govenunent immediately crushed this rebeiiion and a schisrn developed

among the nationalist movements."
Possibly because of the radicalisrn of the PM, the Sarekat Islam during the early

menties also became poiiticdy radical. This is indicated by the speeches deiivered to the
Second National Congress by Tjokroaminoto on the subject of "self-government",
accompanied by those of Vice-Chairman Abdul Muis on "~ationalisrn."~'Here he
invoked militant concepts, and spoke of confrontation and victory over forces of
oppression.

The best known secular political party during the period was the Partai Nasional
hdonesia (PNI) established in 1927. The organization, which was established after the

PKI had been crushed in 1926, brought the development of Indonesian nationalism to a

'%y this tirne. more and more socialist-inspired membea had joined the SI and had
kgun accusing the Dutch of practicing "sinhil" capitalism. See Roeslan Abdulgani, Natioruzlism.
Revolution and Guided Democracy in Indonesia (Clayton, Victoria: Monash University, 1972),
6.
%e

nbellion was immediately crushed by the govemrnent. It was reported that after

the rekllion 13,000 people were arrested, and 5,000 more placed in preventive detention, of
which 4,500 were sentenced to prison <cmaftet trial. S a Ruth T. McVey, Ine Rise of
Idbnesian Commmism (Ithaca: Comell University Ricss, 1965). and especially Hamy J. Benda
and Ruth T. McVey, The Communist Uprising 4 19264927 in f,n&nesia (Iihaca: Comell
University Press. 1960).

"laYlani,''The Satekat IslamMovement," 62.

new phase of radicaiism. Through the skillfui leadership of sukamon and the support of

Sacekat Islam. it was able to estabiish a loose federatioa cded the P P K I ~unifjing the
nationalist movements beyond what had k e n possible earlier. By adopting self-dance

and a policy non-cooperation, wbich meant rejection of Dutch institutions in the country
(including a semi-parliamentary body known as the Volkskraad),the P M set for itself the
goal of "Indonesia Merdeka Sekarang" (Indonesia Free, Now). This clear-cut goal,
combined with the skiiled leadership of Sukarno, gained it even greater mass support and

earned it the reputation of king the most powefil nationaiist organization of the day.'4
Only three years after coming into existence, the PNI was dissolved by the
govenunent, while its leaders, Sukarno, Maskun and Spradiatna were sentenced
respectively to pison tenns. However, two other organizations were ready to tûke over
nationalist activities in its place, nameiy the Partai Indonesia (Partindo). which Sukarno
joined after his release in 1932, and Pendidikan National Indonesia (PNI) in which
Mohammad Hatta played a pivotai role after retuMng from his studies in the
Netherlands.

Early twentieth century Indonesia dso saw the rise of the socio-religious Muslim
organizations. This is believed to have been due to various influences from the central
%ukarno was the most prominent figure in the history of nationalism in Indonesia. He
was the son-in-law as weli as the pupil of Tjobaminoio, who iduenced very much the shaping
of his character and iâeology as the national lesder.
D~emufakatan Pemimpunan Politik Kebangsaan hdonesia (Union of Political
Associations of indonesia) had as its mmbecs the PM, Partai Sarekat islam, Budi Utorno,
Sumatmi Bond and Surabaya Studie Club.
"see, Kahin, NatiorutIismand Revolution, 9 1.

Islamic lands which had made their way to the region. The opening of the Suez Canal in
1869 had increa~dshipphg and thereby facilitated even doser contacts between

Indonesia and the Middle East. whiie Indonesian Islam received inspiration and guidance
fiom the puritanicd Wahhabism of Mecca, Caire's Al-Azhar University, and to a lesser
extent the hdian Muslim centers of Lahore and Qadian. This was later strengthened by

the success of the Young Turks' nvolt against the Ottoman sultanate in 1908. Retwning

piigrims, among whom were a great many mukims (Indonesians who had resided in the
Hijaz for a period of time), the refomiist spirit of Islam was brought to Indonesia, which

eventually became the inspiration behind the formation of Islamic reformist organizations
in the country. Similarly, traditionalist scholars also studied in the Middle East and were
influenced by the anti-European attitudes of Middle Eastern Musîims of the time.
As far as these influences were concemed. the Sacekat Islam was obviously one of

these phenornena. Although the political agenda of the SI was stronger, the reformist
nature of the organization was aiso apparent. Arnong the leaders who devoted themselves

to this purpose were H.O.S. Tjokroaminoto and H. Agus Salim, each of whom had
received a Western education; togcther they gained mass support from the h a n santris
who were supportive of modemist ideals.

However, another trend involving a type of lslamic reformism which stayed aloof
from politics was represented by the Muhammadiyah, which declared itsclf a modemist

Muslim organization. Tt was founded by a retuming pilgrim, K.H.A.Dahian, in the center
of priyayi civilization formerly boum as Mataram. Yogyakatta, in 1912. Inspired

specificaliy by the teachings of M u i p m d 'Aôduh (d.19ûS). one of the chief proponents

of the movement in Egypt, Dahlan saw the Muhammadiyah, which heid the goal of

puriQing Islamic teachings of Javanese religious syncretism, as a "gerakan tajdiii"
(reformist movement) encouraging a ntum to the Qur'in and Hadith and educational

reform. Reflecting the views of 'Abduh and Sayyid lamal al-Din al-Afghàni (d. 1897),
Dahlan believed that t . 1 2 or unquestionhg obedience to the interpretations of four
classical madhhabs was the con of the problem of Muslim stagnation, which had led to

the loss of political power to the Europeans. Thenfore, new ideas were needed based on
interpreting the

Qu'anand

Hadith without being hampered by earlier existing

interpretations which had corne to bury these sources over the centuries. It is not
surprising that the followers of the modemist alliance in Indonesia were calied the Kaum

Muda (young group), a term which indicated the radical change in religious thought, as
opposed to the Kaum Tua (old group), the defenders of tradition. This, as Benda notes, in

a way re-emphasized a centuries old dichotomy between Islam and ad#

and directly re-

enfoned attacks made on both ~ b u n ~ a nbeliefs
* ~ and the priyayi (the Javanese mling

%ne important dispute between Muslim and the followers of adat occurred in West
Sumatra, a place whece many intellectuals and pious Muslim nationalist figures wen bom. This
dispute escalated into the Padri War of 18214838. There have ken many snulies made of the
subject of Islam and adnr in the @on. See for example Taufik Abdullah, "Adat and Islam: an
Examination of Conflict in Minangkabau." Indonesia 2 (1966): 1-24.
%e obangun are nominal Muslirns, "repnsenting a stress on the animistic aspects of
the over-al1 Javanese syncretism, and bmadly nlated to the peasant elements in the population".
Their beliefs constitute a distinct religious faith callcd Javanese religion. The term was fust
popularized by ClifEocd Geertz, who conductexi a field study in Pmpare. West Java The
division was made to distinpish the group h m the so called suntris ("cepresenting a stress on
the Islamic aspects of the syncretism and generally nlated to the trading elernent and to certain
elements in the peasantry as well") and prijoyi ("stressing Hindu aspects and nlated to
bureaucratie elements"). For this division, see Clifford G e e a Modjokuto: Religion in /ma
(Boston: Massachusetts hstitute of Technology, 1958). For cornparison see, Koentjaraningcat,

Jmunese Culture (Singapore: Oxford University Ress, 1985).

class) way of life by nual

srnitri?'

(devote ~ u s l i m s ) ?While
~
this attack continued,

educational reform was having an outstanding success in attracting masses of urban

Mushm middle class students because of its combination of religious and the secular
subjects within the framework of modem teaching r n e t h ~ d s . ~ ~
A s i d u type of pwitanical Islam was advocated by ai-Irsyad (1913), an Arab

M u s h organization promoted by Syeh Ahmad al-Syurkati? Although this organization
attracted mostly Hacirami-Arabs, its contribution to the Indonesian Muslim cause cannot
be neglected. The organization was chiefly made up of Arabs of Hadramawt descent

whose religiosity was somewhat uncertain on account of their inclination to practice

n~antriis originally and commonly used to desipate a student in an islarnic boarding
school or pesantren. The word itself stems fiom the Indian word '*shustri," meaning a man who
knows the (Hindu) holy book or scnpture. C.C. Berg, "Indonesia." in Whither IsIam, ed. H.A.R.
Gibb (London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd., 1932). p. 257. This tenn had been used interchangeably
also to =fer to devout Muslims in Indonesia especially those in lava. However, Geertz's use the
tem to designate a social class distinct from what of the priyayis is misleading. This is because
santris came from dl walks of life including those fiom the keraton (court) circles, who were
called abdi dalem pemetakon (the white officiais). Zaini Muchtarom, "Santri and Abangan in
Java," MA. thesis, McGill University, (1975). 1 617.

''~arryJ. Benda, The Crescent nnd the Rising Sun, 42.
%uhammadiyah schools offend a modem syllabus-including even some courses
where Dutch was the medium of instmction- which incorporated a Western style education as
well as religious leaming based on the study of Arabic and Qur'anic exegesis. Because of this the
organization attracted many urban rniddle class Muslims - merchants, tradesmen, land omets,
small manufacnicers, school teachen, etc. Thus, today the organization has millions of membea
throughout the country. A good treatise on the organization is Alfian. '*Islamic Modemism in
Indonesian Politics: The M u h d i y a h Movement during the Dutch Colonial Period (19121942); (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1969).
Ahmad alSyurkati was an u l m who originally came h m Sudan. He went to
m~yekh
Indonesia at the invitation of the Jami'atul Khait to teach celigious subjects in its schwl.
Nevertheless, af?erseverai moaths he decided to leave the organization and establish a new one
calleci Ai-lisbad. For mon detailed Monnation see Bisri Affandi, "Syekh Ahmad Sywkati: His
Role in the al-hyad Movement in Java in the Eariy Twentieth Century," (MA.thesis, McGilI
University, 1976).

usury; they were thenceforth to become more Islamic and concern themselves with the
stxuggle of Indonesian Muslims for independence."

In 1923, Persatuan Islam (Persis: Islamic Union) was established in Bandung by
H. Zamzam:2 who had become involved in a series of debates with other religious
scholars.)' Unlike the Muhammadiyah, which expanded its mernbenhip throughout the
country, Persis placed Little emphasis on extending its membership. However, the

organization managed to gain popularity mostly because of its niigious education
program and the record of its leaders. A. Hassan. for example. whose popularity
overshadowed that of al1 the other leaders of Peais. was considered by most indonesians

as the foremost defender of Islam fiom extemal a t t a c k ~ . ~

The spread of nformist ideas were ngarded by traditionalists or the Kaum Tua as
a threat to the status quo. This was even mon emphasized by the influx of the
missioaaries h m the Indian Muslim reformist organization called the ~ h r n a d i ~ a h ~ ~

''~heretwk place some time in the h t quarter of the nineteenth century a series of
debates between al-Irsyad and the Jamibatul Khair (an organization for Arab resident in
Indonesia) conceming the status of Arabs among nonoArab Muslims. Howard M. Federspiel,
'The Persntuan islam" (PhJ). dissertation, McGill University, 1966). 18.

n ~ f t e about
r
t h m and a haif years of study at the D k aCbülÜmin Mecca, H. Zamzam
retumed in about 1910 to become a teacher at the Daml Muta'allimun, a religious schooi in
Bandung. Federspie1,'The Pecsatuan biaxn,"18.

'Tbey discussed the contents of

al-Manar (a publication by modemist Muslirns in
Caim), al-Munir (published in Singapoce) and national issues like the relations between the
Comrnunist Party and Sarelrai islam.

e r discussion on Ahmad Hassan. see M. Minhaji, "Ahmad Hassan and
lslamic Legal Refortn in ïndonesia 18874958,'' (Ph.D. dissertation, McGilI University, 1997).
Y ~ om
t

"0n the A h d i y a h movemeat in Iiidia, see Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Modem Islam in
India: A Social Anulysis (London: Victor Oolancz 1946). 298-302. For its role in indonesian

which was brought to hdoaesia early in this century by representatives such as Mina

Wali Ahmad Beig. In 1926 the Nahdlatul Ulama was fomed by K. H. Hasyim Asy'ari in
East lava. The establishment of the latter organization. cm in a way be seen as a response
to the spread of the rnodernist Muslim movernent. Comprised mostly of kyais and santris
(religious snidents studying at religious boarding schools called pesan~ens).'6 the

Nahdlatul Ulama claimed to be the defender of the "Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-JamG'ah." This
organization soon gained many followers among the kyais in the pesantrens and Muslims
in niral mas throughout Java, but was las popular in ~umatra?'

From 1930 onward, as a result of the amst of many nationalist leaders. such as
Sukarno, Hatta, Supriadinata, and syahrir," a "cooperative method" of working with the
Dutch Colonial Administration was adopted by many nationalist rnovements. This was

shom for example by the Partai Sarekat Islam Indonesia or PSlI (the new name of
Sarekat Islam as of 1929), led by H. A p s Salim, which began to participate in the
-

-

Islamic flairs, see G.F. Pijper. "De Ahrnadiyah in Indonesi%" in Bingkisan Budi; Een Budel
opstellen a n Dr. Phiilipur Samuel van Ronkel (Leiden, n.p. 1950). 247-54.
''?le m i s in the pantrens taught students stnctly the interpretations of one of the four
madhlib (Hanafite, Malikite. Hanbaiite and Shafi'te). They believed that these four rnadhahib
had produced perfectly the Islamk law. hence, they view it as unnecessary for Muslims today to
engage in ijtihad. What have ken pduce by these four madhahib are sufficient to solve current
pmblems. See Pengums Besar Nahdlatul Ulama, Risulah politik No. 3-4. (Jakarta: np., 1954).

17.

o or a good account of the Nahdlanil Ulama, see Khairul Anam. Pertumbuhutt &n
Perkenrbangan N&lutul

U

k (Solo: Jatayu, 1982).

was again m t e d without trial in 1933 and exiled to Fiores. Later he was
38~ulramo
transferred to Benkulin where he retnaiaed until his release by the Japanese in 1942. Hatta and
Syahrir wen alPo anesteci in 1934 and exiled to Tanah Merah at Boven Digul, West New
Guinea. See Win, Nationaiisna and Revolution in hubnest'a, 93-94.

Volksraad (People's Council), a move that earned the rnovement the name Barisan
Penyedar PSII (Movement to Make the PSI1 Conscious). This approach may also be seen

in the activities of P a r i a h (Partai Indonesia Raya), a moderate organization established
in 1935. Under the leadership of M. Husni Thamrin, Dr. Soetomo and Wuryaningrat. this

group gained an influentid position in the Volksraad.
Consequently, an integrative nationalism was gradually developed. According to

Kahin. the deveiopment of integrative nationalism in the late pend of the Dutch colonial
era was encouraged by three important elements that existed in the country. Fint of dl,
Islam, which was the religious identification of about 90 percent of the population, was
used as a group symbol against the Dutch. Then then was the Malay language, an old

h g u a h c a , which was used by large sections of the population as a language of
commerce, and was gradually transformed into a national language. Lastly, the
establishment of the Volskraad was viewed h m the perspective of this group of

nationalists as a representative council for all people living in this t e r ~ i t o r ~ ? ~
Among the youth, the trends of the spreaà of modemist thinking and the
awakening of a nationalist spifit had results similar to the trends among the adult
population. Many youth movements were also established by secondary and tertiary
school students, as we wiU see in the next aaaiysis. This therefore was the kind of
environment during the late Colonial era in which the Jong Islamieten Bond came into
existence.

B. The Youth Movemelits during the Euly kvelopment of Indonesian Nationdh

Aithough educational policy was stimulated more by the demand for lower paid
personnel than by ethical ideas, no Indonesian wanted to lose the opportunity to obtain an
education. People definitely began to attend school in larger numbea." Indonesian
youths s t d to benefit the most from the oppomuiities opened up by the Ethical Policy.

The mjority who attended schools came h m families of indigenous officiais of the
colonial civil service and, thenfore, belonged to the rniddle and higher strata (priyuyi) of
society. They went to secondary schools (Dutch-Native Schools) and vocational training
schools, most of which were located in Java, which was then the heart of the Dutch
Colonial system.

Those who were trained in Dutch schools were inculcated with Western thought

and leamed the Dutch language, history and science. Throt groups emerged. One group. a
clear minority, adapted easily to a Western culture and life-style. Still others felt trapped
between two cultures; they grew distant from their own culture without quite mastering
the new one. Ironically, members of the third group mastend Western modes of thought
and through it wem able to rediscover their own cultural identity.

This last group, by

Wectheim mntions that the demand for toiin4 personnel continued d e r 1900.
Consequentiy, rnany Indonesians were needed to perfonn functions pnviously done by
Eumpeans. After 1913, the principle of quai s z l v y for qua1 wock was adopted for Indonesians
and Eutopeans aükc. W. F. Wectheim, Indonesian Society in Transition: A Stuùy of Social
Change, 2d eâition m
e m e : W. Van Hoeve, 1969). 148,

"creatively combining traditions and modernity, developed new idem for improving
society and contributed to the pmess of creatiag a new nation: uidonesia.'*'

These students were in their late teeas and early twenties, but because of their
backgrounds they understood that society's expectation of hem was high and this

awareness raised their own expectations of themselves. Havhg received a better
education than their fellow countrymen in the new p e n d of national awakening, they felt
that they were destined to be leaders. In order to gain the insights and skilis necessary to

assume a leadership role, they came together in their association, devoted to intellectuai
exchange.

The development of this young intellectual movement until 1930 may be divided
into two phases. The first phase covers the era (1908-1925), when such associations were
established among specific ethnic associations. The second era (1925- 1930) involved the
adoption of an Islarnic identity and a national identity, which by supporthg Indonesian
nationalism meant to transcend regional and ethnic association.

i) Fit Phase: The Adoption of an Ethnic Identity (1908-1925)

When R. Soetomo and Gunawan Mangun Kusumo founded in May 1908 their

organization cailed Budi Utorno. they were still students at the Dokter Jawa School
(STOVIA) in Batavia (today Jakarta). In the b t year of its existence, this newly

-

" ~ m Van
s Miert, "'The h d of The Fu-':
The Sumatraaen Bond (1917 1930) and
its Tmage of the Nation," Modem Asim Sludies 30 (Mairh 1996): 595.

established organization had only Javanese studcnts. By Iuly 1908, its membership had
reached 650, with branches in several major cities in ~ava? It was only later that the
organization ceased to be a student association, its leadership passing to the priyayis,
already beyond their training years, who then outnumbered the studentd3 This

development cnated dissatisfaction among the studenis, because the organization began
to reflect general priyayi interests and no longer accommodated their aspirations. It is not
sqrising, therefon, that some writers, such as Nurliana and Amstutz, nfer to the Budi
Utomo as the fmt Indonesian youth ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o nwhile
; ~ othea such as Nagazumi
maintain that it was an adult organization, because student preponderance in the
organization was short-lived and its greatest development occurred only after it had
become an organization for mature activists. Advocates of this second view therefore

insist that the first youth o r g e a t i o n was in fact the Tri KOK, D h m o (“The Noble
Objectives"), founded in 1915:'
It is also apparent that non-Javanese students attending school generally chose not
to join the organization, even though there were many of them at that tirne? There was a
-

U~agazumi.T h e Origin and the Earlier Yean," 67-68.
4%agmmi, 'The Ongin and the Earlier Years," 69-70.
%mong the uniten who express this view are Nana Nurliana, "Peranan Pemuda dalam
Geraican Kebangsaan, 1908-1942," a paper presented as part of "the Seminar Sejarah Nasional
Ii," Yogyakarta, 1970. See James Bruce Am"The indonesian Youth Movements 19081955," (RD.
dissertation. Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, 1958).
" See Cahyo Budi Utomo, Dinamih Pergerakun Kekngsaan Indonesia; Dari
K e b u n g k h Hinggu Kemeràèkaan (Semenuig: IKlP SemarangPress, 1995). 115.

'6nie attendance of stadents during the years 1900-1910, expressed as annual totais of
students according to their ethnic affiiïation, was as foiiows: Javanese, 90-1 11; Sumatrans, 10-

tacit sense of exclusivity because the Javanese members were proud of their cultural
heritage and did not look beyond it to other groups, while non-lavanese students were
simply not interested in joining the organization. This issue, however. lies beyond the

scope of this thesis. Our main concem is how Budi Utomo airned to promote Javanese

culture and, thenfore, adopted a Javanese ethnic identity.
As discussed earlier, the pràyayi domination of the Budi Utomo produced
dissatisfaction among the younger members. because the older memkrs tended to make
the organization less relevant to their interests and incompatible with their aspirations.

This is what led the younger members of Budi Utomo to establish Tn Koro Dhamo in
Jakarta in 1915. Within three pars, the new organization had established branches in
several cities

- Bogor,

Serang, Sukabumi. Bandung, Purworejo, and Yogyakarta.

However, many members began to question the name of the organization. The name was
considered too "Javanese," since Sundanese and Balinese students were disinclined to
join the organization. Seeking to draw in a larger repcesentation of students. the first
congress was held in Solo in 1918, and it announced the new name- Iong ~ a v a This
~'

&ada more neutrai ring and non-Javanese did in fact join the orgkation.

32; Ambonese. 2-17; and Menadonese, 818. S a Nagazumi, 'The Origin and the Eadier Years,"
M.

"This new name was adopted in order to avoid any suggestion of the
provincialism detected in the pcevious name, Tri Koro Dhanno, which was in a Javanese
dialect spoken in Central Java, East Java and, to a lesser extent, M a d m This change
made it moze attractive to youth of Sundanese and Baünese ongin. See Piait Suharto and
Zaenu Ihsan, Maju Setapak (JaLartl: Alrsani Jaya Sahi, 198l), 15-23.

Jong Java requkd that its members pledge not to participate in open politics, and
instead sassed intellectual activities and culture

-

namely, Javanese culture.

Pringgodigdo maintains that until its sixth congress the organization had not abandoned
its n m w objective of developing "Java Raya" for the people of Java, Madura and Bali.
One might therefore Say that Jong lava, like Budi Utomo, was a culniral youth movement
that maintaineci a Javanese ethnic identity.
The foundation of Jong Java gave an impulse to efforts to create other cultural
organizations based on ethaic identity across the archipelago. The tendency to establish
organizations on this basis of ethnic identity must be seen as the students' way of raising
awanness of their own cultural mots. This is what lay behind the refusal of students in

STOVIA to consider the idea of a students' union, suggested by the Dutch Theosophist L.
J. Poldernian in a speech delivered in September 1917. Polderman advocated the

establishment of an Algemeene Nederlandsch-Indische Bond van Studeennden (General
Netherlands-Indies Union of Students), which was hotly debated by the students of

STOVIA.In the end, beginning with the STOVIA students, later students throughout the
archipelago responded by fonning their own culnual organizations: Jong Sumatmnen
Bond (1917), Jong Celebes (1918). Jong Minahasa (1918), and Sekar Rukun of West
Java (1919). Timorsch Verbond (Thnonse AUiance, 1921) was founded by Rotinese and
Savunese to rcpresent the interests of the people of Timor,whde Kaum Betawi (1923)
promoted the claims of the "original" Indonesian citizens of Batavia
Rickiefs sees ihis phenornenon as reflecting not ody a new enthusiasm for
organization among youth, but aIso the continuing strengh of ethnic and communal

identities. The concept of a pananIndonesianidentity had as yet hardly taken mot?
Ricklefs is one of many histonans of Indonesia who studies the development of
Indonesian nationalism by focusing attention mainly on its more striking expressions in
the fonn of SareLat Islam or Partai National Indonesia. His school of thought is opposed
by Miert, who prefers to focus on the Iong Sumatmen Bond. Miert States that "the study

of the history of nationalisrn in Indonesia has led to a teleological tendency: it is chiefly
the history of the pst-war winners only." He contends M e r that "the laie colonial

society comprised many moderate, cwperative organizations in the society which were as
interested in Indonesia merdeka (a fne Indonesia) as the nationalists were. This is often
ignored or forgotten.'"
Cornpaced to Ricklefs, Mien has a closer understanding of the youth movements
of this period, but maintains that their vision was of a Sumatran nation, even though he
also admits they upheld Indonesia merdeka. The refisai of STOVIA students to fonn a
Nederlandsch-indies student union organization, in my opinion, should be seen as a
rejection of any sort of European identity, which some Dutch officiais wanted to promote
at the tirne, in favor of a search for self-identity and determination, which involved
exploration of their own regional and ethnic identity. While befon L925 the idea of an
Indonesian nation was not yet expiicit even among aduit organizations, ethnicity
furnished the most accessible idiom that could distinguish an Indonesian identity fiom a

%ckIefs, A History of Modern Indonesiu, p. 168.
'%die% "The Land of The Future," 594.

European one. It is clear that ethnic identity was prefemd to a Netherlandsch-Indies
identity, which always signifieci Dutch patronage.

Thus, the general notion of cultural identity implied pride in one's own people and
land; this is basic to any sense of self-awareness. The Javanese were proud of their history
and culture. They discovered that historical sites like Borobudur and hambanan were

greatly admind even by Western scholars. Although the keratons of Yogyakarta and
Surakarta had lost their power under Dutch d e , they stiil symbolized something which
was revered by the indigenous population. The Sumatrans harbored similar feelings. For

example, in order to foster awanness and reawakening, the Jong Sumatranen Bond called

on its members to be proud through Tanah Air ("~atherland")?~
as its oficial song. in
addition to their land, the Sumatran youth were proud of their Malay language, which had
once k e n widely spoken, because of its democratic nature and the ease with which ir
could be learned; it was also the language of trade in the archipelago. Discovering al1
these things. they gained confidence in the presence of the Dutch, and recognized their
differences vis-à-vis the latter.

%e Song WPS compssed by M o h d Yamin. who was a student of the Agricultural
of Buitensorg [nowadays Bogor], to honour the beauty of Sumatra:
Upon the rim of the Barisan range,
There I watch, gazing down
Over forcsts and vdeys
Fair rivers and paddies
And also 1see
How the s b flickm green
Through the coconut trees
This is my country, my own native country
Land o f Sumatta, land of my Kirth.. ..-

The hili translation of the Song is gins in Miert, T h e Land of The Fu~uE~"
601.

Only within this M e w o r k can culhual youth organizations be considered as

relevant to the early development of Indonesian nationalism. Nationalism has the specific

meaning of "nation building" in Indonesia. It bas developed tbrough a long process in
which youth organizations have played a dynamic part. Where it was politically inactive,
the reason is Iürely to have been govemment suppression, which was sometimes very

harsh and at best only toleraat of local aspirations without real understanding.
ii) The Second Phase: The Adoption of Islamic Identity and National Identity in the
Developrnent of Indonesian Nationalism (1925-1930)
Some students were more intensted in stressing their nligious identification than
their ethnic identity. In 1925, a new organization with a religious character came into

being called Jong Islamieten Bond (W),
which in fact attracted members from various

ethnic and famiiy backgrounds. Some of these intellectuals, who had studied in Dutch
schools, were infiuenced by Westem attitudes and had only nominal contact with the

gened Indonesian population. Others were concemed about the views that educated
youth had of Islam, which was depicted negatively in the Dutch classrmrns. Mohamrnad

Roem, one of the JIB activists, noted that:
At school pupils wen taught Dutch, Gerrnan, French and English
literature. When there was anything related to Islam, either now or in
history as Westem people saw it, they viewed Islam in a manner that
would not prornote understanding or appnciation. This may not be realiy
due to any ü1on the pazt of the Western world, but only due to their own
ignorance. However, sometimes then also existed the deliberate intent to
pcesent an unfavorable image of Islam ...51
"~ohpmmadRoem, 'The Gewsis of an Islamic Youth Movement: W
:
' Mi=
(1983): 20-21.
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He continues by describing the way this üterature depicts Islam, quoting some of

In Islam, women bave a very iderior position. The harem still exists in the
Muslim world, as does slavery. Moslems are discouraged to have any
initiative, as their destiny has k e n predetermined. Muhammad was an
epileptic, arid every time he had an attack he spoke. and people wrote
down his sayings during such attacks ... As his country was poor,
Muhammad told every Moslem to make a pilgrimage to Mecca, at least
once in their iife, so his couny may have some eamingsOs2
Muslim students who were religiously sensitive tried to counter this picture of
Islam, which students were leaming in schools. Samsurizal. one of the leaders of Jong
Java, proposed offering the Jong Java congress membea a study course on Islam, the
religion to which most adhe~d.5~
He apparently wanted students to be aware of their own

nligious heritage fiee of European interpretations, especially those feanuing biased
interpretation fiom Muslim point of view. However, his proposal b a t Islamic courses be
devcloped was accepted by only hdf of these attending the congress? This division

=~oem,'The Genesis," 2 L .

nTbe year that Samsurizai (best known as ''ReSam") proposed the idea at the congress,
many members of Jong Java were k i n g educateâ in Christianity by Hendiik Kræmer, a priest
and missionary, and in theasophy h m a variety of Dutch and indigenous theosophists. H.
Syamsuddin Aùdullah, et al., Organisaci Kam Mudo Islam di Jmva. Padu M m Akhir
Penjajahan Belanda 1925 - 1942 (Yogypkaaa:Lembaga Research dan Survey, 1986), 40.
%e njection was also accompanied by the accusation that Sam was playing "poiitics"
and wanted to lead the Jong lava astray. 1t was because he also proposed that Jong Java shouid
give permission to its members to kcome involved in other political organizations if they wanted
to. S a Deliar Noer, "Jong Islamietea Bond,"in M o h d Roenrr Pqùung Penuading (Jakarta:
Bulan Bintang, 1978). 241-242.

eventuaüy led to one receding to establish a new organization, the Iong Islamieten Bond

(W),
in which Islam would serve as the primary identification of its members.
The adoption of Islam as the primary criterion for membership eamed the W the
reputatiou of king the fint youth organization to abolish geographical or ethnic identity
as d e f d g its a h . " As a common reiigious ideatity prevailed, this was not diffcult for
the JIB to unite students in a larger scaie in terms of ethnic background. Thus Islam was

used for the sake of Indonesian unity, but it had the more profound side effect of
becoming one step in the development of a national awareness arnong students of
different ethnic backgrounds. However, building one national identity for Indonesia ai
that time was no<an easy task to accomplish. A prominent member of the JIB, Roem,

points out that as the organization introduced a new, Indonesian nationalisrn, opposition
arose even fkom some of the leaders of ~r~anizations.'~
Thus, in its early development the W continued to concentrate on its main

program of educating young intellectuals in lslamic subjects and propagating the idea of
toletance arnoag followers of different religious faiths. TOassist in its task, it began to
publish a magazine entitled al-Nw (in Dutch, Hct Licht) as their vehicle. Further, the
aftivists of the organization such as Kasman Singodimejo, Roem, Syafruddin Prawira

ssIt is said that within several months, branches were established in such major
cities as Bandung, Semarang, Solo, Yogyahta, Surabaya, Malang, Bogor, as weii as in
many of the outer islanàs.
%owever, Roem d a s aot mention specificdy who were opposed to the idea.
Roem,"The Genesis," 25.

Negara and Mohamrnad Natsir developed close contacts with modernist movements and
their leaders like those in the Muhammadiyah and ~ e a i s ?

The W ' s foundation was followed by the establishment of Pemuda Muslimin
Indonesia (Muslim Youth of Indonesia) in ~929." The latter was a cadre organization
under the umbrella of the Sarekat Islam designed to train young men who had leadership
potentid. However, it was not very popular. It was probably oversbadowed by Sarekat
Islam itself and the JIB, which were enjoying much succeu at that time?9 A similar fate
also awaited other Islarnic r e f o d s t organizations like the Hisbul Wathan of the

Muhammadiyah (1918). None of them achieved the organizational success the JTB
enjoyed.

In due course the JIB brought up the idea of national unity, but the responses from
the regional-based organizations were, in fact, largely negative. It was only later when
some students retuming €tom the Netherlands brought home ideology of nationalism and
introduced it to students in hdonesia that these organizations responded positively.
Historicaily, the idea that Indonesians comprised a separate entity fkom the Dutch, which

ran counter to the belief implicit in the term Nethedands-Mies, gained impetus among
n~atsir, who then cesided in Bandung, was the student of Ahmad Hassan, who
influenced his thoughts on Islam. Kasman was also a member of the Muhammadiyah. Samsurizal
was later active in PSIL
bbnef
~
history of ihe founding of the PMI may be found in Ahmad Daenuri
TjoIcroaminoto, Sejarah Singknt Syarikar Islam Pemuda Muslimin Idonesia (n.p., ap., n A.), 16.
5

8

%fany writers on nationalism mention that the JIB was vecy o h viewed by society as
king the caâce organization of Sarekat Islam. This is probably because H. Agus Salim, the
M e r of the PSI (Partai Sarelcat Islam), was adviser to the JIB. He also advised and became the
cbief contributor to al-Nur.AbduIIah. et ai., Organisari Kaum Mudo lslum di Jawa.52.
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youth in the Netherlands between 1924 and 1925. This was indicated in March 1924

when the Indonesian stuàent organization Indische veneniging60 changed its name to
uidonesiche Vereeniging (IV). At the same time the title of the organization's publication
Hindia Putra ("Son of the Indies") became Indonesia Merdeka ("Free Indonesia"), which
openly reflected its political goal.

The infiuence of student newcomers who previously had k e n active in student
organhations in Indonesia

- students like Mohammad Hatta, Iwa Kusuma Sumantri,

Iskak, Ali Sastro Amijoyo and othen who dominated the board of N6'-trmsformed the
latter orgaoization frorn a social club to an active political organization. Building on their

experience in Indonesian youth organizations, these new students were far more
politicaily aware than the students of the previous generation and were eager to plunge
Furthemore, their enthusiasm for politics
into the political currents of the ~etherlaods.6~

%e indische Vereeniging, a precursor of Perhimpunan bdonesia, was founded at the
same time as was Budi utorno-i.e. in Ï908. Befom it changed its n a m , it was merely a social
club where students could relax together and keep infomrd about news h m home. Its
rnembership comprised mostly the sons of the higher pr@@ class. and until the end of World
War 1, the organization was always moderate and associationist. Un&r the influence of hdische
Partij activists Tjipto Mangunkusumo. Douwes Dekker and Suwdi Suryaningrat. who were
exiled by the Dutch governmenh the organization established a journal called Hindîu Putra
("Young Indies"). Severai joint ventures were aiso undertaken with Chung Hwa Hui (a Chinese
Indonesian snidents organization) and the bdonesische Vehnd van Studeennden (an
association of Eurasian and Dutch students intendiag to work in Indonesia). But the political
sense of Indonesian-ness had not yet developed among its memben. Iohn E. Ingelson.
Perhimpunan Indonesia und the Indonesian Nutio~listMovement 1923 1928 (Victoria:
Monash University, 1975), 1-2. See aiso Amstutz, 'The Indonesian Youth Movemnt," 44-46.

-

6'~eforecoming to the Netherlands in 1923. Mohammaâ Hatta, for example, was an
active mmber of hgSumatranen Bond. The d e n w e n active in severai d e r regional
organizations.
%gelson, Perbimpunan Indonesia, 4.

became apparent after the visit of some weii-known politicai leaders like Semaun,
Damono and Tm Malaka - aii exiled by the Indies govemment?3

The adoption of "Indonesia" as part of the N's name by its members was not
without cause. This at least c m be discemed in comection with two factors. Fiatly, their

smdy of the history of the Dutch nation famiiiarized them with stories of the heroic Dutch
resistance to Spanish d e . This inspired h e m to draw an analogy with their country,
Indonesia, wbich was under Dutch colonial d e . Thenfore, they no longer wanted to use
the term "Netherlands-Indies." This is clear from the following statement taken from

Indonesia Merdeka:
By "Merdeka" we are giwig expression to our aim and aspiration, and
"hdonesia Merdeka" is h m now on the slogan with which Young
Indonesia marches to battel. Merdeka is an ideal common to al1 humanity;
in every nation the desire for fnedom is strongly alive. "Freedom is a
human and not a Western ideal; the whole earth is a temple of freed~m."~
Secondly, the Indonesian students were f d a r with the word because Dutch scholars,
especidly those at the Indology faculty of the University of Leiden, had, since the middle

of the nineteenth century, been using the word "Indonesia" in a geographical and

63~ngelson,
Perhirnpunan Indonesia, 5.
%donesia
Indonesi& 4.

6.it

Merdeka (March 1924). 1, as cited in John E. ingelson, Perhimpunun

genecally acceptexi tbat the name of hdonesia was first used amund 1850 by
British scholars who proposed it as a geographicd designation. The name appeared in the title of
a five-volume work on the srchipelago published in 1884 by the Gennan ethnologist Adolf
Bastian. Later. Bastian was cegarded as the one who coined the word "'Indoaesia." However,
the= is som possibility that he was influeaceâ either by G. W. kr.1. who had alceady consideced
using 'Indonesians' but rejected it in favor of "Melayunesians"; or by J. R. Logan who in his
article inJou17~1Iof the Indion Archipelago and ondternAsiu. IV (1850): 254. wrote: "1 prefer the
is

In Febmary 1925, an Indonesian name, Perhimpunan Indonesia was f o d y
adopted as the new name of the organization. But this was not merely a new name: it was
foliowed by the adoption of a new ideology which. according to Ingelson, was absorbed

from the inteUectua1 currents of the 1920s in Europe

- where

Manllst-Leninist and

socialist ideas were gaining stnngth. ingelson insists, nevenheless, that the PI members,
who were mostly of priyayi background, did not analyze their society in tems of class
struggle. hstead, they endorsed the idea of racial stmggle

- the "brown" Indonesian

against the 'white" European. Thus, the PI ideology consisted of four principles: national

unity, solidarity, non-cooperation and self-help, al1 seen in racial ~ t r u ~ ~ l e . ~ ~
It seems that "Indonesia" for them had not only political overtones but also a

strongly emotive sense that stimd nationalist feelings. This kcame apparent when it was
accompanied by the PI'S slogan, "Indonesia Merdeka Sekarang" (fitedom now), which
demanded that Indonesia's immediate independence. From that moment on, "Indonesia"
was continually disseminated in the home country through PI publications and agents (the

returned-home graduates). It was later popuiarized by these and other locally-educated
students who fomed studyclubs.

puuiely geographical terni Indonesia, which is merely a shorter synonym for the bdian islands or
the lndian archipelago. We thus get Indonesian or Mian archipelagians or Indian islanders." See
Dahm, Hisrory of tndonesia, 26.

66National unity implied setting aside al1 particularism and fomiing a united f m t agaïnst
the Dutch for an independent hdonesia. The focus of solidarity was the difference betwan the
coloniprs and the colonid; non-cooperaîion muint nlying on one's own strength and power
and, thenfore, ignoring the colonial councüs (Volskraad). Aad self-help meant that everything
must be deeply rooted in the indigenous society. John E. Ingelson, Perhimpunun InrtOnesia 1012.

Thus, Perhimpunan hdonesia appeaced to secular nationalists to coatain some
Western Muences due to its direct link with Western-style education. It was Hatta, one
of the most important figures in the organization, who shaped the ideology of the
organization according to an Indonesian national unity free of every constra.int -whether
of ethnicity, Islam or cornmunism. In other words. the PI had by then become the

vanguard of indonesian nationahm. In 1927, ihis ideology gained momentum when
Sukarno formed the Partai National Indonesia, adopting the name Indonesia and the
slogan "Indonesia Merdeka Sekarang."
Meanwhile in indonesia, the yean 1924 to 1925 marked, besides the rise of

Islamic ideology, a positive response to the idea of nationahm. Many study clubs were
founded by college students - such as the Aigemene Studieclub ("General Study Club")
founded in Bandung by Sukarno, a student of the Technische Hoogeschool (later known

as ITB), and the Indonesische Studie Club, founded in Surabaya by Sutomo, a former PI
president. At these study clubs cumnt politics and the PI'S ideas were discussed.
One year later, a new organization. the Perhimpunan Pelajar Pelajar Indonesia

(PPPI), was formed by a group of Batavian college students. The organization enjoyed
geai prestige because not only was the nurnber of university students ~ r n a 1 1-~ ~a
testimony to their abilities - but many members of the PPPI were also former leaders of
other youth organizations. By thea, the PPPI had attempted to unite di existing
orgaaizations and this was followed by an initiative to hold the first Indonesian youih

1928, there wem 75 Indonesian students at the W S , 20 at the THS and 17 at the
GHS, See, van der Veut, Education and social Change, 20-22.

congress in Aprii 1926. At that congress, the PPPI proposed forming Periumpunan Massa
Moeda Indonesia (Indonesian Youth Mass Association) with a view to uniting aü the
youth associations."
This f i t attempt was unsuccessful due to clifferences of opinion among the
participants. Some groups agreed with the PPPï's idea, but others hoped for the formation
of a national youth association alongside existing organizations. Abu Hanifah explains
that the latter opinion arose because the non-Javanese organizations feared Javanese
domination and because the W was also not very enthusiastic about king absorbed into
a sccular ~ r ~ a n i z a t i oBut
n . ~some
~ changes in orientation wen made by the many ethnic
organizations following the fmt congress, indicating the growing consciousness of
nationalism. Jong Java, for example, no longer spoke about establishing "Great Java,"
but, rather broadened its scope to an "Independent Great uidonesia"; while Jong
Sumatranen Bond changed its name to Pemuda Sumatra. In Bandung, a new organization
named Jong Indonesia was also established?'
Driven by the desire for a broad-based Indonesian unity, the PPPI sponsored
another congress, the famous Second Youth Congress of October 1928. This congress
was attended by representatives €tom various ethnic and regional organizations. It clearly
a~ cornmittee was formed before the congress consisting of leaden of ethnic youth

organizations such as Moh. Tabrani (Minangkabau). Bahder Johan (Sumatran). Soemarto
(Javanesej, Jan Toule Soulehuwij (Ambonese), and Paul Penontoan (Menadonese). Leo
Siuyadinata, "Indonesian Nationalism and the Pm-war Youth Movement: Rcexarnination,"
J o u d of Southeast Asitan Studies 9, no.1 (Match 1978): 106.

bu Hanifah, 'Beberapa Monnta Daiam Sejarah Geralran Pemuda Sebelum Pemg,"
B h j a Djaja 41 (October, 1971): 584.

"suryadinata, %donesian Nationalism," 107.

demonstrated a desire to unite a i i the youth organizations and manifested Indonesian
nationalism. This was indicated by the formulation, on 28 October 1928, of a resolution
better h o w n as the Sumpah Pemuda (the Youth Oath):

We,the sons and daughten of Indonesia, acknowledge one motherlandIndonesia;
We,the sons and daughters of Indonesia, acknowiedge one nation - the
Indonesian nation;
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia hold in high esteem a unifying
laaguage (bahasa persatuan) - Bahasa ~ndonesia?
Indonesia Raya was played for the fint time set to music by the composer W.R.

Soepratrnan. The people at the congres gave an enthusiastic reception to the Song; lacer it
was to becorne the national anthem of independent indonesia. Only later was this Song

adopted by the PNI as the national anthem?l
Two years afker the youth oath was created, a committee called Komisi Besar
(Great Committee) was set up to form an association of al1 existing youth organizations.
Finaliy, on 31 December 1930, the binh of hdonesia Muda ("Young Indonesia") was
announced as a merger of associations; a red and white with the wing of the garuda (a
mythical bird) and kens in the middle was accepted as its b a ~ ~ n e rHowever,
?~
hdonesia
Muda did not wish to engage in politics and even prohibited its memben from doing so -

''This ~solutionwas drafted by Mohammad Yamin of Jong Sumatranen Bond. The
translation cited in Suryadinata, "Indonesian Nationaiism." lO9.
See Hanifah 'Beberapa Moments," 587-88. lndonesia Raya is now the national
anthem of the Republic of Indonesia

n~uryadinata,"Indomsian Nationalism," 109. The d-white flag was inspired by the
colors of sugar and coconut, which were used symbolicaliy by Indonesian leaders during the war
against the Duich ai h a t time. See A.G. RUiggodigdo, "Dari OulaXelapa Jawa Menjadi Merah
Putih uidonesia," Betita U P I 15, no. 3 (1971). The red-white flag and the garudo now fomi the
bannec of the Republic of Indonesia. b i t without the kens.

probably because it was estabiished after the arrest of many nationalist leaders iike
Sukarno and Syahrir.

Thus, we may conclude that the developmnit of youth organizations in the Iate
Dutch colonial era was similar to rhat of the adult organizations. The division continued
to exist between the cultural organizations ~presentedby Jong java, Jong Sumatra and;
the religious organizations, especially the Islamic ones such as h g Idamieten Bond; and

the secular aationalists such as Indonesia Muda

JONG ISLAMIETEN BOND DURING THE LATE OF THE DUTCH

COLONIALISM (19241942)
A. THE ESTABLISHMENT AND TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF JIB
As discussed earlier, as a result of the Ethical Policy in accordance with which

education was vigorously pushed, the colonial education system reflected the secular
approach found in the Netherlands. Consequently, many students were attracted by the
image of western culture and saw it as the modem way of life that they wanted to achieve
for themselves. Inciifference towards religion was cornmon among the young
intelligentsia. Xn general. they wen estranged nom the other groups in society that had
not received a Western style of education. It was a phenornenon that had been
successfully depicted by the outstanding Sumatran novelist, Abdul Muis, in his novel
entitled Safuh

su han.' The novel is an expose of the cultural shock occurring among

Indonesian youth who were educated according to Western traditions and educational
values.' These youth not oaly regarded the Western way of life as desirable, but at the
same time they dom-graded their own religion and traditions. The Muslim leader Agus

Salim once observed that feeelings of inferiority were limited not oniy to nligious
tradition but extended to aimost ail aspects of indigenous Me. For instance. the students

.

1956)
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Muis. Sahi Asuhun (Jakarta: Perpustakaan Perguruan Kementenan P dan K.

had begun to abandon their own national dnss and they even considend themselves to be

supenor when they dnssed lilre members of the ruliag race.'
This situation became one of great concem to some M u s b students. Therefore,
~amsluizal~
the chairman of the Jong Java congnss of 1924, proposed to those attending
that courses on Islam be offered within the prognim of Jong Java for anyone interested in

the subject as a means of addressing such attitudes. This attention to religious inteliectual

concems on the part of Jong Java members was actually not a new one. At that tirne,
courses on Christianity and ~heoso~t$were aiready among those sponsored by the
%ohamad Roecn, "The Genesis of an Islamic Youth Movement: W." M i m 2, no.3
(1983): 29. Salim's observation was pmbably accurate because he hinself was among a few
native Indonesians who experienced studying in the Netherlands. [t is interesting to note hem that
Salim was able to study in the Netherlands because of the support of R. A. Kartini; without it
would have been fiancially impossible. As a daughter of Bupati Jepara, Kactini who also had
good relations with J.H. Abendanon. an official in the Department of Education. proposed to the
latter that the opportunity to study abroad that would have been given to her, to be given to Salim
instead. This io happend because she saw Saüm as a ram youth who had the same ideals that
she had, who wanted to work for the bettement of the people in the country. Her letter to J.H.
Abendanon has k e n translated into indonesian and is cited in Seraius Tahun Haji Agus Salim
(Jakarta: Sinar Hatapan, 1984). 24.

$amsurizal, also known as Raden Sam, the founder of the Iong Islamieten Bond, was
the son of a penghulu (Muslim Civil Registration Officer) in Karanganyu Solo. Because of his
father's position in the govemment, he had the opportunity to snidy at the ELS. HBS, MULO,
and at the RHS in Jakarta. in 1917 he enrolleâ himself in Iong Java, in which he was the Ketua
Pedoman Besar (chairman of the central body) for the period 1923-24. See Het Licht 1-2

-

(January-Febniary 1929):229-233.
%eosophy encourages a comparative study of religion, philosophy and science. It was
established in New York in 1875. The center of the orphation was in Adyar, India and was led
by Dr Amie Besant. In the second decade of the 19 cennuy, the theosophy organization had
recruited about 50,000 members spread in 46 countties. A theosophy organization was officially
f o d in Indonesia in 1905 as a branch of the ocganization in the Netherlands. in 1912 it had
2100 mernbers throughout the country, of which 40 96 were Europeans, 10%Chinese, and and
tk nst Indonesians. See Dcliar Nocr. "long Llamieten Bond," in Mohamad R o m 70 Tahun:
Pejuuizg P e d h g , ed. Panitya Buku "Peringatan Mohpmnipd Natsir/Mohamad Roem" (3Bulan Bintang* 19-78), 242. For more information on theosophy in hdonesia, see Iskandar.
"Perhimpunan Thosofi di Indonesia" (Undergraduate thesis, Universitas ïndonesia, 1986).

organization. Samsurizal had at least two particular nasons in mind when he suggested
the idea First, as cadres of future leaders in the society. Jong Java members would have

to understand the society that they were going to lead, which they could only do by
acquiring an understanding of the attitudes, the inclinations and the beliefs of the masses.
Second. this would only work, according to him, if the members of Jong Java had a better

understanding of the cornmon religion of the archipelago, i.e. Islam!

His proposal, however, was rejected by half of those attending the congress?
Nthough disappointed, according to Nœr, he withdrew his own proposal in order to give
a semblance of unity among the members of Jong ~ a v a 'Noer also mentions that the role
of Agus Salim was significant here. Apparently. he was the only adult attending who
could understand Sarnsurizal's disappointment; later he offered to help him to achieve his
goal. With his fhends, Sarnsurizal then organized a meeting of his own to discuss the

idea, which took place at the end of December 1924 in Yogyalcarta, reportedly in a

Muhammadiyah school classroom. He asked for advice from k e prominent Muslim
leaders-H.

Agus Salim, Tjokroaminoto and K.H. A. Ahmad Dahlan-all

of whom were

--

%ee "Pergeralian Pemoeda-pemoeda Indonesia dan Natipij," Het Licht 1 1- 12 (lanuaryFebmary 1929): 280-28 1. See also Deliar Noer, "Jong Islamieten Bond", 24 1-242.

'The Jong Java Congcess is better knom as '7e Congres JJ." in which Sam served as
chairman. See "Pergerakan PemOeda-pemoeda Indonesia," 281. Not only did some of the
participants not agree to his proposal, som of hem also stated that Sam would lead the
organization astmy and that he was playing politics. See Roem, 'The Genesis:' 22-23.
congress, voting for the proposai was done twice. However. the vote aiways
resuIted in a deadlock Accoiding to the d e s of the session. S a m ~ das, the chairman of the
congress was allowed to accept or to reject the proposai. Not wanting to be accused of being a
tioublernaker. he decided that the proposai shodd be rejected. Sec Noer. Yong Islamïeten
Bond,'' 242.
' ~ the
t

invited to the meeting with the students. The meeting that night resulted in the formation
of an organization based on Islam which took the name Jong Islamieten Bond (Young
Muslims Ligue). However, it was not until March 1, 1925 that the W was fonnally and
officialiy founded in Jakarta, and its headquarters (Hoofdbcstuur) remained in ~akarta?
There has been some dispute on the history of the geaesis of JIB among historiaas
aad Muslim intellectuals. especially conceming the motives of Samsurizal in proposhg a
course on Islam wiihia the program of Jong Java. Sartono Kartodj'o. in a book entitled
Sejarah Pejuangan Pemuda Indonesia published by Biro Pemuda P&K writes; " The

Moslem youth. who had originaîiy joined Jong Java, felt it more suitable to found their
own organization. This segregation resulted from another proposal by Syamsurizal, who
by then was President of Jong lava, to split the membership into two categories (i.e.

junior membership and full membership) as was actualiy done aftemards. but which, as
we explained earlier, was rejected. Then those whose proposais had been rejected

founded an [slamic organization (w)."'~
Moreover, a tive volume book entitled Sejarah
Nasional Indonesia authored by, among others, Nugroho Notosusanto, mentions that;

there was a proposai that Jong Java should not be m e d into political party,
but should pumit its adult membus freedom for political action. This attitude
was supported by H. Agus Salim, who tried to introduce the Islamic faith into
Jong Java, with the argument that religion plays an important role in the

% should be mentioned here that according to Roem Yogyakarta was considend to be
the matter geographically favorable location for holding congress and conventions since. situated
as it is in centrai Java, it can be easily reached from aay other areas. He aiso mentions that at that
rime the youth conventions wece enthusiastically followed by the elder generation. Roem, 'The
Genesis,"22-23.
'o~artonoKartodijo et. ai., S&mh Perjuungan Pentudo fndonesia (Jakarta: Departemen
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 1989), 47.

achievement of aspiration. This proposal however was rejected aad those in
favor of political action then founded the JIB, with Islarnic faith as its basis of
politicai action.'

'

These statements have been counted by Ridwan Saidi. a writer and Muslim
activist. In response to the first opinion, he contends that Samsurizal's decision to
establish the new Islamic organization was not a response to the rejection of his proposal
on the classification of membership, for the latter was in no way related to the Islamic
faith. He argues further that many Muslim students who subsequently joined the JIB still

retained their membership in Jong ~ a v aTo
' ~the second opinion, Ridwan replies that it
contains thtee basic misconceptioos. First, he points out that Samsurizal's proposal to the
congress was not made in order to establish two categories of rnembenhip, but to have
Islamic instruction provided by Jong Java. Secondly, given the ethnic basis on which

Jong Java was built, Agus Salim should not have attended the congress because Salim
was Minangkabauan (West Sumatran). Lastiy, the JIB was in fact not a political

organization and hence did not engage in any political activities."
However, I would argue that while the statements made in Sejuruh Nusional
Indonesia are misleading, neither are Ridwan's arguments totally correct. He is nght to

say that the reason behind the establishment of the W was not political, since those who

" ~ a r w a tJoened
i
Pusponegoro and Nugroho Notosusanto. Sejarah Nasional Indonesiu,
vol. 4 (Jakarta: Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 1990). 195-1%.

"~idwanclaims that his sources for this evaluation include magazines h m the 1930s
and interviews with nvviving W personaiities. S a Ridwan Saidi. 'The Organization of Young
Moslem Intellectuals Past and Presenk" Mizun 2, no, 1 (1985): 32.
"spidi. T h e Organuation of Young Moslem In<elIectuals;"33.

initiated it, such as Samsurizai, never spoke of the students becornihg involved in
pwctical politics. There is proof enough that the JIB was not a political organization.
Nevectheless, on other matters he has not paid close enough attention to his sources. His
argument about the presence, or lack of it, of Agus Salim in the Jong Java congress, for
exarnple, was based ody on logical deduction. not on fact. Roem, an important figure in
the W. has pointed out that it was common at the time for older people, especially those

in govenunent service positions and priests or dama who served as social leaders, to pay

attention to youth activities." Deliar Noer, who wrote an article about the W in honour
of Roem's 70th unniversary, States that among the adults who attended the Jong Java
meeting were van Andel from the Protestant Church. van Rijkevoorstel from the Catholic
Church. Ir. Fournier from the Theosophy organization and Agus Salim. It is to be noted

that none of the above w e n Javanese, but w e n rather goverment repnsentatives and
social leaders, a fact confmed by ~oern."Nonetheless. Agus Salim still had no direct
involvement with Samsurizal's intention to develop courses on Islam or to found a new
lslamic organization. It can probably be said however that the establishment of the JE3
was in line with what Salim was hoping for at that time,and in any case did not extend

beyond providing moral support to a fellow ~uslirn.'~

'%ohamad Roem, "long Islamieten Bond yang Saya Alami:' Panji Masyaraknt 348
(Januari 1982j: 2 1.
'Woer, "long Mamieten Bond," 243.
1 6 ~ eLicht
t
1(192!i). See ais0 Agiis Salim, ''Hamît Manusia kepada Agama," in Seratus
Tahun Haji Agus Salim, ed. Panitia Buhi Peringatan (Jakarta, Sinar Harapan. 1984). 28 1.

1 would furthemiore argue that the establishment of the

W involved thm

Unportant factors. F i t , ideologically speaking, some Muslim students regarded Islam as
their own religion as weîi as the religion of most Indonesians, and therefore regarded an
understanding of it as vital for young Indonesian intellect~als.~'Secondly, politicdly
speaking, the idea proposed by Sam was opposed by some students in Jong Java,

probably for a wide nmber of nasons. Some belonged to other religions, othea did not
want to introduce an element into society that was in itself a volatile issue and some may
have found it offensive to theù sense of belonging to a secular organization." Lastly, in

socio-historical te=,

the snidents of the 1920s w e n living in an intellectual clhate of

emerging new ideologies (Islamic, socialist and nationalist) and new directions in
poiitical developments, such as refusing to identify with their Dutch overlords or finding
their own identit~r.'~
More important to this case, as Benda notes, is the fact that the era
fell within a period of renaissance for Islam, which had far ~achingreligious and also
political significance?

-

..

%ee "Pergerakan Pemoeda-pernoeda bdonesia," 280-28 1; and Noer, "long islamieten
Bond," 24 1-242.
'%at Indonesians who were abk to have access to secondary education were those
childnn of the native elite or the prjoyi whose orientation was directed more to power and
authocïty than religion is supprting for my statemnt.

lgseechapter 1of this thesis.

'qlany J. Benda. The Crrscent and the Rising Sun: fndonesim Isfatnundcr the Japoiese
Occupation 1942-1W5(The Hague and Bandung: W. van Hoeve. 1958). 1%.

Thus, the SIB was a movement of young Muslim inteliectuals in search of an
identity at a thne of struggie against Western colonial doininance. It is not surprising
therefore that the aims and purposes of the W.set down in Dutch, were as foiiows:
The study and promotion of the observation of Islam.
The cultivation and promotion of the sympathy for Islam and its
followers, while giving positive tolerance with regard to those who think
othewise.
The cultivation and promotion of contacts among intellectuals and with
the people through Islam.
The promotion of physical and spintual development of its members
through self-training (education) and self-activity."
As far as the development of the W was concemed, this may be divided into four

historical phases, in each of which the organization showed different emphases,
responded to diffennt problems related to socio-political issues, and displayed different
characteristics in accordance with its changing leadership.

1. The Period of EstibUshmentd Struggie for Exidence (1925)

On the very day of its establishment (March 1 1925), the JIB was able to recruit

250 members. This considerable initial support may have been due to several factors.
F h t of ail, in making Islam its primary criterion for membership, it seems to have

" ~ e eDepartment van Kolonien: MaiIrapport 198/25, "Jong Java Jong hiamietenBond:'
h t t e n by R. Kem (13 Februaty 1925). as cited by Alfian. Muhammad@&: The Political
Behavior of a MusLim Mudernist OrganUorion Under Dwch Colonialism (Yogyakarta: Gadjah
Ma& University Ress, 1989). 124. See aiso Het Licht 1 (March 1925) as cited by Rqem, "long
hiamieten Bond yaug Saya Alami," 24.

abolished the geograpbical barriers that might have stood in the way of students joining
the organization. Thus, the followers of the W were not only Javanese but aiso

Sumatrans and Makasarese. Secondly. unlike other student organizations which limited
their membership oniy to students, the W ' s only criterion was one of age, in that it

welcomed al1 youth between the ages of fourteen and thirty. This more open membership
policy enabled it to recnllt high school students. tertiary-level students as well as many
graduates who were already estabiished in particular occupations. Thirdly, it stayed aloof

fiorn political activity, but it gave fkeedorn to its membea, aged eighteen and older, to
participate in politics through other organizations if they wanted to do so?
Following the establishment of the organization, the fmt phase of the
development saw much stress on expanding membership and consolidating the
organization. Under the leadership of Samsurizal the organization was able to establish
branches in several major cities in Java such as Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta, Magelang,
Solo, Madiun, and Surabaya, while the headquarters (Hoofdbstuur) was in ~ o ~ ~ a k a r t a . ~

The W ' s f i t congress was held in Yogyakarta from 25 to 27 December 1925. It is
reported that by that time the organization's membeahip had reached a total of 1004,
spnad throughout 7 branches. D u ~ the
g congress, many papen and speeches on Islam
were presented in Dutch and Bahasa Indonesia, and these were discussed analytically.
Among the papers was one presented by Kwaja Karnaludin entitied "Wereldbmederschap

= ~ o e r . "long Islamieten Bond". 241-242. For cornparison see A K Ringgodigdo,
Sejarah Pergerakan Rakyat Indonesia (Jakarta: Dian Raùyat, 1994). 120.
%et

Licht 2 (May 1925): 66.

en Islam" (World Brotherhood in Islam). Agus Salim's "Dezuiien en plichtenleer" (The

Pillar and the l3ut.y) and a speech and discussion on the subject of Christianity and
rnissionary made by Domine A. Pos. an invited guest fiom the Protestant Church of
~ogyakarta?~
After the congress, Sarnsurizal was succeeded by Wiwoho Purbohadidjoyo,
choosing himself to sit instead on an advisory board with H. Agus Salim.

Following the announcement of its forma1 establishment. the JIB started
publishing in the same month its own magazine caiied al-Nur, also famous under its
Dutch title Het Licht (the Light). Het Licht, published in Dutch, began to feature Bahasa
Indonesia' articles as well after 1928. It was at fmt published monthly, although

imgularly, with each issue sometimes rcaching more than one hundrd pages.25 In t e m
of the contributors to the penodical, Het Licht received articles fiom the insider activists
of the of the organization such as Sam, Kasman, Haji Hasyim. Kusban, Sugeng, and

Ramli. H.Agus Salun also contributed in his capacity as adviser to the editorial board. A
member of outsiders as well, who often contributed very original work. such as Ahmad

Sarida, a missionary of the Ahrnadiyah Lahore, Maulavi Muhammad. Snouck Hurgronje
---

-

Z 4 ~ .Kem, the Vice Advisor of East indian Affairs. ceported that the congress was
attended by 200 delegates representing seven branches. 42 delegates of other organizations and
adult guests from govemment and adult organizations such as Tjokroaminoto of Sarekat Islam.
Fakhnrdin of the M u h d i y a h . MVta Wali Ahmad Beig of Atunaâiyah and Suryopranoto. He
nord that the congress showed much better performance and more sophistication than the
Sacekat Islam congress held in the same city that same year. See, H. Syamsuddin Abdullah et.ai.
Organisasi Kaurn Muda fsiurn di Jawa, pada Akhir Penjajahan Belanda. 19254942
(Yogyakarta: Lembaga Research dan Survey IAIN YogyPkana, 1986). 53-60.

*0ften two numben were published and distniied at the same tim, such as 3-4 for
May-June 1928, and even thm numbea (S. 6.7) for Juiy. August and September 1928. This was
already a concem of the central body when KssMui Singodùnedjo was sitting as die chairman.
See, Het ficht 9 (November 1930): 222-224.

and ~jokroaminoto.~
Its motto, always printed on the Eront cover, was the Qur'anic verse

&Taubah : 32 ; ''Fa.int would they extinguish AUah's Light with their mouth, but Allah
wili not allow. But that His Light should be perfected, even though the unbelievers may

detest (it)."27

W acnidy served as an umbrella organization under which there were two
organizations; one the organization for Muslim women and the other the Boy Scouts. In
May 1925 the W established in Jakarta JIB Dames Afdeling (acr. JIBDA = JIB Ladies
Division), reflecting a concem about the voice and participation of women in society. The

purpose of W D A was to promote Islamic awareness among women concerning their
position with respect to men. The activists of the league believed that women were equal
in statu with men and had to set a good example, especidy without feeling inferior visà-vis their European counterparts. However, until the fmt congress only two JIB

branches, those in Jakarta and Bandung, could boasi this women's divisionO2'
The JIB, like other organizations at that time, also established a Boy Scout

orgbation called Natipij (Nationaal Indonesische Padvinderij) quite soon after its
founding in March 1925, again in its Jakarta branch. The Natipij was open to boys and

girls between the ages of 10 and 13 years. The students in Natipij were not only taught

& ~ e eHet
, Licht 5 (July 1925): 217-228.

nAl-Qur5n IX: 32, The Meuning of the Holy Qur'a3. trans. Abdullah Yusuf Ali
(Maryland: Amana, 1994). 446.
a ~ o rthe organizationai structure of the WDA, see Het Licht (May 1925): 68. See dso.
Abdullah. Organisasi Kaum Mudo Islam di Jmva. 51; Saidi. 'The Organization of Young
Modem htellectuals,"34.

practical skills but also courses on Islam. Actually, it was also a feeder group which

brought new recniits to the Jong Islamieten Bond; indeed the Natipij was seen as a means
of training fiitwe cadres.
As far as the Natipij was concerned, it played a significant role in the nationalist

stniggle because it helped plant the seeds of patnotisrn and nationalkm among the very
Young. Pringgodigdo notes that the Dutch government began to k suspicious of the
spread of boy scout organizations because it feared the intentions behind the sentiment
"lndonesia bersatu" (Indonesian unity) coatained an Indonesian nationalist identity

without any special allegiance to the Dutch that could easily pnvail among them.
Therefore, as a colonial administrative reaction the Dutch vicd in 1928 to unite al1 scout
movements within the Nationale indische Padvinderij (NIPV), a nation-w ide movement
which downplayed nationalist sentiment and suessed good citizenship in a Dutch colonial
state. However, this effort was not very successful in that it failed to attract the
participation of most scout movements. Indonesians even responded by creating their own
federative body for Boy Scout organizations called Perstauan Antar Pandu Indonesia

(PAP~.~~

2. The Period of ExpuUrionand Confirnution (19264929).

The election of Wiwoho ~urbohadijo~o,M
editor in chief of Het Licht during the

Sarnsurizal presidency, at the fmt congress in 1925, marked a considerable growth for the
W. The membership campaign was expanded to other cities in Java and outside Java and
the outer islands. It is reponed that by the time the fourth congress was held

in Bandung

in 1929, several branches had k e n established, such as in Tegal (November 1928),
Semarang (Aprii 1928), Pekalongan, Jatinegara, Probolinggo and Malang. Outside Java,

new branches were opened in Medan. Palembang. Bengkuien, Padang and Maksar. in
short, by the end of 1928 there were 18 branches, up from fifteen in the previous year,
with membenhip numbering no fewer than 2800 persons throughout the archipelago."

Apart from the use of Het Licht as its official journal and chief means of
disseminating its ideas, the W also established in 1927 a body called Kemlichaum which
was responsible for organizing lectures, courses and other events so that Islam could be

discussed and studied arnong its members. The lectures were delive~dby those in the
organization who were considered to bave a good knowledge of Islam. such as
Mohammad Natsir, who at that time was the pupil of Ahmad Hassan in Bandung. In other

Wiwoho Puibohiuiijoyo was bom in August 3 1, 1900 in Bejen Temanggung - Central
lava. He was educated at the HBS (Hoogece Burger School) in Jakarta until 1919. Later he
worked at the centrai office of the Nationad indische Spoor (Railway National Company) in
Semarang untii 1927.
"~ee,Report of the W treasucer in Het Lkht 11-12 (January-Febmary 1929): 206. See
aiso AbduUah, Orgonisusi Kawn Mudo Islam di ldwa, 51. Saidi. 'The Organization of Young

Modem htellectuais,"64-68.

places, lectuxes were mostly given by dama residing in the ana where branches of the
JIB were active?2

Another success of Wiwoho was the establishment of Stuâie Mormatie
Comrnissie (SIC-Commission for Study Information) in 1927. This commission was

aimed at helping people whose children wanted to continue to study. especially those who
had no kmwledge of the Westem education, either in the Western schools or Islamic
schools. The W saw the SIC as being usehl to non-Western educated parents in giving
information about the advantages and the disadvantages of both the Western and Eastern
educational systems since most people were ignorant in these matters. Thus, the duty of
the commission as stated in the third congress was to provide information about Westem

and the Eastern (blarnic and indigenous) education both in the country and abroad, such

as at ai-Azhar in Cairo and universities in the Netherlands. In addition the SIC aiso
helped new students fiom outside the cities settle into their new environment in order that
they not be overwhelmed by the negative impact of Western culture as they moved to new

cities. Moreover, through this commission, the organization aiso sometimes helped
students in fmancial need, especially in coping with the cost of living?' These activities
were set up to attract new adult and students members.

3 2 ~ o soft the ulama and nligious teschers who taught in the W courses were Modemist
Muslims. To mention only a few, these included Mina Wali Ahmad Beig of the Ahmadiyah and

Falrhnidin of the Muhammadiyah.

"se+

'Verslag ban de Sadie hfonnatie C o d s s i e van de JIB," Het Licht 11-12
(January-Febmaq 1929): 237-241.

The period 1926-1929 during which Wiwoho was the head of the organization,
saw the

W have some success in establishing mutually beneficial relations with other

organizations, particularly with Jong Java which had been hostile during Samsurizal's
period of leadership, since he was seen as a dissident hom Jong Java. The rapprochement
was indicated by the pnsence of kng Java's leader at the second congress of the JB,
where he gave a warm speech to the delegates?4 Among other organizations, the W had,
of course, a close c o ~ e c t i o nwith modemist Muslim organizations such as Sarekat Islam,
the Muhammadiyah, and Persatuan Islam. These ties were forged both organizationally

and through personal involvement, in the JIB, of some leaders of the nformist
organizations such as Agus Salim (Sankat Islam), Mina Wali Ahmad Beig (Ahmadiyah)

and Fakhmdin of the Muhammadiyah. For exampie. many activities of the JI6 were
conducted using facilities of the Muhammadiyah. More importantly many religious
teachers were provided by these modemist ~r~anizations?~
It is not surpcising that the JE3
in some instances reflected the views of this group.
However, during this same period the W also faced some diffcult moments,
pariicularly in connection with other youth organizations. As we saw earlier, during ihis
period indonesian nationalism as overall ideology had begun to spread among the youth
movements in Indonesia where it was received enthusiasticaiiy by many. Going where no

%is indicates an attempt at reconciliation between the two organizations. especcially
since some of the memben no longer tnisted Sam's intentions in the Jong Java Conpss. The
Keiw Pe&mun Besar (the chainnan of the centrai body) o f Iong Java at the tim. JPksadipum,
said in the speech that he was happy because finally he had realiad that the JIB was no diffecent
from Jong Java; both ùi fact sought Indonesian unity. He also mntioned that he was pleased that
the W aiiowed the rnembers of Jong Java to joui and vice versa. See, the speech of Jaksadipum
on the second c o n p s of the W in Het Licht I 1-12 (1927).

adult ocganization had ventured, tiii then, youth groups held the fmt youth congress in
1926, in which ail existing youth organizations participated with the idea of unifjhg al1
groups into one large association based on nationalism. The W,which had used Islam as
the basis of its organization, had to cope with the situation of whether or not it should
include itself in this umbrella organization which was not especially affiiiated with Islam.

Finaiiy, the W took the decision not to merge itseif with the organization. Therefore, this

period is also seen as a time of "confuaiation," during whicb period the JIB decided to

remain committed to its initial character as an intellectual movement based on islam.
When it decided not to join in the new group, the JIB was heavily criticized by
many secular nationalist exponents as being "anti nationalist," and in some cases the
feclings were so strong that violent language was used in attacks on the

W?

Nonetheless, the JIB stood its ground and defended its priaciples; whiie it supported
Indonesian nationalism, it was to be based on Islam. Despite this decision to nmain
outside the group, the 3IB leadership continued to support the nationaiist goals of the

union. In fact, when the famous second youth congress was held in 1928, the JIB
participated once again by senâing Johan Mahmud Caya and Ma'mun ai-Rasyid as its
repnsentatives attending proceeâings. Later, the W published in Het Licht the Youth

Oath formulated at the congress as a part of the campaign to spread this staternent among
youth in Indonesia. Thus, Wiwoho, who sat as c h a h a n until 1929, was able to preserve

-or the fint National Youth Congres, see cbapter L of this thesis. To cite but one
example, there was an article which rcused the JIB of stupidity and in which the writer
described the W's acmnym as standing for Iong Idioten Bond (a League of Idiot Youth).

the JIB identification with Islam, whiie still keeping informal, yet real. ties with the

leading youth organization promoting Indonesian nationalism."

In the meaa time, aithough the Dutch did not take any negative actions against the
JIB because it was seen by them as usehl in countecing the infiuence of the cornmunists,

which they saw as a much p a t e r threat. R. A. Ken, the govemment official who was
Adviseur v w r lnlandshe Zaken, noted that:
Attention must be drawn to the k t that both the Communist and Islam by
now seem to give an effort to r e m i t intellectuals for their purposes. In the
Communist congress in Yogyakarta, the help fiom the intellectuals was
needed desperately and as how to get their support, therefon, was discussed
intensively including the possibility to find the support from intellectuals in
the foreign countries.................Among the Musüms we found that the
effort to attract the intellectuals in the country was met quite well. ......... in
the case of the JIB, we have to give it a chance to work More we put any
measure on the organization. The jIB can play an important factor in the
native movemeat. Therefore, we have to give canhil attention to the
~r~anization?~
This attitude toward the movement in general was maintaineci by the Govemor

General Andries C.D. de Graeff, who by that time was reluctant to repress movements,
but expnssed concern about the potent danger of the native intellectual movements to
Dutch authority. He stated that "the new generation receiving Western educatioa, is,
without any doubt, fervently nationalist, and the number increases year by year."3gThis

n ~ o more
r
detailed analysis on the W and nationalism see chapter III of this thesis.
''~ailrapp~tten
(mail report) no. L98d 192!5, cited in Abdullah, Orgrnisusi Kam Mu&i
Islam di Jawa, 79.

3%i~ardJ. M. Scûmustzet, Dutch Coloniat PoIicy and the Search for Identity in
Indonesia 1920-1931 (hiden: E. J. BrilI, 1977). 107.

finally led him to arrest, exile and ixnpnson many nationalist leaders during the L9291935 period. For the most part JIB members escaped these security sweeps.

-

3. The Perid of Chailenge and Triai (1930 1935)
At the fifth congress of the organization in December 1929, Wiwoho was

succeeded by Kasman singodimedjom who was to lead the W until the convening of the
tenth congress in 1935. Kasman, as he was usuaiiy called by his colleagues. had been
active in the organization ever since the W was established. During his tenure the "tour

de Sumatra" was undertaken, a journey made by hlln and Moharnad Roem to gamer
support for the JIB on that island. The outcome was the establishment of branches in a

number of West Sumatran cities as Bukit Tinggi, Padang Panjang, Sawah Lunto and
Paydwnbuh. In North Sumatra, they founded branches in Sibolga and Padang
Sidempuan, as well as in Sigli and Lokh Semawe in ~ceh?'In addition. those at the
headquarten were able to reawaken the less active branches. In short. it is nported that by

'OKasman was bom in Kalirejo Rtrworejo centrai Java, in February 19û8. He was the son
of a modin (an official who dealt with nligious matters) in that iegion. After graduating from the
HIS in L922 he studied at STOVIA but finished bis degree in the Rechts Hoge School (RHS Law schwl). For more information about Kasman Singodirnedjo, s
e Panitia Peringatan 75
Tahun Kasman, Hidup 1.u Beju<urg: Kacnon Singodimedjo 75 Tahm ( J a h : Buian Bintang,
1982).
4 ' ~ e "Sedikit
e
Pemsndangan dari pada Perjalanan H.B W untuk Keprluan Islam dan AB
kt Tanah Andalas-Raya," Het Lkht 10 @ecember (1930): 237-39.

the end of 1930 the= were 39 branches in operation throughout the country?2 By 1933
the number had risen again to 55, with membership numbered at 4,000?.'

From that time onwatds, some concerns also began to be expressed regarding
problems at the international level, which pnviously had only been given slight attention.
For example, the JIB committed itself to working together with the lami'at al Khair of the
Egypt Jawiyah (branch for Indonesian community in Egypt) to support the struggle of the
Palestinian Arabs in their struggle against the establishment of a Jewish national state
the= and in opposing Jewish rites at the Wailing Wall which were seen as a threat to the
al-AqshZ mosque, a famous Islamic stnicttm in ~erusalem." During this same time

frame, through the JIBDA, the W paid a gnat attention to the Women's Congress held
in Lahore in January 1931. Its concems for Muslims in other parts of the world cm also
be seen from the contents of Het Licht. which devoted articles to the development of

Islam in 0 t h countries, particuiarly those on the periphery of the Muslim world. To cite
only a few cases, for example, there was an article entitied "Tslam in Europe" which

4 2 ~ eKasman's
e
speech at the 6' congress of JIB in Hel Licht (January-February 193 1):

271.

4The numkr shows a great deal of enthusiasm among Muslim students studying at
schools offering Dutch instruction to become membecs of the organizations. in 1930. for
example. the native student enrollment, cegardiess o f their religion. in secondary schwls
numbered 213 in the HBS, 7555 in MULO and the AMS. The total number of the enrollment
was l e s then double the member of the JIB. This number even dec~asedin 1935 to only 6.506
pupils. See, 'Table of Enrollment in Elemntary and Secondary Schools with instmction in
h t c h (Piiblic and Rivate), 190-1940,'' provided in Pm1 W. van der Veur, Education 4
Social Change in Colonial ~nCtOnesia,vol. I (Athens: Ohio University Center for international
Studies Southeast Asia Ptogram, 1%9), f 1.

Het Licht 2-3 (June 1930): 101.

discussed the size and conditions of the M u s h communities in Poland, Rumania,
Bulgaria, Greece and (by extension) America
Since the idea of tolerance had long been one of its chief concems. the JIl3 even
took a cntical attitude towards issues dealing with Muslim

- Christian relations.

For

example, the Jü3 added a cautionary note to an article (probably taken from a pamphlet
circulating at that tirne) entitled "Seroean Kepada Raja-raja Islam dan Oemat Islam di
Seloeroeh Doenia" (An Appeal to the Kings of Islamic Kingdoms and Muslims in the
~ o r l d ) ?The article discussed the harassrnent of Muslims, Islam aad Muslim rulem in
the Maghrib (particularly in Tunisia) by French colonial agents, and spoke of the people

who were converted to Christianity by force as a result of the conquest by this European
power. The note stated that the article exaggerated issues. It stated further that based on a

report from Wadi Nil (probably an Egyptian newspaper). the story of forced Muslim
conversion to Cbristianity was not entirely correct. In fact, Muslims had proposed to the
French government that changes be made to some of the old traditions (not religious one)
in order that they be able to adapt to the modem world. Therefore, the W called upon

Muslims throughout the world to seek M e r information about such rnatters in order to
ascertain the truth?

--

''~t is hard to discover whether the anicle was takm from a brochure (pamphlet) or
article from another magazine or newspaper. However, the article mentioned some important
people such as Mahmüd Shâkir (Vice President of al-Azhar of Cairo), Muhammad Ràshid Rida
(the editor of al-Manar). Khalil aCKhaCidi (of the Supremt Court in Paiestine) and other Azhar
and indian trained ulama, including Mahmud Yunus from Indonesia See Het Licht 9 (November
1930): 200,204.

%ee Het Licht, no. 9 (November 1930): 2WM.

This third p e n d of the JIB's history generaliy marked the highest development of
the organization, as well as a tuming point in its direction. Histocicaiiy speaking, after

passing through the triais during the second pend and those again in the early years of
this third penod (consisting in confrontation over the nationalist secular basis), fiom 1931
onward the JIB showed itself to be the largest organization representing the Muslim
nationalist faftion alongside the secular camp. This was parallel to the position of the
Sarekat Islam, which was comparable to the Partai Nasional Indonesia in its membership

and its contribution to the formation of nationalism in the country. Roem mentions that
king a member of the JIB aat that time was no less prestigious than having membership in
hdonesia Muda. Moreover, as Roem says, the activists of the JTB were becoming

acquainted with Muslim leaders of national caliber such as Agus Salim, Ahmad Hassan
and Fakhniddin, and when the time came they followed their footsteps and the activities
of their elders.

In the meantime, the organization was responding to new challenges. Kasman and

Mohammad Natsir, who ai the t h e were also mernbers of the Muhammadiyah and Penis
respectively, wanted to transfomi the JIB into a socid organization like the

Muhammadiyah, which would have involved it in establishing hospitals, schools and
orphanages. Other mernbers were against such a new direction. At its seventh congress in
Madiun, Kasman and M. Natsir, who supported the schools already king operated by the

W in Tegal, Semarang and Surabaya, debated the issue with Muhammad Roem who

supponed by Yusuf ~ i b i s o n o oobjected to the JIB becoming a social organizatioda

The latter faction insisted that the organization should remain faithhl to its aims and
ideals as a "kntische zin" or a center for youth to study Islam criticaliy. Ultimately, the
congress agreed with the second opinion.
However, this debate was reopened at the eighth congress because Kasman was
stil1 anxious to extend the activities of the organization into social concern~.~~

Immediately, Samsurizal. Roem and Kismo nminded Kasman about the statute of the
organization referring to it as a studi lichaam (a place of study). They also reminded him
of the danger of government legislation conceming a social organization, which was
nee&d to change the status and which. in addition to financial reasons, posed the greatest

danger to the independence of the organization. In addition, Roem also differed with

others conceming the structure of the orgaaization of Natipij within the W,which
according to him suffered too much interference from JIB headquarters. This situation

rom

1933 to 1935 Yusuf Wibisono had played an important role as the editor in chief
of Het Licizt. hiring this period of tirne he was able to enlarge the proportion of articles written
in Bahasa Indonesia. A b d d m a n , a lecture at IAIN Yogyakarta who interviewed some of the
ex-JIB members, stated to the present writer that after that date the number did i n c m e and p s t 1937 they constituted about 80 to 90 percent of the totai. However, it is not easy to find issues of
Het Licht published between 1937 and 1942 because some of the ex-JIB rnembers who arr still
alive in the 1990s have withheld the magazine and are reluchnt to give them to any academîcs or
libraries. This data was taken from an interview by telephone 12 Decembet 1997.
U~ccordingto Natsir the debate lasted three days. He States that this debate left him with
a wonderfi11 memory of king a young Muslim anô a member of the JIB who trained themselves
to be consistent in wbat they believed, while at the same tirne appreciating the opinions of others.
Mobammad Natsir, "Insya Allah Roem Tetap Roem" in Mohammad Roem 70 Tahwr: Pejuung
Perwtding, 211.

an h m

schools in Tegal and Semarang as mentioned before, then were also

printing activities in Medan.

lead to the dismissal of Roem fiom JIB; Apparently, his strong stands against policy was
seen as too divisive.

Fhaiiy, as a consequence of the dispute. Roem and Wibisono established another
organization in 1933 called Studenten Islam Studieclub (SIS or Students Islamic Study
Club). According to Ridwan Saidi and Dawam ~ahadjo?' the idea behind the
establishment of SIS was the ever growing understanding of public affairs on the part of
many rnembers and W activists who had nached the age of 30 or older, ages that went

beyond the limit stated in the statutes of the organization. Severai JIB activists became
members of the ~olksraad? Accordingiy, Yusuf Wibisono claimed that undergraduate
studeats and youih at that level needed their own organizatiod2 Thus, the fornation of

the SIS, in one way, cm be seen as corrective to Kasman's policies in the W.especially
since both Roem and Wibisono had since the early period played an important role in the

%idwan Saidi is one of indonesian Muslim activists and intellectuals who concemed
himself with the Muslim Youth rnovements in Indonesia. He was also one of prominent HMI
(Himpunan Mahasiswa Islam) activists during the 1960s and early 1970s. Among his writings
none of them very detailed- on the subject, some rnay be found in Pemuda Islam dalum
Dinumika Politik Bangsa 1985-1984 (Jakarta: Yayasan Fajar Shadiq. 1975). M. Dawam
Rahardjo is a well known as Young indonesian Muslim economist who was also an H M activist.

-

He is now one of the prominent activists of indonesian Muslim Intellectual Association (ICMI)
and an editor in chief of many Islamic Joumals in indonesia. He is a prolific writer and may be
considered as a Muslim intellectual-focused on lslam from a sociological perspective. One of
bis writings related to the development of Islamif thought in the country is Intellectual
1ittelegeensia don Perilaku Politik Bangsa: Risalah Cendekiiman Muslim (Bandung: Mizan,
1993).

*'onthe involvernent of W rnembers, see Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sm, 9 1.
nie appointnmt of W members to the Volskraad showed acknowledgement of its importance
in the national sphere. It indicated the matunty of the memkn, which h m the view of some
niembers, a reflection that they were no longer seen as the members of a youth movement,
' * ~ e eSaidi. ''The Organization of Young Modem htellechuls,"36-37,
Intellectual Intefigernia & Periloku Politik Bangsa, 49.

and Rahardjo,

organization. In another sense, this also can also be seen as an expression of cornmitment
of and efforts by young intellcctuais to study Islam critically and scientifically. This was a
new tradition that developed among Indonesian Muslims, especially amoag those who

were educated in Western schools, and was initiaily created by JE3 rnembers. Although,
Kasman still remained in control of the organization until its 1 0 congress
~
in 1935, he
certainly lost his most militant partners, such as ~ o e r n ? ~

In short, this pend saw two different trends emetge in the development of the

JXB. In the fmt place, it marked the culmination of the W's attempts ai making the
organization more tneaninghil to Indonesian Muslim in general and to its memben in

particular, as Uidicated by the estabüshment of schools and pnnting activities. In the
second place, dissension and a ceexamination of its goals, which inevitably had an effect
on the strength of the JIB, also marked this period.

4. The period of Continuation of Traditions and the Deciine of the JIB (1936-1942)

Little cm be said about this period except that the tradition of offering counes on

islam continued in some branches. Congresses were no longer held annuaiiy, but instead
took place only every two years. Her Licht was no longer pubüshed ngularly because of
financial problerns as well as a shortage of articles. Many activists fkom the earlier

%owever, it should be kept in mind that Kasman was not in fact completely abandoned
by those activists kcause of the estabüshment of the SIS. Yusuf Wibisono, for enampie. was still
active on the Het L-r'chteditoriai board until1937.

generation had become active in other organizations and paid less attention to the m."It
also appears that the debates d u ~ the
g last years of the Kasman era had a great effect on
the organization. Moreover, as G.F.Pijper notes, Agus Salim, who by that time had left

Yogyakarta and moved to Bandung was less active and hence less influential?

During this fourth period. the JIB had two leaders, i.e. Muhammad Abu A n f '
and Sunaryo Mangunpuspito. These two figures had similar attitudes and approaches,
without however making much of a mark on the organization. Neither was reaUy of the
caliber of the JIB leaders of the earlier generation. Muhammad Abu Arifaini for example,
who succeeded Kasman just after the tenth congress (from 1935 to 1937), only

estabiished one new branch of the JIB in T a s t Malaya (West Java) on Febniary 1936.
Sunaryo Mangunpuspito, on the other hand, was only able to maintain the traditions of
JIB such as studying islam and initiating the establishment of the Badan Persaudaraan

Kepanduan (Body of Boy Scout Brotherhood). Inspite of these efforts, and his attempt at

ninvigorating the membership, Sunaryo was unable to halt the deciine of the W. There
were nlatively weak responses which indicated that the heyday of the organization was

past.
An important event in this penod was the inclusion of the W as a member of the

Majlisui Islam Ala lndonesia (MIAI or Great Islarnic Council of hdonesia) which was set

Y

Natsir, who was a mernôer of the Volksraad beginning in 1931. left it afler Roem and

Wibisono cceated their o r ~ o nand
, joined the Partai Islam bdonesia in Bandung. wbich he
headed Iater. Kasman was later active in the Muhammadiyah and Samsurizal in the PSiL
5%laitrapporten no 84/B-L#G/1938, 1 3 as cited by Abdullah. Orgrnisasi Kaum Muda
lslam di Jawa, 107.

up at Surabaya in 1937''. Although this does not mean that the W was seen as having an
equal position to that of the aduit-oriented Muslim organizations, such as the
Muhammadiyah and the Nahdlatul Ulama, it does indicate the recognition of its
importance among the Indonesian Muslim organizations. particularly among M u s b
youth organizations at the time. Noer has pointed out that this involvement brought

disadvantages to the JIB as well, since it reduced the role of the IIB among the youth?

B. THE JIB9sIDEOLOGY AND ITS ISLAMIC ACTMTlES

As shown earlier, the formation of JIB was inspind by a perceived need to offer

Islamic instructions to students studying in Dutch secular schools. Hence, it is easy to
understand that fiom its inception the W was directed by its founders to spnad Islamic

ideology among its members. In the beginning, this ideal was only expressed in temis of,
to borrow Noer's words. a "pragmatic goal," i.e. ''to be acquainted with and to study
Islam," and an "apologetic ah," i.e. "to ceinforce sympathy toward Islam and its

adhercnce."' By "pragmatic"was meant a stress laid on the obligation of cadres of future

MtAl was an umbrella organization designed to unite both the modemist and the
traditionalist factions. This federation was rneant to counter-balance the secular nationalist
factions in Indonesian politics and to react against the Dutch administration which at that tim,
between 1929 and 1937, inaoduced and implemnted ordinances which were upsetting to
MusIims, such as that of the Marriage Ordinance. For mon information about the MIAI, see Siti
Hadiroh Wardan. ''Dari MIA[ Menjadi MASYUMI," (Undergraduate thesis. Gajah Mada
University, 1968).
%e

n~oerT
Vong islamieten Bond," 253,

'%oex. " h gMamieten Bond." 244. For the goais of the W. s a page 48 of diis thesis.

$

leaders to study Islam because they needed to understand the people's inclinations and
aspirations (in a long term, this was destined that they can continuaily be leaders). By
"aplogetic" was meant the inculcation of a deep loyalty to Islam ammg its adherents.

Later. this loyalty was defined as developing a deep conviction towards Islam.
This was seen a year later in the formulation of the statutes of the organization in the first
congress in the late of 1925, where it was stated that the W "requires members of the

organization to study and to obey the teachings of ~slarn."~~
This implies that JIB, in later
development, believed that only by practicing Islam in the correct manner could a society
rightly be formed according to the teachings of Islam. To achieve this, the .ïIB members

thought that they had to begin by practicing the lslamic teachings in al1 aspect of Me.

1. The JIB and the Modernist

The modernist school of Islamic thinking in Indonesia. better known as the Kaum
Muda, geaerally followed the religious thinking of Muhammad ' ~ b d u h ~of' Egypt, which
was developed and spread by the al-Manar school.

His school of thought mndered the

pursuit of logic obligatory for one's moral Life and urged a use of the Qur'Zn and Hadith.
Abduh himself constantly upheld the principal of ijriha?i, which meant the nght of

5 9 ~ eLicht
t
1 (March

1925) as cited in Noer. "long Islarnieten Bond," 244.

account of Muhammad 'Abduh in English may be found in Charles Clarence
Adams, "Mohamrnad 'Abduh: The Refomier," Modem World 19 no. 1 (lanuary 1929): 264-273.
A shidy of his movement by the same author can be found in Idam and Modcrnism in Egypt: A
Study of the Modern Rcfonn Movement Inougurated by Muhammad 'Abduh (New York: Russel
& Russel, 1968). See aiso Mahmudui Haq. Muhammad 'Abduh: a Stdy of a Modem Iniderof
Egypt (Calcutta: Aligarh Muslim University Ress, 1970).

unencumbend personal inquiry, and promoted the intellectual battle against taqlii, or the
passive acceptana of d o p a s of p s t nligious authorities without any questioning pmof

and elucidation?' In this way Abduh sought to liberate Islam from previous historical
interpretations and allow interpretation compatible with the acnial circumstances of the
presentP2

Historically speaking. the appearance of Muslim modemist in Indonesia traces it

mots back to Sheikh Ahmad Khatib of Minangkabau, who becaxne an imam and teacher
in the Masjid al-Haram (the sacred enclosure) in ~ e c c a ? His stand against the practices
of the sufi

ta rit ph^,^ most notably the Naqshabandiyah, and those of the Minangkabau

ador. seem to have k e n the starting point of the modemist attack on traditionalist (Kaum

Tua) throughout Southeast Asia, ic., those in Indonesia. Malaysia, Thailand and

Singapore. This position was Iatet maintained by bis students, especially Sheikh
Muhammad Djami1 Djambek (1860.1947). Hadji Abdul Karim Amniiiah ( 187s- 1945)

6 1 ~ .Syarif.
~ . ed.. History of Muslim Philosophy, with Shon Accourtts of Other
Disciplines and the Modem Renaissance in Muslim iundc (Wiesbaden. Pakistan: Otto
Harrasowitz, Pakistan Philosophical Conpss, 1966), 1496.
6 2 ~ iIslatlYc
s
rnodemismwas a form of religious liberalism, see Alfian. Muhammudiyah;
The Political Behavior. LOO. Mo~over,'Abduh's ideas are in fact seen by many as having
helped to fom the intellectuai origins of Egyptian nationaiism in the early of this century. See
AH. Hourani. "Preface" in Jamal Muhammed Ahmed. The Inteilectwl Origins of Egyptian
N a t i o ~ i i s m(London: Oxford University Press, 1960). vii-x.
" ~ e eDeliar Noer, nit Rise a d the Developnicnt of the Modemist Musiim Movement in
Idonesia D u h g the Durch Colonial Period 1900-1942.47-50-

'%IthoughAhmad Khatib himself was icnown to have k e n a SM,he rejected the beliefs
and the practices in the Naqshabandiyah tariqah. S a Hamka, Ayahku (Jakarta: Wijaya, 1958).
44-54. Thenfore. bis sufism was pmbably closer to that of al-Ghazali. See Alfian.
M u h a d i y a h : Tlie Political B e h i o r , 102.

and Hadji Abdullah Ahmad (1878-1933). At the same tirne, Sheikh Ahmad Taher
Djalaludin al Azhari (1869-1956), another student of Khatib from Minaagkabau, and
three other friends, Sayyid Sheikh bin Ahmad al-Hadi (a Maiaccan bom of Malay-Arab

parents), Hadji Abbas Muhammad Taha (a Singaporean of Minangkabau parentage), and
Sheikh Muhammad Salim al-Wali (an Acehnese merchant) issued a periodical called

al-lmam (The Leader), which resembled al-Manar, founded by Abduh's snrdent, Rasliid

~idhii!' This periodical is considered to have been the fmt Islarnic modemist perÎodical
ever disseminated in Malaya and Indonesia. Despite its failure in ~ a l a its
~ influence
p

in the development of Islarnic modemism in hdonesia can not be doubted. Noer points

out that al-limÜn was read by Malay-speaking indonesians in Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan
and sulawesi .6'

Unlike Sumatra, the modemists in Java came from different backgrounds and
were mostly attached to organizations, beginning with the Jami'at al-Khair6* in 1905,
- -

-

-

%e William R. Roff, The Origins of Malay Nationalism (New Heaven and London:
Yale University Press, 1967)' 56-67.

%off mentions that although al-Imam attracted many readen from the intellectuaily and
socially sophisticated elements of the towns, while its innovative and potentially disruptive
teaching nevertheless brought it into conflict with other groups in Malay society-the official
religious hierarchy, the traditional Malay elite. and the rural uloma. Al-!ma% and the rnodemists
failed to penetrate deeply into the Maiay society to kcame a s i p i f a t social and politicai force
in the developmcnt of Malay nationdism. Roff' Tlic Originr of Malay Nationalim, 56-90.
67uiJava, for example. its agents were to be found in Jakarta, Surabaya, Cianjur, and
Senianu>g, while in Kalimantan, they were in Pontianak and Samarinda. Noer,nie Rise and the
DeveIopment, 52

%-~amiat al-Khairiyah was founded in July 1905 in Jakarta. The two main activities of
the organization were the establishment and maintenance of elementazy schools and sending
several youth to Turkey to pume advance study. However, Noer mentions that these activities
wece soon hampered by a lack of hnds as well as the decline of the caliphate. None of the

which established schools of modem kind. Among the modemists who joined the
organization was Ahmad Syurkati (a Sudanese) and Ahmad Dahlan (Javanese) and Hasan
Jayadiningrat, brother to the well known Pangeran Ario Jayadiningrat (Sundanese origin);
nevertheless the majority of those who joined were of Arab origin. However, as a resdt
of a split between 4bsayyid'16g
and non-"sayyib' members, the organization split into two
factions. The non-Sayyids estabiished theu own organization cailed ai-hyad, in which

Ahmad Syurkati played an important role. Ahmad Dahlan for his part later founded the

Muhammadiyah, which became the largest modemist Muslim organization in the country.

Among other modemists there were, of course (as has been discussed in chapter 1 of this
thesis) Ahmad Hassan (bom in Singapore of Tamil-Javanese blood) of Persis, Agus

Salim (Minangkabauan) of Sarekat islam and an important figure in JIB, Tjokroaminoto

(a Javanese priyayr') of Sarekat Islam and Fakhruddui (Javanese) of the Muhammadiyah.
As far as W membca were concemed, these included many Muslims who were

studying at Dutch schools. None of the members was from the pesantren70 (Islarnic

trainees played a sipificant role in nligious and nationalist movement when they retumed CO
indonesia. See Noer, The Rise und the Development. 90-95.
%ayyid is a term used by Arabs who daim to be directly descended from the Pmphet
Muhammad through his daughter Fatimah. Accordingly. they enjoyed "an exalted position
among Muslim society particularly vis-&-vis indonesians and claimed to occupy a prefemd
position in religion in spite of the fact tbat their mothen were some t i m s nonSayyid or even
non-Arabs." See Noer. The Rise and the Developmnt, 89.

'% the pesantren students are taught on1y nligious subjects such as aqidah (klief), and
syari'ah ((law) by b i s wbo own and manage the institution. See 2àmakhsarî Dhofiet, T h e
Pesantren Tradition: A Study of the Role of The Kyai in the Maintenance of the Traditi~nal
IdeoIogy in Java," (Ph.D dissertation, Monash University, 1980). This work hm been published
in Indonesian as Tradisi Pesantren, Studi tentang Pandangan Hidup Kyai (Jaluirta: WES,
1985).

boatdiag schwls) system, however. These young Muslims of the non-pesantren circle
usualiy received religious instructions in the home from theù parents or in the mosque or

lang8ar? A much smaller proportion may have studied at a d r a s a h " at an early age,
and then went on to enroll in schools where they were taught secular subjects. For this

reason. they were more open to a scientific approach in scrutinking Islamic teachings, an
approach that belonged primarily to the rnodernist school of thought, rather than to the
products of the pesantren. For at that time the pesuntren did not teach scientific subjects.
Indeed, according to Abdurrahman Wahid the head of the pesuntren (kyaQ was usuaîiy

ngarded as the only acknowledged authority. The santris were bound to their kyai for the

length of their l i ~ e s . 7Moreover,
~
b i s were very often considered nia$&n ( k e from
enor)." The most probable effect to the santris under this system generally was that their
independent and critical thought, especidy in matters of religion, were hardly developed,

"A srnall mosque made from bamboo or any other serni-permanent building materials.
managed by srnall scciety and used for daily prayer and to teach the Qur'ân and basic teachings

of islam to the children in the neighborhood.
n~ mdrasah is an Islamic school which provides teaching on religious subjects. This
school usually operotes in the aftemoon. In this way, rnany students in Dutch schools or other
schools could still study Islarnic teachings that were not taught in the secular schools.

n~bdunahmanWahid, ''Pesantren sebagai Subkultur," in Pesantren don Pentbahan<an
ed. Dawam Raharjo (Jakacta:LP3ES. 1974). 42-43.
'%or the Sunnites, the quality of nra'$Ùk is only attached to the Rophet. Among the
Shi'ites, the concept of 'ism is considered only as relevant to the Imams (the religious leaders).
A logical consequence of this connection is that the undentanding of Islamic teachings is to be
detennined by tepchers or syeildu. not students. See, Deliar Naer, Hubungm Tiga Golongan,
paper presented as part of Seminu Sejarah National 4 Yogyakarta 1970, 4, For mon
information on the concept of imams in Shi'ite Islam, sa Moojan Momcn, An Introduction tu
Shi'i Islam,- The Hisrory and Doctrines of Twelver Shi'ism (New Haven and London: Yale
University Ress, 1985).

because the kyais were regarded as frce nom error and hence, could not be chailenged by
students. This are quaiities that were not favored by the modemist school.
Moreover, in the second and the third decades of the twentieth century, secondary
schools were only available in provincial capitals or residency cities, where social and
modemist leaders were dominant in the society. This situation had rendered the Muslim

students of non-pesantren background more inclined to follow modemist Muslim leaders
such as Agus Salim. Ahmad Hassan, and Fakhruddin. Consequentiy, the W won
considerable support from these modernist leaders and their organizations. The most
important support of this nahue came as a result of the direct involvement of Agus Salim.
whose writings and advisory work very much influenced W activists?*
It is not surprising that the W was motivated to study Islam critically, especially

given the fact that the Dutch education its members had nceived enabled the latter to
develop independent thlliking. Hence, not only was it the case that the mernben of the
JIB learned religious subjects in religious courses, they were also encouraged to l e m

from various publications available in libraries. Moreover, benefiting from their close
contacts with Agus Salim, they were often exposed to discussions on the religious, social
and political problems occuring in the country. The publication of Het Licht was very
much devoted to this purpose.
Indeed, as the W developed, Alfian notes, it was to provide the M u s h
modernists with their own Western-educated inteiiectuals, who were able to speak and
7 s ~ e Seratus
e
Tahun Haji Agus Saïirn. (Jakana: Sinar Harapan. 1984). and Panitia
Haji Agus Salim 70 Tahun, Ji$ak Langkah Hoji Agw Solim: Pilihan Katangan,
Ucapandon Peruhpat Beliair &ri Dulu sampai Sekarang (Jakarta: Tintamas. 1954).

Pain-

write in defense of their own religion in the modern terminologies of the intellectual
world?' Mohammad ~ a t s i r ,for
~ example, who was very much influenced by his
teachen. Ahmad Hassan, and Agus S a h , wrote a number of articles, while he was
active in the W ' s

Bandung branch. His fmt major work appeared in Dutch in 1929

entided Mtihammad als Profeet (Muhammad as ~ r o ~ h e t )which
: ~ was then followed by

Komt tot Het Gebed (Corne to ~ra~er)?%ter,as his teacher had done, he wrote many

works in defense of Islam against those he regarded as its opponents, and continued to do
so until his death in 1993. Among his writings most are included in the anthologies
Capita Selecta 1, published in 1954, and Copita Sefectu II, which appeared three years
later in 1957." These books are a compüation of more than 50 articles fiom various
publications. It is aot an exaggeration to Say that Natsû was reaily the Ieading

76~lfian.
M u h a d i y a k The Political Behavior, 125.

n~atsir,Minangkabau in origin, was bom on Iuly 17, 1908 in Alahan Panjang. West
Sumami. the son of a grade-school teacher. He received a western education from elemntary
school up through Senior High Schwl, the latter obtained in Bandung, when he was active in the
JIB, €rom 1927 to 1930. His religious teachers wece Haji R a d , Engku Mudo Amin, and
infomially Haji Abdullah Ahmad. Later, in Bandung he met and becarne the student of Ahmad
Hassan of Persis. Later, he became one of the most prominent figures at the time of hdonesia's
independence. His biography may be found in Yusnl ha, "Combining Activism and
Inteilectualism: The Biography of Mohamrnad Natsir," Studia ~slarniko2. no. L (1995): 1 1 1-147.

'%is wu& had been intended as a reply to criticism of Islam voiced by a Protestant
pnest, Domingo Christoffel. Mohammad Natsir. Kebdbyaan Islam dolant Perspectif Sejarah,
(Jakarta: Girimukti Pusaka, 1988). 3-32.
%is article was later translateci into indonesian by D R Sati Alirnin entitled, Marilah
Shalat (Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1956).
'O~eeM o h d Natsu, Capita Seiecta, vol I, ed. D. P. Sati Alimin (Bandung: W. van
Hoeve, 1954). See also Mohammad Natsir, Capita Selecta. vol. 2 (Jakarta: Ristaka Pendidkm
Islam, 1957)-

"intellectuai dama" ever produced by the W. But there were others who were created as
weii such as Srnurizal, Wiwoho, Kasman, Roem, Syafmdin Prawiranegara and Yusuf
Wibisono. Although, these intellectuals were not as prominent in the field of religious
thought as was Natsir, they were nonetheless, in the opinion of Rahardjo, sharp thinkers

in their own fields including economic and social affairs, and Islamic prïnciples were an
important part of their presentation?'

2. The Islamic acavities and the Islamic views of JIB.

It has to be allowed that the membeahip of the W came from different
backgrounds in terms of religiosity. In 1931, Titi Marsutji categorized membea of W
into six categories:
Those who had been influenced by the West and wanted to understand Islam
correctly.
Those who received Western education in the Western schools but had
received also religious instructions in theû homes, and they joined W to
fulfill their religious devotion.
Those who convinced and consistent in Islam.
Those who felt pity for other people from the other beliefs and wanted to
introduced Islam to them.
Those wfio believed that indonesian nationalism would not be finn without
Islam.
Those who wanted to learn about Islam and politics?'

*'~awarnRaharjo, Inteiektwl, htelegemia, don Pe d t ~ k u
Politik Bangsa, 48.

t

"

This anaiysis reflected conditions when the article was htten. Unfoctunately.
however, It is hard to trace the informition about the personality o f the author. For the article
see, Het Li& no. 7 (193 1). See also Deliar Noer, " M g Islamieten Bond," p. 21.

This analysis, according to Noer, is flimsy, because the analysis is not weii drawn,
thece the categories are not exclusive enough for a good starting and the criteria are not

weil f~rmulated?~
Nevertheless, this analysis still shows the concems of the JIB members
and fits well with the activities and concems of the W. If we analyze the situation
further, with reference to the contents of Het Licht, we fmd that the JIB must had given

Tslamic courses at different levels of ability. The basic teachings of Islam were provided
for the mernbecs falling into the fmt and the second categories, where very basic
teachings were taught and explained. At the sarne tirne more advanced and sophisticated
studies must have been offered as well. This is also apparent from the contents of Het
Licht, which disseminated information on Islam ranging from the basic teachings about

salui (prayer), zahi (alms giving), and other primary teachings of Islam, to discussions
and debates on other more compiicated issues of faith, such as the position of the
Ahmadiyah and the relationship of Islam and nationalism; the latet were aftcr al1 couched
in very ideological and philosophical terms. The organization also attempted to establish
its own Library, provide courses on Islam to Natipij members, and pursue intensive study
of the d e ofwomen in Islam, which was a hot topic among inteliectuals at that time. The

W aiso held aaistic performances to raise funds in support of social welfare projects.
The modeniist learning of the W can be deduced fiom the sources of islamic
reference that they employed-modernist

joumals such as al-Manur, al-lmuh and al-

Munir were very cornmon. In the area of trifmi, otber ban modemist tufsir such as those
of Rashid Rida Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Qayyim al-Jad, they also favored 'The Holy

Qur'aa" by Muhammad Ali, as well as his book 'The Religion of Islam," which were

highly regarded by Sarekat Islam leaders. While Ali might have been suspect because of
alienation of the Ahmadiyah fmm Sunni Muslim. his books provided a mode1 cendition
of Islamic modemism. Since most mernbers of the JTB were able to read sources written
in Western languages. they also had becow familiar with the works of certain Western
scholars then popular, who wrote about the East and Islam. such as those of Thomas
Carlyle, LM Tolstoy, Lothrop Stoddard. G.B. Shaw, H.A.R. Gibb. LW. Soethe and
several European intellectuals who converted to Islam such as Ameen I. Whymant and
~ . ~ views
~
added considerably to understandings and insight of those
Lord ~ e a d l These
menibers who studied these sources,

In addition, the J I B took a modernist. even "secularist," attitude toward the mle of
women in Islam. For example. in 1927, when most Muslim still believed that women
should "hide thernselves from the sinful Iooks of men," especiaUy in public gathering, the

JIB came up with a revolutionary new outlook. At its third congress Agus Salim tore
d o m a white screen that was used to shield the females from males, an action that

shocked the audience including the Chairman. In his report. a Dutch cepresentative said,
"we are witnessing hem an important evolutionary-if

not revolutionary developrnent-

in the thinking of the membea of this lslamic youth ~r~anization."*~

%ee Rahardjo. tntefekrucrf, htelegensia don Periloku Politik k g s a 50-5 1.
'S~hristian LM. Penders, tndonesiu: Seiected Documents on Colonialism und
Nationulim, 18304942 (Queensland: University of Queensland Press. 1977) 267.

Like other Muslim reformist otganizations, JIB charged that traditionalist kyais
and uiamii were rrying to maintain the status quo in religious thinking, certain
questionable beliefs and practice for their own privileges. ~ a s o e k i , 8a~prominent member
accused kyais of hypocrisy for ushg their religious knowledge to eam thek living in
dubious ways. Such practices as receiving an amount of money or certain goods when

b i s perfonned prayer (do'a) at a dametane' cenmony or burial were seen by W as
seiîing puhala (reward from Allah) and therefore, hypocritical in nature. The JJB asserted

further if such practices were still continued, Islam in Indonesia would never develop
properly. Thecefore, "hypocrisy, ort-hodoxy and conservatism had to be eliminated from
the country."88

Another cnticism toward the traditionalist attitude prevailing among kyais made
by the JIB is found in an article "Dalam Masdjid Orang Bejongkok dan Menyembah

%asoeki was known as the chairman of Medan branch; however his life and later career
remain in obscurity.
n~lametanis a communal feast given in almost every occasion, with ritual significance
for the Javanese, such as pregnancy. binh, circurncision, marriage, and death. At a slameian,
aRer the guests are gathered, the host makes a formal speech in highly styled Javanese stating the
reason why he is giving the feast, and asks Ood that evil spirits not bother him and his family.
The kyai of the village then chants some verses of the Qur'in and recites dota (prayer) in Arabic,
while the assembled guests mise their hands upward saying "amen" at appmpnate points. Zaini
Muchtarom, "Santri and Abangan in Java" (M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1975), 55-57. See
Clifford Geertz, "Religious Beliefs and Economic Behavior in Cenual Javanese Town: Some
Pceliminary Consideration," in Economic Devefopmcnt and Cultural Change, (Massachusetts:
MIT, 1956), 7-10.

P~ccordingto Dasoeki many bais in his day told Muslilm in the villages whose
relatives did not perfonn theu daily prayers during their life to pay a certain amount of money or
rice when that person died. Accodngly, the kyai would make do'a in order ihat these people
would k forgiven by Allah. S a the speech made by Dasoeki at the inauguration of the JIB
Medan branch entitied "Kepertuan Choetbah bagi Oemat Islam) Het Licht I 1-12 (JanuariFebruary 1930): 255.

8

Kepada Tuan Bupati" (In the Mosque Someone Bowed His Knees and Pay Hornage

Toward the ~u~ati),8'
w b r e the attitude of a local dama in Inciramayu, West Java, was
criticized for bowing his knees for performing sembah (an ancient Javanese way of
expressing gratitude toward some one in power or as a sign of submission) in front of the

local regent before performing khutbah in the mosque. The W viewed this practice as of

mixing tradition and religion as questionable for Muslims. The critique stated that in the
mosque Muslim should regard thernselves as equals before AU&.

Obviously then

personal niceties due an officia1 elsewhen, would not be appropriate in the mosque,
especialiy during worship. In undertaking ihùlah in the mosque. there exist only two
divisions; imam (the person leading of @ulaX)and the ma'müm ( ~ o p l who
e following

behind the hum). Thus, the JIB called for the elimination of such practices that were
inelevant to Islamic teachings.
Coacerning the Qur'h,Dasoeki asserts that the Qur'àn is holy scripture, and

accordingly beside it must only be recited in the correct manner accordhg to the d e s
tafiva (nile) or in an aesthetically pleasing voice. more importantly it must also be

understood, so it could be applied in daily life. The Qur'h after al1 is a book of law that
contains important information on how to act, which, if ignored, wiil lead to punishment
by Ailah. Reciting the Qur'Zn without understanding the meaning of the verses will not
help a Muslim to escape h m the punishment of AUah on the Day of ludgement? This

viewpoint, of course is a commoa attitude of Tslamic modemism; it is not only the
- -

%ee "Dari Sana Sini," Het Licht 1 (March 1930): 41.

Waseoki, "Keperluan Choetbah," 254.

scripture that is important, but also the understanding and appreciation of the meanhg of
the scriphue.
Another matter that inspired the JIB to criticize traditionalist kyais was the
tradition of maintaining the practice of pronouncing the khutbah (Friday sermon) in

Arabic. According to Dasoeki, despite its status as a part of 'ibcUia3t jum'a, the sermon of
the khatib should contain nasi'hah (advice) and express the teachings of Islam so as to

give some counsel to the audience. Hence, these statements must be understood by the
audience. witbout which the khutboh wiil be useless?' Dasoeki assens, therefon, that the
Wiutbah in Arabic was not, as had k e n believed by many orthodox ulama, an obligatory
(waTib)task. Hence, making such messages compreheasible to the audience should be the

primary consideration, meanhg that it must be delivered in the vemacular, i.e., the

language of the audience. In addition, he states that khatib (the speaker) must also equip
hirnself with scientific knowledge. He says that, for example, if the khutib wants to give a
sermon on the danget of khamr (alcoholic beverages), the khatib has to make hirnself

fully understood [the body chemistry and other matters, involved] in order to confront the
danger that it poses.gl
These attitudes and views of the W developed during its existence had certainly
sttengthened the position of modemism in Indonesia and helped Muslims thernselves to

cope with the challenges of modcm iife.

91

Dasoeki. "Keperluan Cimetbah," 254.

*Dasoeki, "Keperluan Choetbah:' 259.

CEIAP'iER THREE

DEFINING ISLAM:

JIB'S RESPONSES TO RELIGIOUS, SOCIAL AND
POLITICAL ISSUES
Historically, the Muslims of Indonesia have often found thernselves in the
position of responding to issues fust raised by othen. The heated debate on the position
of the Abmadiyah in Sunni Islam, the question of the status of women, and the question
of nationalism and Islam, are cases in point.
The late 1920s in hdonesia marked a time when many ideologies openly

competed for attention. So intense was theû nvalry that cornpetition between the
supporters of diffennt ideologies touched almost every aspect of life in Indonesia. The

IIB, as a Muslim youth movement, was involved in this process and, thenfore, stniggled
to define its own identity in the a m a s of religion, social reform and politics.

This chapter will discuss some issues related to religion, society and the body

politic in t e m of the process of searching for an indonesian identity as the W saw it.
The discussion of the issues is limited to thtee important topics to which the JIB and
other Muslim organizations in generai paid considerable attention during the late 1920s

and 1930s. These topics include the response to the Christian missionary and the

Ahmadiyah movements. the response to caiis for women's empowennent; and, the

response to the spread of nationaikt ideologies. AU these issues were of concern to
Indonesian Muslims, and particulûrly W members, during the Iate colonial era, when
activists h m this youth orgaaization received a practical education in how to d d with

issues they wodd face when they became the real leaders of society when reaching
adulthood.

A. The JIB's Respoa~seto ChristianMjssionaries and the Ahmadiyah Movement

Between the first and the second World Wars. Indonesian M u s h displayed
considerable concern over the appearance of the Ahmadiyah movement and the
intensification of Christian missionary activity. Muslim inteliectuals. whether From the

modemist or traditionalist factions. regarded these religious trends as a b a t to the
position of Islam in ~ndonesia.'They replied with polemical and apologetic propaganda
in an attempt to check their proselytization activities. The JIB shared in this effort as
weii. An outstanding example of this polemic was Ahmad Hassan's article entitied "Nabi
yang Masih ~ i d u ~and
, " ~other writings on the subject in Pembela Islam (Defender of

Islam)?

' ~ o w a r dM.Federspiel, Persatuan Islam Islmic Rej'ionn in Twentieth Century Indonesia
(Ithaca: Corneil University, 1WO), 99.

'~hrnadHassan. "Nabi yang Masih Hidup." Sual-Djmab 12: 80-86.
Pembela Islam (Defense of Islam) was an organ of Rrsatuan Islam (Penis). This
peridicai which reflected the viewpoh of Persis. UUtially appeared in 1929 and was able to
circulate about 2.W copies Mly licensed by the govemment. This figure and the following
periodicals of Penis are pmvided in Detiar Noct. Thr Mdemist Musfim Movement in ?ir&ncsiu,
1900-1942 (London, New York: Oxford University Ress 1973). 91. This pfiodical containeci
many articles on the attack on the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan as given in Federspiel. Persatuan Isih,
99*108.

In evaluating the JIB's response to Christianity, Steenbrink provocatively argues
that the organization was certainly never absolutely anti-Dutch or anti-Christian

missionary. He bases his conclusion on the fact that the fmt volume of Het Licht
contained a short article by Snouck Hurgronje, which was included with approval?

Steenbrink's observation ngarding the JIB's attitude is probably generally correct.
However, an argument based solely on the W's acceptance of Hurgronje's article
[entitled "Het een en ander over de mystiek en den wijsgeer Ghazali" (A Few Ideas on
Mysticism and the Philosopher ~hazali)]: is insufficient to explain the JlB's attitude
towards the Dutch colonial administration or the Christian missionaties. As a matter of

fact, the inclusion of this article cm be seen as a reflection of the JIB's open-minded
character. it was, after dl. a youthful Muslim intellectual movement whose members
wished to study Islam critically and analyticaily. Hurgronje's article attests to the fact that
the JIB was willing to accept the tnith wherever and h m whomever it might corne. Mon

importantly, it is known that this article, by Steenbrink's admission, was probably written
only later king accepted as a worthwhile contribution to the snidy
especiaily for the W,
of Islam. It should also be noted that in studying Islam the IIB did not restrict itself to
Muslim sources, such as 'Abduh, Jamàl al-Din al-Afghani, or Rashid Ri& whose works
were popular among the modemists at that tiw,but also leamed from many Western

4

See K m 1 A. Steenbrink, Dutch Coloniulism ruid Indonesian Islam; Contacts and
Conflicts 1596-1950 (Amsterdam: Rodopi. 1993), 137.

?'hîs article was published in Het Licht 1 (July 1925): 217-228.

scholars concemed with 1slam.6 Thus, their acceptance of Hurgronje's article does not
necessariiy imply that the

W

was uncritical of the Dutch. It is best characterized as a

reflection of their opemess towards infonnation, no matter its source. This attitude is, in
k t , in Iine with Aqib ~uminto's' observation that during the colonial period the majority
of Islamic "sacieties" [modernist Muslim organizations] acted with an open mind
towards the West. Their political opposition to the colonial system, therefore, was

accompanied by a pronounced openness to the many achievements of Western s o ~ i e t ~ . ~
Indeed, Snouck Hurgronje, despite his position as an adviser to the Dutch colonial

administration on islamic policies, was an Islarnicist whose work was later scrutinized by
many scholars in Indonesia.
Compared to other modemist organizations. there is Little to be said for the W's
nsponse to Christian beliefs and missionary activities. This subject, in fact, is b m l y

adresseci in the Het Licht's polernics. Within this context. we note two articles by

%ee chapter two of this thesis especially page 33-34. Steenbnnk must bc cnticized for
not clarimng who and what he refers to by as "anti-ûutch." In my understanding, this tenn can
be interpreted misleadingly and easily leads to over simplification of the problem. The JIB was
cenainly not anti-Dutch people, but it cenainly was anti-Dutch Colonial Administration. In fact,
on one occasion, the W harshly criticized the attitude of two Dutch officers who used their
position to force a native regent to provide young Muslim women to dance in front of them on a
nigbt before Ied
in Baturaja - Lampung. The attitude of these officers was seen by the IïB
as an abuse of the nght of these Muslim women to perfom their religious obligation. It's
criticism was directed not only against the two officen but also the authority which allowed this
abuse to happened without sanction. Hence, even though the JIB was ceitainly anti- colonial, it
did not blindly attack on the grounds of nation, personal, or race.

' ~ ~ Suminto
i b
is an Indonesian scholar who wrote a book entitled Politik Islum Hindia
B e l . (Jakarta: LP3ES 1985)
'Aqib Suminto. "Fornard" in Sieenbrink Dutch Colonialkm and tirdoneJion Islam, 8.

Mohammad Natsir entitled "Qd'an en Evangelie" (The Qur'in and the Preaching) and

"Muhammad Las Profit" (Muhammad the Last Rophet) (1930)published in a Dutch
newspaper. These articles were written in reply to Domingo Christoffel, a Protestant
Minister who criticized Islam and the biography of the Prophet ~uhammad?However,
neither of these were contained in Het Licht. Thus, we may safely argue that the JIB led
no organized mission to fight Chnstianity, or any other beliefs. This attests to JIB's
consistency with regard to its goals, identified earlier as the cultivation of syrnpathy for
Islam and its followers, and the promotion of positive tolerance toward those who think
otherwise.1° Having said ihis, however, a critical study of the W ' s foundation must
admit that the JIB, to a certain degree, was inevitably swept dong in the tide of the

generai polemics of the era, at least in ternis of the discussion on the practices of
Christian missionaries in Indonesia. For example, when Rev. Pos delivered a speech at
the JIB's fust congress entitled "De Roeping van Zending in Indie" (The Vocation of

Protestant Mission in the Indies), the discussion that followed included cnticism of the

'

Protestant Missionary policy, but remained unemotional in rnanner.' Needless to add, the

JIB was not interested in a pamphlet alleging a Christian attack on Muslims in Tunisia,
Watsir's writings about Christian rnissionaries and islasnic da'wah were later published
as a book entitled fslum &n Kristen di Indonesia (Islam and Christianity in indonesia), which
was reprinted several times and widely distributed. Muhammad Nat& Islam dan KRsten di
Indonesia, ed. Endang Saefudin Anshary (Jakarta: Media Dakwah, 1988). This book acccordnig
to the editor, is actudly a compilation of Natsir's articles on the subject pnviously published in
Pembelu Islam and Punji Mam between 1930 and 1969.
'O~boutthe aims and the pocposes of the NB,se page 7 chapter two of tbis thesis.

"A cepon on the congress rnay be found in Het Licht 2 (January-Febmary, 1926)

which seems to have been an attempt at hate-mongering. The W,in fact, encouraged
others to seek comct information on the matter.12 Thus, it can bc said that for the JIB,
aithough its mission was to love Islam and embrace its teachings in daily life, it wanted
open tolerance of religion itself.
The same can not be said in the case of an article on the Abmadiyah ~ a d i ~ a n "

published in the JIB periodical, which featured a thorough discussion of the group's
belief, albeit in a sarcastic tone. This sentiment may be explained by the fact that the
Ahmadiyah. which claimed to be part of Islam. was viewed as an attack ftom within,
endangering the unity of the Muslim ummah. As well, the Ahmadiyah proselytized theü
beliefs more actively than Christian missionaries among members of the Muslim youth

Historically, Ahmadiyah teachings are believed to have first k e n introduced in
uidonesia in 1925, when several students reiumed from their studies in the Punjab. These
students. most of whom were of Minangkabau ongin, returned with Muhammad Ali, a
representative of the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan in the Ruijab. Afterwards, the group began to
proselytize its beliefs in the vicinity of Minangkabau region, only later reaching several
cities on lava.I4 Other studies on the activities of the Ahmadiyah Lahore in Indonesia
-

p
.
-

- -

12

See chaptcr two, page 19 of this thesis.

'%e Ahmadiyah has two sects. One is the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan. who believe that Mina
Ghulam Ahmad was a pmphet Tbe other is the Ahmadiyah Lahore, who regard Mirza GhuIam
Ahmad as a mujdid (reformer). For a summary of AbniPdiyah beliefs, see, W i I W Cantwell
Smith, "Ahmadiyya," hcyclopedia of lslon
" ~ e eHamka, Ayahku ( J a h t x Widjaya, 1958).

&slam,101.

109-113. See also Federspiel, Persîztuan

however suggest that the Ahmadiyah fmt entend the country in 1924 when Maulana

Ahmad and Mina Waii Ahmad Baig, missionaries from South Asia, arrived in
Yogyalüuta These missionaries came to Indonesia because they had been informed that
Christian missionary activities in the country wen meeting with success, panicularly in
Java. Thus they were at fmt welcomed by the Muhammadiyah, and began to in~oduce
the ideology of the Ahmadiyah Lahore. Som, Muhammadiyah memben reacted, few

with sympathy. The headquarters of the Muhammadiyah itself, in fact, rejected the
ideology of the Ahmadiyah as contrary to 1slam.'*
The JJB, reputed to be an open-minded Muslim intellectud rnovement, was
inevitably x e n by the Ahmadiyah as fertile ground in which to spread its ideology and
possibly even recruit converts. Thus, initial contacts with the organization were made by

Mina Wali Ahmad Baig, showing similar intentions as those made with the
Muhammadiyah. Fortunately for Baig. his intentions were viewed as congruent with the
needs of modemist teachers in the JIB. Thus, Baig was soon accepted as a teacher in the

Malang and Solo branches.
From then on, the W was looked upon by many with suspicion, being thought of
having been infiuenced by Mirza Wali Ahmad Baig. Consequently, the JIB was often
accused of king a cadre of the Ahmadiyah. This view was strengthened when

Muhammad Kusban, oae of the JIB's leading personaiities. decland himself a follower

8

'1is repocted that Joyo Sugito and M u h d Husni were two personaiities who
became ihe pmponents of the Ahmadiyah, recruited fmm the Muhammadiyah. See. Departemen
Agama RI, "Potensi ûcganisasi Keagamaan 1 (Ahmadiyah Lahore)," Research Repon
(198411985): 6.

t

of Ioyosugito and Muhammad Husni; individuals expeiled from the Muharnmadiyah who
had fonned their own orgaaization, the Gerakan Ahmadiyah indonesia Centmm Lahore

(GAIor Ahmadiyah Movement in Indonesia) in 1928.

'

Despite the accusation, this view of the JTB is not necessarily accurate. Many
prominent members of the W were active in adult organizations other than the

Ahrnadiyah. Kasman. Wiwoho and Natsir, for example, were active memben of,
successively, the Muhammaàiyah. Sarekat Islam and Persis. Although it is tnie that at the
time the W was not attacking the Ahmadiyah Lahore, and its headquarters did not,

unlike the Muhammadiyah, declare itself anti-Ahmadiyah, a special session was held in
January 1929, in which those attending discussed its identification with the Ahmadiyah.

The meeting agreed that the JIB would remain consistent to its ideai; Le. that of king an
organization bound to develop critical studies of Islam. Hence. the JIB did not confront
the Ahmadiyah Lahore as an organization, rather they approached it in a criticai manner
by examining the nlationship of Ahmadiyah doctrines to those of histoncal Islam. Those
attending, who were npresentatives of al1 branches of the W,tnisted that headquarters

8

'%or the involvement of Muhammad Kusban and the foundation of the organization see.
"Potensi Organisasi Keagamaann, 7. According to this report by 1937 this organi2acion was only
able to reccuit 466 mmbers, a rnove that can be viewed as less then successful. This report
actuaily mentions that Samsurizat was aiso a sympathim of the organization. However, the
statement is made without sufficient data. In fact, h m 1930 onward, his activities revolved about
the Bprisan Penyedar PSIwhich kept him in touch with Agus Salim.

would handle the issues properly and even reelected Kasman as c h a h a n for the next
period.l'

Despite their tolerance toward the Ahmadiyah Lahore (which still exists, at least
in Yogyalcarta). the W treated the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan as an intemal attack on Islam. Its
attitude toward this Ahmadiyah sect was not, in fact, very different from that of other

modemist organizations, particularly Persis. Polemics inevitably occumd when the
article about the Ahmadiyah Qaâiyan fmt appeared in Het Licht. The JIB's most famous

polemic against the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan appeared in nsponse to Ahmad Sarida's "De
Wenldleraals' (The Teacher or the Master of the World) published upon his retum from
hnjab.18 in his article, Sarida attempted to to prove that Mina Ghulam Ahmad was a
prophet and the t n i c messiah. By quoting statements about messianism from various holy
books, including those of Christiaaity, Buddhism and many other traditions, including his

interpretation of certain Qur'anic verses, Sacida argued that Mina Ghulam Ahmad was
the one who had long k e n awaited by many people. Thus, Sarida wanted the people to
klieve that Mirza was the true prophet.
This article was severely attacked by a JIB membu, A. Kamil, who immediately
produced an article entitled. "Stop!!! Hendak Kemana Lagi?" (Stop!!! Shouid You Go

Anywhen ~ l s e ? ) . The
' ~ article, which appeared in the next issue of the Het Licht, was
" ~ e eHet Licht 1 1-12 (January-Febmacy 1929): 2 17-218. The d i t o r of the Het Licht,
however. attached a fmtnote proposing the membets of the W remain consistent with a statute
which cequiring that the mmber should give critical shidy to any issue.

''saAhmsd Sarida, "DeWerldleraar," ffet Licht 3-4 (May-lune 1928): 34-40.
lgseeHet Licht 5-7 (July-September 1928): 113.

primarily intended to prevent Mushm from believing Sarida's claims about the prophecy
of Ghulam Ahmad. For example, Kamil quoted a Qur'anic verse stating, "God had
created for each apostle opponents, the Satans among men and jims, who inspire one
another with deceidul talks, therefore God commands not to pay attention to them and to
what they fabricate."" As well, he quotes a verse which warns Muslims to be wary of
information gained from the fasiq (hypocrite), and to investigate this information
thoroughly so that people are not made to suffer by ignorance of it.*'
According to Karnil, people with special messages like Mina Ghulam Ahmad,
appear in many religions, including Cùristianity and Judaism. His attitude toward the

Ahmadiyah Qadiyan, was furthermore supported with histoncal evidence in the
appearance of the Babi mo~ernent,~
which also claimed to be a Muslim refonnist
movement. Sunni Islam had nevertheless condemned the Babi movement for having
deviated From Islam. In addition, Karnil compared Mina Ghularn Ahmad with those who

had claimed to be the Mahdi (the promised messiah). He mentions, for example.
Muhammad Ahmad of Sudan, who killed hundred of people and enemy soidiers to assert

his claim?

2iA L - Q ~ ~
in,
' sûrah al-Hujurat: 6.
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sources.

citation in this article shows the wide ceaâing of the author which include Western

The counter arguments employed by Kamil to deny the prophecy of the Ghulam
Ahmad were drawn from the doctrines and daims of the Ahmadiyah itself. Kamil for

instance reminds his readers that in 1912, the followers of Ghulam Ahmad spiit into two
factions: the Ahmadiyah Lahore. which held the belief that "Mina Ghulam Ahmad of
Qadian, [was] the Promised Messiah and Mahdi and the founder of the Ahmadiyah
movement in Islam; and the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan, which held that "Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad, [was] the Romised Messiah and Mahdi; the Holy Reformer of the 14' Century

of the Muslim Era, the Inspked Interpreter of the Revealed Law, ihe CMst of the day, the

Knshna of the time, the Buddha of the age, addressed by Allah as 'Prophet - Ahmad' and
the founder of the Ahmadiyah rn~vernent."~~
This citation was obviously quoted by

Kamil to show that even within the Ahmaâiyah rnovement itself, two renditions of the

status of Mina Ghulam Ahmad existed with supporters of each view bitterly condemning
those holding an opposite idea.

Instead of discussing the position of Mina Ghulam Ahmad from a Sunni Muslim
point of view, Kamü elaborated the principal kliefs of the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan with
regard to the arkan al-iman (the six beliefs in Islam) and the arh> al-Islak (the five
pillars of Islam) as mentioned in the hadith. Kamil suggested that there were additional
concepts held by the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan which lay outside Muslim beliefs and the
piiiars of Islam. These included; "the belief in Ahmad as the Rocnised Messiah and
Mahdi, and the latest expounder of God's Revelation, and [to] foiiow the instruction of

20This citation was quoted by Rami1 h m tk author of an article h m a quarterly
magazine of the Ahmadiyah movement in USA, me Modem SunRse 3 (lanuary 1922).

the head of the movement in nligious and secular questions of the day."* This prompted

Kamil to ask the rhetoricai question: Would not Muslims (outside the Ahmadiyah

Qadiyan) be considered kafrs (unbelieven) if they denied the additions created by the
Ahmadiyah Qadiyan? As such, would then not be more intemal conflict among Mustirns

as a nsult of these additions?26Hen again Kamil focused on the uni@ of the Muslim
ummah, a primary concem of W writea.

Kamil accused Mina Ghulam Ahmad of being naïve. Inspite of the fact that the
latter claimed to be a prophet. he. according to Kamil, repeatedly stated in his books that
"English imperialism is one of 'the govemrnents of AUah' (a govemment that is not

contradictory to the teachings of God) and therefon anyone who tries to destroy it
commits a big sin."n Thus. judging from the above statement, according to Kamil. the
appearance of the Ahmadiyah had to be viewed in relation to the British goverment
policy of promoting discord among Muslims. In other word, Mina Ghulam Ahmad is
accused by K a d of king the henchman of the British govemment. His charge was

principal beliefs of the Ahmadiyah, as mentioned in The Moslem Sunrise. are:
(1). Belief -Adore but one God, believe in the Angels of God, honor and respect the
Rophets and sacred books of ail religions, accept Muhammad as the Master Rophet and Holy
Qur'an as the final Book of Gd. Ahmad as the Romised Messiah, Mahdi and the latest
expounder of the Revelation f h n Gd. Holy reformer, teacher and the Rophet of the day.
(2). Ractice -Say five prayea daily, keep the rnonth of fast, give chan0tyin alms to the
needy. Perfonn your pilgrimage to Mecca Temple of God, and follow the instructions of the Head
of the Movement in Religious and Secular questions of the day. See Het Licht 5-7 (JuIySepternber 1928): 118.
%e

et Licht, 5-7 (July-September 1928): 119.
n~nfortunatelyKamil does not mention the citation of the statement. See Het Licht. 5-7
(JulySeptembet 1928): 119.

based on the citations of orientalists such as Houtsma and Schade Leiden, who, in the
Encyclopedie Islam, wrote that ''the Ahmadiyah

.....Under

al1 circumstances sincere

obedience must be given to the British governrnent." This statement was, in fact, also
confmed by Mina Wali Ahmad Baig in answer to similar questions frorn Dr.

uto or no.^^

Thus, in general Kamil wanted to demonstrate to Indonesian readen that Ghulam

Ahmad cooperated with English impenalism, which was in Kamil's mind contradictory
to the interests of the native people of India. Therefore, in his opinion, Ghulam Ahmad
assisted the mission of the English impenalist i.e., to fight against Muslims in South Asia.
Insisting that his opinion was tnie, Kamil recornrnended to his readers that they consult
Ravenstijn's "De Oostersche Kwestie" (The Oriental Question). Kamil's overail
approach, in addition to his contentions regarding the beliefs of the Ahmadiyah. reflected

his opposition against any support for impenalism. This was taken to draw empathy of
the Indoriesian readers-who were under the control of Dutch imperialism-so

that they

could relatively easily accept his argument.
Another response to the Ahmadiyah was Hasim's article entitled "Pro feet Ahmad
van Qadian" (The Prophet Ahmad of ~adian)?' Hasim argued in it that there were, like

Ahmad Qadiani, many aspirants to the position of the Prophet Muhammad as

weereldleraar (the Master of the world). The examples he cites include Krishnamurti, a
candidate thmst fonvard by the Theosophical Society, and three "prophets" who appeared

%s
article was published in the next edition after the Saridas and K a d s articles were
published in the Het Licht 8 (October 1928): 178.

in the Middle East during the era of the Khuiafa ai-Rishidin. Hasim States that those who
proclaimed themselves as prophets w e n fmaily destroyed by society at large?*
Instead of assessing the prophecy of Mina Ghulam Ahmad from histoncal and
sociological points of view, as Kamil had done, Hasim's refutation relied on Islamic
theology. Hasim elucidated the meaning of the Arabic word nabi (prophet), to derive the
d e f ~ t i o nof prophethood according to "Tslam". in answer to the question of Ghuiam
Ahmad's prophethood, he cited a few hadiths, without elaboration, assuming that the
meanings of the hadiths were clear enough to stand dont. The hadiths quoted include,
Tirmidhi's 'bal-ladhilaysabu 'diynab@ (there will be no prophet after me ~uhammad]),

and ibn Mijah's wu anâakhirul anbiyü wa mtum akhiru al-umam (And 1 am the 1 s t
prophet and you an the last community). As well, the hadith fiom Bukhacî and Muslim
as reported by Abri Hurayra, saying, wa annahu là nabiyya ba'diy (Indeed no other
prophet after myself). The message of these hadiths is emphasized with a Qur'ânic verse:

"Muhammad is not the father of any man among you, but a messenger of God, and the

seal of the prophets...

993
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As has been noted, the W was not alone in such responses. The Muhammadiyah
and Persis held s M a r attitudes. Hence, the Ahmadiyah was under attack €rom most

Muslim organizations at that time. Considering the article wntten by Sarida as possibly
endangering the position of his organization, Mina Wali Ahmad Baig, a missionacy of

%ee, Het Licht 8 (Octokr 1928): 178.
31

Al-Q~'aii,~inrtd-rlhzrib:40.

the Ahmadiyah Lahore. also felt it necessary to become involved in the polemic. For

example, in the edition of Het Licht immediately following the article by Sarida Qadiani,
an article by Baig about the Abmadiyah Lahore, entitled "De Ahmadiyah Beweging"

(The Ahmadiyah Movement), appeared in July 1928." It is necessary to comment on this
nsponse article. since. besides the fact that the article was published in Het Licht, it was
also written to show Indonesian Muslims. particularly JIB members that this organization
was against the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan. Thus, it may be said to have influenced the

inclination of the JIB toward the Ahmadiyah Lahore.
Baig's article begins by announcing outright that the Ahrnadiyah Lahore is a
movement within Islam; and that the founder of the organization. Mirza Ghularn Ahmad.
is "the Mujaddid" (the reformer) of the 14' cenhuy ~ijra? It adds that the Ahmadiyah
movement is based on the profession of faith. l i i l a b illàal-Allah Muhanunadan r d

al-Alla% (there is no God but AUah and Muhammad is His last messenger). Accordingly,
the author insists that the movement is not outside Islam. In fact, the movement's aim is

io Liberate people from slavery. Hence, it is said to be based on the principle of koming

back to the Qur'an. coming back to the Prophet and his disciples."" At the same time the
author argues that Islam does not ncognize priesthood. Ail Muslims, he insists. are
obliged to try to end the rise of priesthood within Islam as found in other religions. The

'*Ahinad Sarida, "'De Ahmediyya Beweging," Het Licht 5-7 (JulySeptember 1928): 103.
3%e author was asserting that MUza Ghuiam Ahmad was the cefomur, and it's wr
m
i
in bold. See Sacida, "Ahmadyya Beweging," Het Licht 5-7 (JulySeptember 1928): 103.
%e

Sarida, 'De Ahmadiyya Beweging," Het Li& 5-7 (JulySeptember 1928): 105.

authot comments that Musiims often treat their kyais and ulama with adoration and as
objects of worship.
The article also includes polemical attacks on Chnstianity, in keeping with Baig's

original intent in coming to hdonesia. Moreover, far fiom attacking democracy, he
declares it to be one of the basic pillius of the Ahmadiyah Lahore. Both these stands seem

to be designed to appeal to the students to whom Mina Waii Ahmad Baig had access
dunng his stay in hdonesia.

Finally and most importantly, the author States that the Ahmadiyah movement
believes that every sect which recognizes l'ilaha

illüal-Alla% is still considered Muslim,

whether they be Wahabbi, Shi'ite or Sunni. This statement also suggest that the author
intended Indonesian readen to consider the Ahmadiyah Lahore as king independent of
the Qadiyan brancb?
The most moderate response to the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan was ~ j o h a n ' s ~ ~
"Bagaimana Pendirian Kita Terhadap pada Pergerakan Achmadia Quadian" (What Our
Position is Against the Ahmadiyah ~adi~an)?'Interestingly, unlike the aforementioned

W writers, who sevenly criticized the position of the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan, Djohan
urged readers to remain outside the quarnl, claimuig that it could diminish the unity of

"Tndeed, until now the only acceptable Ahmadiyah group in the country is the
Ahmaâiyah Lahore: centered in Yogyakarta. The Ahmadiyah Qadiyan barely show themselves as
a living legai organization and, therefom, they cernain an underground movemnt.
36Djohan. the writer of the article. was probably Djoban Mahmud Tjay, the W
representative in the famws Youth ConII. However, Littie was known about the personality
of these two figures.

n ~ e Het
e Licht 2-3 (April-May 1929): 34.

the ummah. He compared the current situation in the Muslim world with the classical era
of Islam. Thus, he emphasized that the glory and prosperity gained under the four caliphs
was intimateiy related to the fact that the Musluns of that time were united.
Unfominately, in the present day Muslims suffered from disunity.
Djohan draws attention to the situation that existed in South Asia during Ghulam

Ahmad's life the, implying that poverty prompted his people there to expect on a daily
basis the coming of a Master of the world who would free them from their situation.

Ghulam Ahmad, who loved his religion and the people of that country, believed he was
answering their hopes by claiming to be the Krishna of the day, the Buddha, the mujaddid
and the ~ a ~ i . As
" ' a result, argues Djohan, Islam in that society was awakened, even, as

it was awakening throughout the Muslim world. From this point of view, the author
argues that Ghulam Ahmad deserved much appreciation for his effort to nform islam and
South Asian Muslim s o ~ i e t ~ ? ~

In the final analysis, thenfore, the author concludes that h m his vantage point,
the account of the prophethood of Mina Ghulam Ahmad need not became a source of

disu&

for Muslim. Thus, while he rerninds the member who harshly criticized the

Ahmadiyah, he insisted that, as a Muslim organization, the JIB should accept the right to
3"n>e author of the article was apparentiy stathg chat bis argument was purely based on
assumption, probably based on very general knowledge of ibe situation in South Asia. He also
mcntioned that only Mina Ghulam Ahmad himself could judge the vera~ityof his assamption. It
is testamnt to his courage (fut the author wmte such an assumption while himself disagreeing
with the belief of the coming of Messiah. He inserted in his argument, which he based on a
Qur'anic verse, that Muslims should not expect the coming of a Messiah because the destiny of
Muslims must iely on themselves. See Het Licht 2-3 (Aprü-May 1929): 35-36.
3 9 ~ eLicht
t
2-3 (April-May 1929): 36.

issue a fatwu regardhg any problems to other Muslims, but that it could not force the
other to foilow that f a t ~ a . ~
A final response to the Ahmadiyah is repnsented by Saemitro's article

"Moehammad, de Laatste Profeet" (Muhammad the Last Prophet), which appeared in
Apnl 1930."' This article was punctuated with Qur'anic vems conceming the
prophethood of Muhammad, reflecting Sunni belief. It also held the distinction of
possibly king the last word in the polemics over Sarida's article on the Ahmadiyah
Qadiyan, which had becorne the prime topic of debate in Het Licht during the period of

L928-1930.However, based on the above nsponses to Ahmad Sarida's article, we may
conclude that the W remained divided on the issues, even though it did on the whole
rejected the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan's beliefs. While it is inie that in cornparison to it's
response to Christian missionary activities. the W ' s =action to the Ahmadiyah Qadiyan
was mon pronounced in tone, it bas to be admitted that the

W's attitude towards the

Ahmadiyah Lahore is very difficult to judge. On one hand the IIB cm be seen as having
displayed great tolerance towards the beliefs of the Ahrnadiyah Lahore, as well as to the
coming of its missionary. Alternatively, the IIB generally nmained unreconciled to the
Ahmadiyah's position on English imperialism, as may be seen in Kamils' response to
Saridas' article.
%e most probable meaning by the worâ fama in the article is "advise" in ternis of the
duty of a Muslim toward another Muslim. ALthoi>gh the word fazwa m fiqh (Islamic
jurispnidcnce) meant to a certain law on a certah case. Very often in the Malay Ianguage this
word c o ~ o t e sadvise h m the weii-infomwd to the ignorant Hct Licht 2-3 (ApriI-May 1929):
37.
"see Het Licht 2-3(April-May 1930): 33-38.

B. The JIB and Women's Issum
As indicated in the previous chapter, since its inception the JIB cegularly

encouraged Muslim women to be active in educating themselves and in the cause of

Islam. An example of their nsolve was the establishment of JIBDA (the JIB Ladies
Division), which was involved in family matters, courses on Islam, discussions on
women issues, as well as activities designed to enable women to express their talents and,
in tum, develop confidence. In addition, Het Lichr also instituted the "Dames Rubriek" (a

women's column) in recognition of the fact that Muslim women deserved special
attention.
As in many parts of the world, women in Indonesia at that t h e did not possess

social equality vis-a-vis men. It is

me that 25 yean

before the founding of the

IIB,

Kartini (1879-1904)" had voiced the importance of women's emancipation, especially in
terms of opportunities in education. Until then, however, women had existed in condition

with many disadvantages. For instance, the status of women in rnost Javanese families
was largely defined by the term konco wingking (a partner for taking care of household

matters). The term implied chat women were not to bave any Say over their own interests
in the family. The Sundanese dso harbored sunilar conceptions. Arranged marriages
42

As a young female of aristocratie lineage, Kartini was always kept in a tradition where
teenagers were secluded until prranged -age
was set up by the parents. She thought that one
factor which c m likrate women h m such a situation was education. Therefore, as a daughter of
a regent of Jepara, she stood up to challenge the traditional system of het country and the Dutch
attitude toward policy of education. in her own tim she wrote to her fnends in the Netherlands
that she aiready belonged to era of het fnends in the West. who w m now stmggling for the
anainment of progcess. Set R.A. Kartini, Hubk Gelap Terbitiah Terang, WS. A m i n Pane
( J m Balai Aistaka, nd.). 37. Now she is regarded as a national hem for independent women.

$
were still practiced by the society at large, which allowed the father arbitrarily to make
decisions in this vital area for his children. This situation is confmed by Achmad
Djayadiningrat, Regent of Serang in early 1900s and the member of Inquiry Commission
on Welfm, in his memoin as cited by Cora Vreede De Stuen. He States that child
marriages were also practiced to prevent a girl from choosing according to the dictates of
her heart rather than her reason. When the children are very young, there is no question of
feelings of love. At later age. everytbing becomes more diffcult, and it could happen that
the girl might choose someone against the wish of her parents." Thus, at thet time
women did not have much choice in whom or when they married. Maniage arrangements
were, in fact, very often a man's (father's or grand father's) decision. As a nsult, J. Prim

noted, between 1929 and 1931 almost 60 percent of al1 Islamic marriages in indonesia
wen ended with deliberate dissolution at the pleasure of the husband." This occurred
because women were not educated and were married in a very young age. As well,
polygamy and concubinage rernained common practice, especially among the priyayis.
Such practices persisted despite contact with the Dutch for approximately 300 years.
Thus, according to Abdullah, Kartini's voice was an anomaly, and was not representative
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de Stuers, The Indonesian Wuman: Struggles unà Achievements (The
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"Welt des Islam" as cited in Harry I. Benda. me Crescent a d the Rising
Sun: Indonesiuan Islam U
& the J u p e s e Occupatio~1942-1945 (The Hague: W. van Hoeve,
1958): 226,
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of the culnual milieu of the time." It would appear that Kartini's confinement within the
wail of the keruton prevented her ideas from becoming accepted by the general
population.

In fact, Kartinis' ideas would not prevail among the educated until Western
feminism penetraied the

There was however, a strong anti-polygamy sentiment

among the non-islamic parties such as the Budi Utomo, the PNI, the PKI and the
Christian Party, and polygamy was ofien cited as a reason why the Islamic parties were

not nally modem, since they refused to condema the institution. Such non-Muslim
parties claimed that, besides the humiliating effect of polygamy on women, Islam (the

Shurhh) had made divorce easy by placing it W y in the hands of men who could
divorce their wives arbitrarily." in other words, they claimed that Islam was too
unprogressive to address the needs of modem times. As a counter-point to Islam, when
the first congress of Perikatan Perempuan hdonesia (PPI- the Indonesian Women
Federation) was held in 1928, the Wanita Katolik (the Catholic Women) claimed that
Cathoiic matriage laws were perfect, as this law pointed out that rnacriage couid only be

4?au€ik Abdullah, Nationafism and Social Structure: Prublems in Indonesian
Historiography, paper presented as part of nie 8th Conference Intemationai association of
Histotians of Asia, Kuala Lumpur, 1980.7.

%nu'ddin notes that the letters of Kartini were available in the indies in 1921 only to
those who read Dutch. Even the high price of f. 2.50, suggested that it was not designed for the
mass market. Misa G. Thomson Zaenud'ddin, "'What Should a Giri Becorne?': Further
Reflections on the Letters of RA. Kartini," in Nineteenth a d Twentieth Cenmry Indonesia,
Essays in H4Mr cf Professor 19. Leggc, eds. David P. Chandler and M.C.Ricklefs (Victoria:
Center of Southeast Asian Stuclies Moaash Univenty, 1986). 253.
'%ee Tedjaningsih laylani, "Islamic Marriage Law in bdonesia" (MA. thesis, McGill
University, t959), 79.

revoked by death, while an engagement was made necessary to facilitate the couple
getting to know each other well. This, they argued. meant that Catholicism endowed

wornen and mothea with a higher status than Islam did?
Considering the manner in which non-Islamic parties characterized the status of
women in Islam, i.e. that a woman in Islam bad a lower status than a man. and that

women were not given the right to determine their own wili, it is not surprising that there
should be a Muslim reaction against such views. The JIB's contribution oAen took the
form of direct responses to the views of non-Muslims in such areas as marriage, divorce
and the status of Muslim women. Some points were raised in discussions held among the

members of the JIB itself. As we have aiready noticed discussions of love, maniage and
sexuality were very popular among the membea of the JIB, as evidenced by its
publications.
Frorn its response to women's issues, we may detect four motivating factors.
First of dl, the JIB considered the attack on the islamic marriage laws as influence of

Western culture [sometime mixed with Chnstianity] and its views of Islam. Therefore,
the reactions were very often mixed with condemation of the Western world and also

reaction to the negative impacts of modemization. It is me, thecefore, that there was
much negative reaction to free social association between the sexes and all "the excesses"
in which Westerners were said to take part. The W assumed that m a g e in Westem

-
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%ee J. Th. Petrus Blumberger, De Natio~IistischeBewegiulg in Nederladch-indie
(HaatIem: H.D. Tjeenk Willink & h n N N , 1931). l? 1.

society was not reaiiy taken seriously and that the sexual activity was widely
countenanced. An article published in 1931, for example, stated:

The Western way of life, especiaiiy as regards intercourse between males
and fernales, signifies in almost every respect a moral degeneration for
our nation. At festive occasions and seaside resorts immorality is rampant.
What goes on behind the scenes sometimes is beyond description. The
nirkah (Islamic mamage) abhors such an unchecked and extravagant life
outside the home, since this may have disastrous consequences on the
lives of married people."
A similar reaction is found in a speech by Maradja Sayuti Loebis, reported in the

Het Licht, where he stated that the single-marriage argument adopted in Westem society
does not lead to purity and harmony in human relationship. Loebis claimed that in New

York, in 1929, free sex (vrije omgang) had been adopted by society at large as a dinct
effect of the weakness of Westem miUriage Iaws. Furtber evidence of his thesis included
a report from an American newspaper, which claimed that then were 225,000 fatheriess

babies bom, and 1,5.00,000 abortions prompted in that year. As well, approxirnately
5,000,000 cases of extramarital sex occurred every day in 32,000 bordellos. No wonder,

exclaims Loebis, that the Church Congress in London decided in 1929 that divorce had to
be aiiowed in Christian society. Locbis perceived this decision as not merely a

vindication, but a good reason why Islamic laws concerning the status of wornen in
Western society would be beneficial?

%is
comment is contained in an anonymous article entitled "Het echtscheidingshuaad,
de hoedjan thalaq," Het Licht 6 (August 1931): 3 1.

%ee "Openbttre Vergaâering &mat Islam di Pimpin oleh IIB Bandung, November 2,
1930," Het ücht 9 (November, 1930): 252-253. Unfottunately, Loebis did not compare these

facts with reality of rest the fslamic world.

Loebis's argument seems to have k e n logical and even factual at that tirne.
However, he was not careful enough in analyzing the case, and he ovenimplified his
argument. Even if the facts were true, the cause of the situation in New York was not
necessarily the nsult of the marriage law in effect at that tirne. New York was a huge
metropolis undergohg rapid developmeat at that time, and social disruption had an effect

on the inhabitants of the city. Thus. Loebis arguments constitute faulty genecaiization on
the part of the Western culture. This is a typical response among the supporters of one
culture when they address shortcomings in a matter society whether in the Western or
Eastern tradition. But, considering simiiar attacks made by non-Muslims about Islam at
the time,his response is understandable.
Secondly, the JIB also respoaded by njectiag any suggestion that Islam was to
blame for the low status of women and the epidemic of divorce cases in the country, and

':.

instead pointed the finger at women themselves. For example, an article by Dj. M.S

entitied "Seruan pada Kaoem Isteci" (A Cd1 to Women) discussed the issue of polygamy,
reflecting the liberal view of the author. According the author, Islam was not to blame for
this practice. Although polygamy is not prohibited by Islam the conditions imposed by

the Qur'in could hardly be fiiLFi1led by everybody. Rather, the author insisted that one
factor contributing to the "epidemic" of polygamy in the country was that women did not

exercise their right to refuse marriage proposais. even fiom men who were already
merried. As weii, he criticized many young educakd wown, who at that t h e still

accepted proposals from married men, aithough he does admit that very often these
proposals were only accepted after the men divorced their Fust wives. These practices,
the author suggests, besides adding to the nurnber of divorce cases. often resulted in

misery on the part of the widows?'
As the article squarely placed the blame on women, it did not go unanswered.

Rasiah, a JIBDA activist of the Makassar branch, considered it as one-sided and,
~
the
therefon, unfair. In nply she wrote "Menoedjoe ke Arah ~ e b e n a r a n "(Toward

Tmth), which, accordhg to the writer, was intended to fil1 the omissions rather than deny
the former article. While she agreed with many of the theses in the article, Rasiah added
that men also easiiy feli for young women, thinking nothing of their former wives in the
selfish putsuit of their own desires. This attinide, she added, was also un-Islamic as it
contraàicted the hadith stating "do marry a woman, but don? you divorce. Because
divorce shakes the ' ~ r s h . 'Thus,
' ~ these two articles, aithough npresenting polemic and
diffennces in the view of male and female members of the JIB, appeared to be an attempt
to look at the reality in society as the causal factor in the growing number of divorce
cases and the low status of women in the saiiety. The reaüty in fact, as indicated by
Rasiah in her speech in another occasion, was the Limited chance of education for women
"1t must be stated that many articles had been produced by Dj. M. S. However, it is not
easy to ascertain the personality of Dj.M.S.since he always used this pseudonym. However, the
article represents diaiectic pmcess in the W conceming the womn issues.

et Licht 3 4 (May-lune 1928): 6 1-62.
?#et ticht 9-10 (November-December 1928): 184-185.

et Licht 9-10 (November-December 1928): 185.

in the country. Therefore, she suggested that if Indonesia wants to have a strong

generation it should give a proper education to women, and to do that, she added, women
should "escape from the tbeir handcuff" and involve themselves more fully in comcting
the situation."

Thirdly, the JIB perceived the opinions of the non-Islamic parties as king attacks
against Islarnic belief. Hence, these nsponses were largely theological in nature and were

possibly designed to clarifj~the doctrinal stipulations on the subject. For example, in
response to Putri Soewanii

-

a representative of a nationalist party, who stated that

religion placed women below men - Natsù assened that Islam obliged society to provide
equal access to education, as stipulated in hadith. in response to another nationalist
opinion, that islam neglected the rights of women in divorce, Natsir argued that Islam. in
fact, gave women the right to propose talaq (divorce) by bringhg two witnesses to a
judge.

The judge then decided whether separation or reconciliation was necessary based

on the evidence presented? in other words, in repnsenting the "Islamic" point of view,
Natsir maintained that a woman had the right to ask for divorce whea her own safety and

weii-king were endangercd by macriage.
Along the same lines as Natsir's article, Bilial Zaini's contribution, entitled "De
Islam en de Vrouwen" (Islam and Women), appeared in the Het Licht of 1928, and

"Het Licht 2-3 (April-May. 1929): 60.
Natsir and Riai Soewarni mPde theu speeches at the same occasion at
"openbarr verdering kaum perempm Baodung" in 1930. as reported in Het Licht
-0th

(December 1930): 2!54.

focused on the status of women in terms of polygamy, divorce, family relations and
inheritance from a pmly Islamic iheological point of view." Although the content of the
article was informative, the narrative nature of the writing prevented it from discussing in
any depth Islamic teachings concerning these rnatters.

Fourth and finaily, the W ' s response appeared in the fom of an apologetic view
of Islam as a whole. One example was an article entit!ed ''Laki Lakitri" (Husband and
Wife), by M.A. Mahfoed. Here the wcitet uses a comparative method in discussing the
issues and linked the case to purification, assuming it to be a universal value existing in
the teachings of any religion. By elaborating on the teachings regarding purification in

several religions, he argues that every religion taught purification, but that only Islam
does so without transpssing the nature of human beings. He describes his understanding
of the teaching of purification in Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity. He mentions, for
example, that in order to gain purification, Hinduism and Buddhism teach their followea
to meditate and stay away from public life including relations with women. Women in

these religions are ofien treated as other worldly figures that should be avoided by men
seeking purification. In Catholicism nuns and priests are aot aiiowed to marry in order to
completely sumnder to God. Ali these attitudes, he insists, contradict the nature of

human beings. Tbus, he concludes that unlike other religions which insist that men need

i

%e

125.

Billal Zaini, "De Islam en de Vmuwen." Hrt ficht 5-7 (July-September 1928): 124-

to avoid women in order to gain purification, Islam offers marriage as a means of
purification for men and w ~ r n e n . ~ ~
Notwithstanding the fact that the JlB responded strongly to polemics against
Islam. in the domain of social activism and at a practicai level. the JIB made :n effort to
reduce the frequecy of divorce cases in the country. In order to accomplish this, the
organization invited other youth organizations to discuss the possibility of al1 such groups
jointiy contributing to this project.sg At this meeting, Mahfoed infonned the audience of
the high number of divorce cases arnong Muslim families reponed in the statistics
conducted by the govemxnent. Nonetheless, Mabfoed criticized these govemment
statistics for ignoring the mot causes of the problems in ignorance of which it became a

simple matter to daim that Islam was at fault. Seeking to address this deficiency,
Mahfoed offered four possible contributing factors to divorce and proposed four possible
means by which to overcome the problem. First, many Indonesian Muslims were
unfamilias with Islamic Law. particularly relating to marriage and divorce. Thus Mahfoed
proposed that the W step up their program of tabligh (preaching). Secondly, he argwd
that divorce was most often caused by economic factors. For example. rnost penghulus
(nligious officiais) were paid very low salaries, causing them to avoid reconciling
disputing parties, instead ailowing them to divorce in order to collect fees for such cases.

Mahfixd proposed that the problem might be overcome by infomllng the govemment of

Y

See. Mahfimi, "Laici Istri. Het Licht 1(March 1930): 13-15.

"See. The speech of Md.Mahfoed, "khtiac Mengcîerangkan Pectjeraian,"Het Liclit 4-5

(lune-July, 1930): 77-82.

the problem. Thirdly, the divorce cases in question also required political analysis. Thus,
he criticized government interference in the nligious life of the people by punishing

Muslims who did not marry belore the penghulu (the official Islamic court). while
allowing other ethnic groups such as the Chinese and Europeans to couple unofficially.
Mahfoed was refering in this instance to s to the concubinage practices of the Chinese,
the priyayi and Dutch officiais with Indonesian women?

The seriousness of the issue came to crisis in 1937, when Dutch government
ofticials used anti-polygamy feelings to gain support for the introduction of a new
înarriage ordinance enshrining monogarny.bl Although for diffennt reasons, the

govemment and the non-Islamic parties were in agreement on this point. In tems of the
govemment, it has been argued chat the possibility of the marriage ordinance was king
accepted by the People's council, in a prevailing anti-polygamy chnate, represented a
political victory. For the non-Islamic parties, maniage ordinance based on monogamy
represented success in the elevation of the statu of women and the development of
nationalist ideology not based on ~slam? With so much at stake, Muslim groups, such as

"M.A. Mahfoed, "Ichtiar Mengoerangkan Pertjeraian," 81-82.
6'~ccordingto G.F. Pijper, the diaft of monogamous orâinance was also welcomd by
the leftist w o d s group h m Rijangan (West Java). The dntft itself was originally a proposa1
h m one of the women's parties in Bandung. See G R Pupet. "De Strijd om de Monogame,"
Koloniale Srudien 26 (1937): 480.

6 2 ~ omore
r
complete discussion on the maniage law in indonesio. see Tedjaningsih
laylani, b'IslamicMarriage Law in hdonesia," (MA.thesis. McGill University, 1959).
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the Muhammadiyah, Nahdhanù Ulama and the Peais were quick to n a d The W also
protested sirongly. not because they favored polygamy, rather because they viewed the
bill as a Christian attack on an Islamic doctrine, which does permit po1yga.q in certain
cases.& Among the JIB activists to address these question was Iusuf Wibisono, who took

hill advantage of European studies on prostitution to infer the decline of Western
morality and propose the necessity of the traditional, legal outlet of polygamy.65Despite
Wibisono's argument, the JIB's overali defense of polygamy shouid be viewed more as a
defense of Islam than a defense of a tradition they considered antiquated and oldfashioned.

C.The JIB's Response to Natioaaiism
As explained in chapter one, by the tirne the JIB was founded, "provincialism"

most closely symbolized the aspirations of existing youth organizations and was therefore
-

-

-

63The ~actionfrom the Muslim paities against the draft of the marriage ordinance staned
when the govemrnent carefully and wisely gave notice to religious, social and political
organizations of its intention to issue the new monogamous d a g e ordinance. The purpose of
this notice was to provoke judgemcni befoce the draH ordinance was presented as a bill to the
People's Council. The Muslim cornmunity was alanned by the far-reaching interference of the
govemment in rnatten of marriage law. The Association of Rcligious Chiefs (Penghulu
Association) and its staff held a conference. Other Muslim organizations in Java, Sumatra,
Bomeo. Celebes. and the Moluccas opposecl the ordinance. Even h m Cairn and Mecca,
statements condemning the marriage ordinance were sent to support the indonesian Muslims. See,
Tedjaningsih Jaylani, '%lamk Marriage Law." 80-84- Also G.F. Pijper. "De Strijd orn de
Monogame: 447: 484-485-

~

l

writing was finaly pobüshed in 1937, and after the Indonesian Parliament had
finally accepteâ a si&lar arrangement on the marriage replation in 1974. his book was repnnted
%s
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adopted as the basic tenet of these organizations and their identity. Yet, by late 1925.
when many students had retumed from the Netherlands, a secular nationalist ideology
began to spnad among the youth, especially those in study clubs when Sukarno and
Sutomo had introduced the subject on the basis of their readingsPa and was adopted as
the ideology of these organizations. As a consequence. those provincial-and ngional-

onented organizations eventually rnerged to found organizations that were based on
nationalism. This group perceived nationalism as the most suitable ideology to unite
people regardiess of their ethnic, social and economic status they had, bound by a
common history and desire to win frcedom from colonilsm. Indeed the Partai Nasional

Indonesia appeared to be the most influential organization under the banner of Indonesian
nationalism after the crushing of the communist nbellion in 1926 until about 1930.

In defending their ideology. the secular nationalist group very ofien used
arguments that were sometimes seen by the Muslim bloc as attacb against Islamic
beliefs. Sukarno, for example, whik arguing that Islam. Marxism and nationalism should

be united in the cause of independence, he implied that M h s m and Islam should be
subordinated to the nationalism. Sutomo stated that Islam detracted fiom proper a
nationalistic sentiment!'

Nationalists also claimed that the Ha) was a political and

economic threat to Indonesia as it "wasted" the pilgrimage locally eamed money abroad
in 1980. Iusuf Wibisono, Monogamy atau Polygumi: Musalah Sepanjuig Mosa (Jakaaa: Bulan
Bintang, l98C).

"

Set, Rickiefs, A History of Mdem lndonesia since c. 1300 (Bloomington: Indiana
University, 198l), 183.

"Rickiefs A History of Modern Indonesia, 183.

for a purpose that compted Indonesian loyalties and led to m e r ''Arabizatiou" of
~ndonesians.6*

in the midst of regional and provincial orientations and hence increasing support
for nationalism, the JIB in fact, Like its predecessor Sarekat Islam. continued to prize
Islam as the most suitable ideology for Indonesia. The JIB continuously defended the
preposition that nationaiism for Indonesians should be based on Islam and claimed that
before those nationalist groups had corne up with the idea of nationalism it was Islam that
promoted the idea of nationalism among youth!g

Von der Mehden. in trying to explain

why this group prefened Islam as its basis, States that then w e n at least thne basic

nasons that prevailed: the universality of the faith, its emotional content, and the

leadership it provided?OContinuhg his analysis, Von der Mehden concludes that the
debate which arose between the secular nationalist faction and the Islamic nationalist bloc
generally centered on three issws: Pan-Islam

V.S.

nationalism; the adequacy or

inadequacy of Islam as a unifying force; the cathoücism of the secularist philosophy as
opposed to the narrowness of Islamic belief?'

In defending an Islamic ideology, the W cded on the reality iived by the
Indonesian people, for it claimed that Islam was in itself 'hationalist" because it united

Fred R. von der Mehden, Religion and Natio~lisrnin Southeast Asia (Madison.
Milwaukee and London: The University of Wisconsin Ress, 1968): 76.

et ücht L 1-12 (JanuarySebruary 1929): 280-28 1.
??ceci

R von der Mehden. Religion a d N a t i o n a h : 2 11-212.

FA^ R. von der Mehden, Religion and Nationulism: 76.

the largest part of the Indonesian people regardless of their ethnic origins. We read, for

example:
The difference between the youth movements [ethnic based orgaaizations]
that existed in hdonesia until today (1924) and the JIB is that the JIB does
not recognize and in fact abolishes islands or parts of the islanûs where they
corne from as ethnoiogicai boundacies of their groups. The members of the
J I 6 believe that a healthy love for the nation and the mothedand
(Nationalisrn of Indonesia) which is strong, tenacious and solid in love, will
easily be achieved by means of unity rather than fragmentation, without
necessarily ignoring the value of the multicultural properties attached to
Indonesian nationdism. In addition, unity among the Indonesian people,
historically, was the result of the economic and political goals they held in
common.
Based on the above views, the mernbers of the JIB had found one common
bond with which to unite the largest part of the Indonesian people, while the
indonesian people who united in many other organizations only did so
because they were unàer a foreign power. That common bound was

Islam.'*
Thus, the JIl3 employed the size of the Muslim population in the country as a
logically important consideration in deciding whether to nly on Islam as the basis of the
movement and its guide in the struggle for national frcedom. Moreover, Islam appeared
to the W as ideologically, culturally and symboiically distinct from the values of the

Dutch. nius, they fwther argued that Islam could be useful in stimulating national
awareness under the burden of the colonial @me.

This view in particular is found in an

article entitled "Islam dan Semangat Nasiondisme" (Islam and the Spirit of Nationalism),
written by Samsurizal under the pseudonym Samadihin. The author argues therein that

%ee Kasman's speech. "Ekrgerakan Pemoeda-Pemada hdonesia clan Natipij." Het
1 1-12 (lanuiuy-February 1929): 280-28 1. The speech was a commntary on the history of
the establishment of the J l B in front of the members of Naîïpij.

Li&
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Mam has always been synonymous with Indonesiaaness. Unlike who have distiac
national identities separate fiom religion. when an Mander (native Indonesian) says ''1

am a Muslini," this connotes, '4am an Indonesian." This hypothesis is supported by the
high number of langgar (Qur'anic seminaries) and annual Indonesian pilgrimages to
Mecca. Accordingly. the author concludes that the awakening of nationalist sentiment
would be best achieved through the spint of Islam. In support of this statement,

Sarnsurizal cites the exarnple of the southem part of the Netherlaads, mostiy populated by

Catholics, which wished to maintain such ties with Spain at a time when the Protestant
north called for seParation."

The arguments for Islam were also supported with theological precepts. This line
of argumentation was, in fact, in keeping with the W ' s obligation to study Islam. The

JIB undeatood nationalism in the sense of one's love for national unity as a part of the
teachings of Islam. Nonetheless, it insisted that Islam as an ideology was not limited to
any single nation. but to ail people in this world. To quote Kasman. for example, the JIB
embraced love of one's country based on the teaching of Qur'anic verse 49: 13,'~and on

the hadith. hubbul wathan min al-lm3 (to love the nation is part of the faith). From this
verse, Kasman derived the postulate that every Muslim must harbor feelings of
--

* ~ e eHe? Licht 9 (November 1926). The translation of the article in Bahusa indonesia
may be found in Ridwan Saidi. Mam and Nmionafisme ~Indonesia(Jakarta: LSIP, 1995), 7-9.
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""O mankind! We created you fmn sin& (pair) of a male and female. and made you
into nations and tribes. that ye may know each other (not that ye may despir (each other). nor
cal1 each other by (offensive) nichames: Ill-seeming is a name connoting wickedness. (to be
used of one) after he has klieved: and those who do not desist are indeed doing wrong." See The
Holy Qur'm. trans. Abûullrh Yusuf Aü (Maryland, Amana Corporation. 1994). 1342.
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nationaüsm (that is, love of his own Land). However, love of nation in the Islamic sense is

only permissible when it brings peace to the entire world. Hence, although Islam admits
nationalism. it should be understood in the sense that every nation is responsible for
itself, rather than one nation king better than and, therefore, responsible for others. 75
Hence, Kasman did not accept chauvioistic nationalism as the ideology of the indonesian
people, as had been adopted by many Western nations. because this had led to
imperialism and colouialism. In fact, he argued that every struggle and sacrifice
conducted in the name of nationhood should avoid chauvinism or impendism, such as
that which Germany had adopted, as implied by the motto, Deutschiand Uber Alles

(Germanyis Above Al1 Else). Such nationalism was intended for no other purpose than
to impose the hegemony of one nation over othea and could not foster social good or

peace. Nationalism, the author argued, shouid be intcnded to create equilibrium within
and between nations Ieading to security and peace for dl.

In one sense this argument can be read as a general critique of the Westem world,

when such concepts of nationaüsm were fomulated and adopted with detrimental (as
well as positive) consequences. Another line of argument in favor of Islam as the

ideological basis of the organization and the nation, looked at Westem society from a
different perspective, in pressing its claim. While Western political society generally

clairned reiigious neutrality as the basis of nationalism, Kasman. for example, poshilated

'8

"Kasman, '%en emstig Woordje Tot Mijn Mede-indonesiers." Het Licht 8 (Octoba
1928): 168-17 1.
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that British nationalism was, in k t , supported by Christianity. As Indonesia represented

a Muslim majority, therefore. their ideology must necessarily be based on Islam.
Kasman himself acknowledges the consequences of such a thesis. W membcrs
he States. were often threatened by the "pihak sana" (the Dutch) since such ideas

represented a danger to the colonial government?6 Meanwhile, the "pihak sini" (the
provincidist youth organizations) also perceived the JIB's arguments as a threat to other
active youth organizations. including Jong lava, Jong Ambone, Sekar Roekoen and so
on? The JIB. therefore, had not only to cope with the Dutch Colonial govemment, but
also the suspicions of their Indonesian counterparts. These suspicions p w ever stronger
when the JIB rehised to merge into a new. unified youth organization created by the PPPI

in late 1926. However, the JXB remained consistent in its agenda. After the famous
second youth congrrss. held in 1928. it passed up on another oppomullty to merge with
other youth movements into the Indonesia Muda, to be created in 1931. During this time,
therefore, the JE? was accused of being anti-nationalist.

In response to the nationalist block, the W published its standpoint extensively.
Dj. M.S.,for example, wrote "In Gezond en Stuk: Federatie atau Unificatie" (Federation
or Unification). in this article he divided the existing youth organizations in Indonesia at
that time into two groups. the €'kt comprishg ethnic organizations. such as Jong Java,
---

--

"Kasman probably justified this statementon the basis of the fact that the Dutch Colonial
Govemmcnt, especiaily aftet the Communist rebeiîion in 1927, was always intolerant toward
nationalist mavements, In fact, the Govemor General for the Dutch East Indies at that tirne still
saw the W as the possible organization to counter the communist influence among the youth in
the country.

nKaman "Pergerakan PemOeda-PemoedaUdonesia dan Natipij," 277-284.

Sekar Roekoen, Jong Sumatranen Bond, and so on; the second group was comprised of
organizations such as the Jong Islamieten ~ond?'According to the author, the fmt group
needed to uni@ in order to achieve a unified hdonesia, because having ethnic orientation
obscured the feeling of ke-Indonesiaan (Indonesian-ness). The JIB on the other hand, did
not need to uni@ with othea as the sense of unity required by nationalism was present in
the form of Islam. For the W,
their Islamic ideology strengthened and guided Indonesian

on the path to nationhood. islam provided the JIB member with the means to interconnect
with the general population. Thus, the idea of an indonesian federation was implicitly

agreed upon by the JIB?'
Indeed, as we have seen in previous chapters, the JIB maintained its independence

from the unified indonesia Muda, without necessarily intending to rival the secular
nationdist organization. However. tht diffennces in views and ideology between the
nationalist block and the JIB, placed the latter in opposition to the former, which was a
cadre of adult nationalist organizations. Interestingly, the JIB appears to have played a
similar role in its group in defending Islam as the preferred ideology of Iater Islarnic
factions, represented by Masyumi and the Nahdlatui Ulama, whose goals were the same
as those of the

W.For example, when the Constituent Assembly debates on state

philosophy wen held in 1957, the discussion echoed the polemics between the Islamic

this article, the author mentions no other organiation in the second category except
the W. However, we may assume that this also mant rligious organïzations such as Pemuda

Muslimin, Pemuda Kristen and Pemuda Muhamrnadiyah.
%e

Het Licht 3 4 (May-lune 1928): LU)-1 32.

and nationalist youth organizations made twenty years earlier. In fact. the lslamic factions

openly stated their intention to make Islam the ideological basis of the Indonesian state.
Natsu, as the spokesman for Masyumi, reaffiirmed again the relation between islam and
the state in Indonesia on the basis that Muslims constituted the majority, exactly as the

IIB had earlier." Thus, it can be said that the polemics on islam and nationalisrn between
the

IIB and secular nationalist organizations represented an early altercation appear to

have k e n the fmt conflict between the Islamist and nationalist factions in the history of
the Indonesian search for an identity and

an ideology to aid in the process of nation-

building.

l

%ohanunad Natsu. Idam Sebugai h u r Negara (Bandung: Pimpinan Fraksi Masyumi
dalarn Konstituante, 1957). For the complete anaiysis on the âebate, see Endang Saefbdin
Anshari. The Jakarta Charteroflwe IWS (Kda Lumpur: ABIM, 1979).

CONCLUSION

The significance and mie of the JIB in the s t n i g g k for Indonesian unity duriag the
late Dutch colonial e m

The Jong Islamieten Bond was significant, fmt of alI, due to the fact that it was
the largest Muslim youih organization of the nationalist period. Accordlngly, it was able
to provide an Islamic framework for youth in an era of intellectual awakening, an era

when Indonesians were searching for an identity that differed from that being imposed by
their Westem mien. Indeed, islam was used by the organization to unite students of

different ethnic backgrounds and to i n s a feelings of "Indonesianness." If, for a time

before World War 1, Sarekat Islam was able to unite Indonesian merchants by using

Islam as a symbol against foreip domination in the area of commerce, and eventuaily
relied on the organization as a vehicle for Muslim political aspirations, in the post-War
period the W was also able to unite young intellectuals through the same ideology but

with the aim instead of achieving intellectual awareness. identity, and national unity.
Second, the W reacquainted Muslim students who had attended Western-style
schools with an awareness of their own Islamic beliefs, expressed thtough critical study

and a cornmitment to practice them in daily life. In doing so. the W played a signif'icant
role in preventing youth fiom becomllig trapped in the modem Western lifestyles

introduced by the Dutch coloaialists. Its efforts to play this role are demonstrated by the

t

establishment of courses on Islam thmghout the country. using modeniist approaches

that seemed to attract many students whose intellechial curiosity was stiN developing.

When its concems for Muslims grew stronger, the W sometimes went beyond its initial
intention of acting merely as studi liehaam (a union for study)-i.e.. an organization
founded primarily for the purpose of studying Islam-to king a fully "social
organization" like the Muhammadiyah.
Third, the W was certauily an important movement that planted the seeds of selfconfidence in young Indonesians who believed they ween destined to be leaders in the
futun. Indeed. the JIB numired "love of nation based on Islam" in the midst of youth in

their early age by focming Natipij, the Islamic Scout movement. More importantly, in
defense of this position the JIB remained an Islamic-based organization at a time when

many other movements were embracing "secular nationalist" concepts as their principal
ideological tools in pursuit of national awareness. In their defense, the JIB's responses to
secular nationalist groups reflected its faithfiilness towards Islamic teachings and
confidence in its ambition to provide leadership in a future nation according to the

teachings of Islam. Its ability to portray this stand W u g h good organization, W careful
policy ûnd well fonnulated intellectuai essays made its reptation of k i n g the most
respectfd youth organization at that t h e . Two important achievements had k e n made in
this respect; one is that it was the only Muslim youth organization that had a member
sitting in the Volskraad, and the other is that it was the oniy Muslim youth organization

to be included as the regular member of MIAI in 1937. Both were high accolades from
Dutch officiais and fellow Muslim activists.

Finally, it should be stated that the role of the JIB in the nationalist movernent in
the country cannot be underestimated. The rnost effective proof of its contribution to
nationalism may be found in the leadership its activists later gave to the Islamic political
came later. In the 1940's when Muslim united under Masyumi in a struggle for defending

their nation and Islamic interests, those members previously recruited by the JIB-Natsir,

Roem, Kasman and Syafnàin Rawiranegara, to name but a few-had large share of the
leadership.

The Islamic eàucation within the JIB

The J I 6 used a modemist approach in explaining Islam. This approach prevailed
not only because the membership compcised non-pesantren students-effectively,
students who snidied at Westem school systems-but also because of the close and
intense contacts that existed with modernist leaders. This provided the growth of such
views in their attitude toward leaming. Needless to Say, in this role, Agus Salim, a
prominent modemist leader active in the Sarekat Islam, became the spirituai teacher for
the members of this youth organization. In addition, the

influx of the modemist thinking

and the incoming challenges of modeniity posed by the Westem world in hdonesia, at
the t h e when the JIB was founded, attracted the W to identify itself with this religious

trend.

Intenstingly, given that the members of the JIB had access to Western sources,
thanks to thek knowledge of Western languages and their opemess to modem thinlung,

they developed a mode of thought and attitude which were somewhat different h m iheV

pndecessors. For example, instead of using Het Licht maialy as a vehicle for voicing

their views and political interests, they used the publication also for intellectual
expansion and exercise. Het Licht accepted articles €rom variety of individuals and
groups outside the W thereby gaining by leamhg about the views of others. even its
enemies. In this regard, the JIB is different from the Muhammadiyah and Persis which
utilized its publication only to voice theù concems.
It is not surprising therefore that JIB's arguments in tesponse to these three

important issues show that the W members were. broadly speaking young modemist
intellectuals. Its arguments were developed as a result of critical assessrnent by its

membership, rather than relying on the ideas of their leader(s). Hence, the arguments
were not merely based on Islamic theological views, as was common with other
individuals and groups, but were also derived from the historical and comparative
knowledge that JI6 members had acquired through their studies. This may explain, for
exarnple, why the W showed a more moderate attitude toward the Ahmadiyah
movement than others did, and also account for why other parties had no dificulty in
understanding why the IIB took an lslamic approach to Indonesian nationdism. This in
effect encouraged a dialogue which helped to produce mutual understanding between the
various movements.

In conclusion, it may be said that the JIB was a representative of a particular trend
in Indonesian Islam at the tirne, which considered IsIamicness important in the
development of the identity of Indonesianness. Monover, it marshaleci solid arguments
on behaif of this view. These arguments, like the membcrs themselves, were in a sue of

8

devclopment. The con beliefs were formed at this time and they were to develop fiirther
in the future and to become part of a new Indonesian nation which was eventudy to fmd
r o m to accommodate both nationdism and Islam. The JIB offered one starting point, but
it was an important one.
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